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Note on Transliteration of the Nuristani Language 

A major problem for the foreign as well as Afghan 

researchers of Nuristan is the difficulty in pronouncing some 

of the geographical names and cultural objects in the native 

language. Moreover, the pronounciation of these names varies 

from village to village to the extent that often it is 

unintelligible to the Nuristanis themselves. until a standard 

alphabet for the Nuristani languages is adopted, this problem 

will continue. 

Another problem associated with the occurrence of 

foreign words in an English text is that of plurals. For 

example, the term ulama is frequently used in works on 

Islamic topics. Although the singular form of this word is 

alim, its irregular plural is ulama. Similar stylistic 

dilemmas occur in the case of proper names of tribes and 

people. Here it seems to me that the English plural is 

stylistically more acceptable than a form that may not be a 

local plural or collective. Thus, Nuristanis is used inste~d 

of Nuristani. Therefore, in order to simplify things for the 

reader, some of the local names for people and tribes are 

made plural by adding an (s) at the end of the word. 
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Scholars of Nuristan have used different methods to 

transliterate some of the terms and geographical names in 

Nuristani languages. 

Most of the earlier writers have attempted to 

transcribe the terms with the existing Latin alphabet. 

However, in recent years researchers in Nuristani culture and 

languages have strived for more accuracy and tried to 

eliminate the mispronunciation of the terms by using 

different methods of transliteration. This lack of uniformity 

in the transliteration system has created some confusion 

among readers. For this reason, I approached Richard Strand, 

an American linguist who has done extensive work in different 

dialects of the Nuristani languages, for help. In this work 

I have also utilized David Katz' method of transliteration 

with some exceptions. For example, the word Waigal has been 

transcribed in the dialect of Nishei ala "Vagal" by Strand 

and "Vaygal" by D. Katz. I decided upon "Waigal" for two 

reasons: first, the word waigal is more widely known than 

Vagal or Vaygal and second, the word is pronounced waigal by 

the natives rather than Vagal or Vaygal. 

Another minor difference between Strand's and Katz' 

method is that strand uses "S:" for retroflex "sh" and "T" for 

retroflex "t" without any diacritical marks. For example, 

KalaSum or duSTo. Katz, on the other hand, has transcribed 

the same words as KalasUm and dUsto. In this work, I have . . . 
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used Katz' style. His method is not more accurate than the 

other, rather I followed it for reasons of style with one 

exception. David Katz uses "~" for the letter "j" as in 

t .. v, b .. 't a rOJan, rOJan, I have, however, transcribed these words 

atrojan and brojan. 

For further clarification of the Nuristani language 

phonemic system, see the attached chart devised by David 

Katz. 



Vowels: 

high 

mid 

low 

front 
'0 c: = '0 
0 c: 
~ = c: 0 
l' ~ 

I 

i U 

e is 

tt 

Nasalization: -

Consonants: 

stops 

affricates 

spirants 

nasal 

taps 

resonant 

lateral 

glides 
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NI~EY ALA PHONEMIC SYSTEM 

non-front 
u 

0 

a 11 

~ 

>< ~ .... .... Q.l Q) .... .... > .... ~ '-
~ 

~ .... 0 ~ I .... .... ~ ~ ~ ..... 
.0 c: .... ..... .... II) 

~ Q.l ~ Q.l Q.l 0 

i l' 'r' ~ > 0.. 
I I I 

vls P .t . t k (q)* 

vcd b d 9 g 

vIs c C ~ 

vcd j 
v 
J 

vls (f) " (x) (h) s s ~ 

vcd z ~ ~ (g) 

m n rt n 
r r 
r 
I 

v# y 

* Symbols in parentheses are non-native sounds that are not fully integrated 
into the overall phonemic pattern. 

+ lQI between vowels is a nasalized retroflex flap that causes nasalization of 
adjacent vowels: e.g., paJ}!1v= [paraw]. 

# Ivl has three pronunciations: (1) V before front vowels, e.g., Va, 
Veligal, vi. 

(2) W between a vowel and a consonant or 
finally, e.g., qavm, PaJ}!1v. 

(3) f3 (weak bilabial approximant) in other 
positions, e.g., V~t. 
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Abstract 

This study is the outcome of research carried out 

during my involvement with the Afghan resistance movement 

within Afghanistan and in Pakistan from 1983 to 1990. During 

this period I was associated with resistance groups in 

various parts of Afghanistan, particularly Kunar province. 

The enormous human sacrifice among the Afghan people finally 

forced the soviets to withdraw their troops from Afghanistan. 

The anti-communist resistance operated largely under the 

leadership of the u1ama as well as the members of the 

intelligentsia. The decade-long struggle against the regime 

in Kabul and against the soviets, has resulted in a tremen

dous socio-economic and political transformation in addition 

to the loss of hundreds of thousands of lives and the 

dislocation of millions of Afghans. 

Most of the former traditional leaders have lost or 

are losing power. They have been replaced by the u1ama or 

young field commanders from relatively modest backgrounds. 

This study examines the emergence of the u1ama as the new 

leaders in Nuristani society. 

Traditionally the u1ama have played a very active 

role in national politics and have mobilized the masses in 

the name of Islam against the invaders. However, in the 
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present crisis the ulama have been even more prominent than 

usual in the forefront of national and international 

politics. 

This study attempts to identify the socio-economic 

and political factors that were instrumental for the shift of 

the leadership pattern from the traditional elite to the 

ulama and commanders. Will the ula_ma be able to provide a 

viable socio-economic and political agenda? Will they be 

capable of sustaining ideological and financial support from 

other Islamic countries? These are the main questions found 

by the ulama and the commanders. The answers are not likely 

to emerge in the immediate future. Whatever happens the ulama 

and commanders will continue to remain a socio-political 

force in the future. 

---- ._--------_._--
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I. Introduction 

Afghanistan is a mosaic of different ethnolinguistic 

groups who have lived side by side for thousands of years in 

times of both war and peace. The old tribal living patterns 

can still be observed today. Whenever the study of the 

history of any given tribe reveals that it has lived next to 

another one, we have a fair indication that they may have had 

a 'common ancestor at some time in the distant past. 

The language of the people of waigal Valley indi-

cates that they are one of the peoples descended from the 

ancient tribes of Afghanistan. These descendants lived in 

isolation from one another for many centuries although they 

live next to one another in the same geographical 

environment. 

since the tenth century, the people of Nuristan were 

besieged by their Muslim neighbors because their faith 

differed from that of the rest of their neighboring kin. 

Because of their difficult relations with other tribes, the 

Kalasa were forced to live at a sUbsistence level. They were 
• 

surrounded by hostile neighbors and could not trade with the 

outside world. until their conversion to Islam almost a 

century ago, they warred almost constantly with their Muslim 

neighbors. Over the centuries they suffered immense casual-
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ties incurred in successive invasions. The relationship 

between the Waiga1 valley in central Nuristan and its 

neighbors remained tense until 1896, when all were converted 

to Islam. Relative peace then returned to the area as there 

was no longer any reason for the Muslims to wage jihad (holy 

war) against the infidels. Similarly, the Nuristanis could 

no longer justify the killing of Muslims, which was formerly 

as valid a means of achieving success in Kalasa society as 

was the offering of lavish feasts (similar to the potlatch 

offerings of the Indians of the American Northwest). 

In the historical portion of this dissertation, I 

have made extensive use of the works of scholars from 

different periods to sketch an outline of the political 

events of Nuristan. with the help of these sources we will 

be able to draw a profile of the ancient history of Nuristan. 

For the cultural portion of this study, I have used the few 

existing works of European and Afghan scholars when 

necessary, but my lifelong personal experience as a Nuristani 

and personal research on the culture of the people are the 

basis of the major portion of my dissertation. 

In view of the current socio-po1itica1 changes 

underway in Nuristan, it is vital that the history and 

important cultural aspects of this part of the world, which 

are rapidly disappearing, be recorded without delay. 

-------.. -------- --- -- -----
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Before discussing the socio-economic changes in 

Nuristan I would like to present a general review of the 

literature and a description of the land and the people. 

A Review of the Literature on Nuristan 

Nuristan has attracted many conquerors, crusaders, 

religious zealots, travellers and adventurers. Many of those 

interested in Nuristan have visited and written their 

observations about the area, its people, language and 

cul ture. Most of the earlier Europeans as well as Afghan 

writers relied primarily on stories they heard from secondary 

and tertiary sources. One of the main drawbacks both for the 

investigators and the informants was the problem of language. 

The earlier writings describing the former 

Kafiristan consisted largely of secret letters written by 

British agents from the area. These letters were forwarded by 

British political and intelligence officers in India to 

London. They were known as Letters from India (LFI) , and were 

deposited in the India Office Library and Records and 

remained classified until a couple of decades ago. (For a 

detailed discussion of the letters see Jones 1969.) 

There are numerous published papers and articles by 

ethnographers, linguists, geographers, and historians - yet 

less than a dozen reliable book-length studies exist. 

Because of their limited relevance to my present study, I 

will not review them all. Instead I will introduce briefly 

-----. -----------------
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all the published or unpublished sources which I have 

consulted for this work. I will also comment on the purpose 

and motives of the observers and the conditions under which 

their field work was carried out. 

Elphinstone: Mounstuart Elphinstone was one of the 

early nineteenth century British envoys who had visited 

Peshawar to conclude a treaty of alliance with Shah Shuja, 

the Amir of Kabul. Elphinstone, like many of his other 

compatriots, had heard of the Kafirs and was fascinated by 

them. He called them "our Macedonian neighbors." He was 

interested in forging an alliance with the people of 

Kafiristan. For this purpose a mulla by the name of Najeeb 

was given the necessary instructions and a crash course in 

ethnographic research and dispatched to Kafiristan. For some 

time Elphinstone did not hear from Mulla Najeeb and gave up 

hope of seeing him again. However, the mulla appeared 

unexpectedly in Elphinstone's camp in India. The information 

collected by Mulla Najeeb about the Kafirs' country and their 

culture was translated, but only a portion of it was 

published as an appendix of Elphinstone's classic work, An 

Account of the Kingdom of Caubul and its Dependencies in 

Persia. Tartary and India, London, 1815. 

Mulla Najeeb went to Kamdesh, one of the largest 

villages in eastern Nuristan. It is not known how long he 

stayed there. What is important is his keen observation and 

---------------_ ... --.--.- . __ . --... 
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amazing talent for ethnographical work. He reported on the 

different tribes of Kafirs, their languages and religious 

practices. He attended two religious sacrificial ceremonies 

which he described in interesting detail. In my view his 

report is important for its description of the religious 

ceremonies because the rituals were discontinued after the 

conversion to Islam. Therefore, Mulla Najeeb's account is 

very important for providing details on the Kafirs' socio

political ranks and religious practices. 

Robertson. George S.: At the height of its control 

of the subcontinent in the nineteenth century, the British 

government of Indi~ was expanding its sphere of influence 

into the tribal areas of southeastern Afghanistan. In the 

meantime the Russians had· occupied the central Asian Muslim 

states and advanced to Wakhan in northern Afghanistan. The 

British expansion into Afghanistan was not easy. The Afghans 

had their first major war with the British in 1838-42 and 

there were many other minor armed confrontations. The Russian 

advance into the southeastern direction posed a serious 

threat to the British government's interest in the region -

particularly in India. In order to stop Russian expansion, 

the British government adopted the strategy of maintaining 

firm control over the southern part of the Hindu-Kush 

mountain ranges. This objective could be achieved either by 

maintaining an effective military force in the area or by 
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entering into a political alliance with the Amir in Kabul as 

well as with the various independent-minded tribes in the 

region. To achieve this goal effectively, the British 

government needed firsthand accurate intelligence about the 

area, therefore: 

"In the year 1885 His Excellency Lord 
Dufferin, Viceroy of India, determined that 
a correct knowledge should be obtained of 
the Hindu-Kush range, and of the population 
and resources of that region. To this end 
a party was, wi th the sanction of the 
Secretary of the State, dispatched from 
India in the month of June of that year, 
under the command of Colonel W. S • A. 
Lockhart, C.B., of the Bengal Army" (Jones 
1969: 7). 

This mission was organized by Sir Henry Mortimer Durand, the 

Foreign Secretary in the British Indian government. Mr. 

Durand was also the person responsible for the demarcation of 

Afghanistan's eastern border with the British India. 

The mission was kept very secret from the Afghan 

government as well as from the Russians: 

"The government of India desires to gain 
all possible information regarding the 
passes leading from Kafiristan across the 
Hindu-Kush. In this last respect, however, 
you must exercise special caution. It is 
not desirable at present that you should 
cross from Kafiristan into any of the 
Afghan districts, and it will be well if 
the fact of your presence in Kafiristan 
could remain altogether unknown to the 
Afghan authorities. Therefore you should, 
as far as practicable, avoid touching the 
Afghan border" (Jones 1969: 18). 

----- ---- --- ----- ---- -- -
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It was also made certain that the British public and press 

did not find out about it. 

Col. Lockhart was in charge of the expedition. The 

mission left India for Afghanistan via Chitral ana consisted 

of a large staff with specific assignments: 

Colonel Woodthrope was to survey the 
country, captain Barrow was to act as a 
staff officer, and Surgeon Giles, as well 
as having medical charge of the party, was 
to be naturalist and photographer. The 
escort consisted of 17 non-commissioned 
officers and men of the 24th Panjab 
Infantry, and, in addition, there were 
three non-commissioned officers of Bengal 
Cavalry and Infantry, and one of Panj ab 
Frontier Force Infantry, who were qualified 
surveyors. These latter were to supplement 
Colonel Woodthrope's one native surveyor, 
and, under Captain Borrow's superinten
dence, to conduct route surveys on a large 
scale. (Jones, ed. 1969: 7-8). 

Lockhart was instructed to establish good relations with the 

Mehtar "chief" of Chitral as well as the Kafir people. The 

expedition composed of a relatively large group of well-armed 

men arrived in Bargema~al in september of 1885. Despite the 

friendly attitude of and treaty alliance with, the people of 

Bargema1:al, the delegation was unexpectedly advised to vacate 

the area. Palwal (1977) believes that the Mehtar of Chitral 

had some influence among the Kata tribe of eastern Nuristan. 

Therefore, the large number of well-armed personnel may have 

aroused the suspicion of the Mehtar. The Mehtar of Chitral 

was probably alarmed that the Kafirs and the British would 

unite against him and would challenge his rule and 
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sovereignty in Chitral (Palwal, 1977: 6). Robertson, who 

visited the area five years later, felt that the main reason 

for the failure of the mission was that the delegates 

distributed gifts to some of the elders in order to encourage 

their friendship and cooperation. Instead, this resulted in 

differences between the elders. Those who received the gifts 

were not able to draw on the cooperation of those opposing 

Lockhart's visit. The Mehtar was always suspicious of the 

British, therefore, he may have conspired with some Kafirs to 

oust the British mission from the area.' Anyway, the mission 

failed in its attempt and it was not allowed to penetrate 

further into Nuristani territory. Whatever information 

Lockhart had gathered, along with Woodthrope' s photographs of 

the area, remained classified in the archives of the India 

Office Library in London for a long time. 

Colonel Lockhart's failure led to George S. 

Robertson's trip into Kafiristan. Robertson served as . a 

surgeon in the British Army and later became a political 

agent in Gilgit, east of Nuristan. He had become fascinated 

with the people of Nuristan and their strange way of life 

from the numerous tales that had reached him. He states: 

'For further comparison of the Mehtar's intrigues with 
some of the Nuristani people in order to stop European 
penetration into the area, see G. Robertson, .QR cit. chapters 
4 and 9. 



"The people of Kafiristan excited my 
curiosity during the Afghan War of 1879-80, 
and seeing them now in the flesh, my 
interest in them became so intensified, 
that the desire to see them in their own 
home was irresistible. I had accordingly 
asked the gOVE!rnment of India to be allowed 
to make an attempt to enter the Kafir 
country, and the permission was accorded me 
while actually on my way to Chitral for the 
second time" (Robertson 1970: 2). 
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Robertson visited Kafiristan twice, both times 

through Chitral (October 1889 and September 1890 to October 

1891). His second trip to the area lasted one year. Despite 

his often rocky relations with the elders of Kamdesh, he 

still managed to remain in Kamdesh for most of his stay. From 

there he visited other villages in the valley for short 

periods. He also travelled to Parun, in the northern part of 

central Nuristan, but he did not visit Waigal Valley or other 

parts of either central or western Nuristnn. 

I will not go into detail about Robertson's journey 

in Nuristan. As a result of his stay (just five years before 

the conversion of the people of Kafiristan to Islam), he 

wrote his classic entitled The Kafirs of Hindu-Kush published 

in 1896 in London - the same year Amir Abdur Rahman sent his 

troops into Nuristan. This book is not an analytical work by 

modern standards, but Strand, an American linguist from 

Cornell University, who spent two years (1967-69) in the same 

village of Kamdesh where Robertson established his main 

headquarters in 1890, has described Robertson's work as 
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follows: "His unusually vivid descriptions remain, even 

nowadays, an essential basis for all research. Only in recent 

years has one dax:ed to cast doubt on a few of his statements" 

(Strand in Jettmar, 1986: 19). Although the book does not 

satisfy the expectations of modern researchers, it still 

remains a standard source for those who are interested in the 

ethnography of Nuristan before the conversion. It is 

particularly valuable for its description of the religious 

ceremonies of the Kafirs. Mulla Nageeb's report and 

Robertson's study are the only two sources that have 

firsthand obs'ervations about the religious sacrifices and 

rituals of the Kafir ancestors of the Nuristanis. I have 

utilized Robertson's work infrequently, and only for the 

historical section of this work. 

Jones. Schuyler: Dr. Jones is associated with Oxford 

University in the United Kingdom. I have consulted his 

material extensively in the historical portion of my work. 

Jones made a number of extended field visits to 

Nuristan, especially to the Waigal Valley, in the mid 1960s 

while he was teaching at the College of Education of Kabul 

University. At the time of his field research, I was a 

student in the humanities department of Kabul University. 

In one of his field trips into Kala~Um I assisted 

him in the capacity of informant as well as interpreter 

during his interviews with the local people. Jones has 
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published a number of books and articles about Nuristan and 

its people. Here I only will cite his important works which 

I have consulted for this dissertation. Two of his earlier 

publications are his Annotated Bibliography of Nuristan 

(Kafiristan) and The Kalash Kafirs of Chitral (1966) and his 

Selected Documents from the Secret and Political Records. 

1885-1900 from the British India Office Library and Archives 

in London (1969), which present very useful and much needed 

material about the events that determined, to some extent, 

the future of the people of Nuristan. The Political 

Organization of the Kam Kafirs (1967) deals strictly with the 

people of Basgal, eastern Nuristan, but his work which I have 

ci ted frequently in my proj ect is Men of Influence in 

Nuristan (1974) which is the result of his field work in 

KalasUm (central Nuristan). It deals mainly with the social 

control and the local government of the people of the Waigal 

Valley and their means of settling intra-village disputes 

without approaching the agents of the central government. 

Kakar « Hasan K.: One of Kakar' s books enti tled 

Afghanistan: A Study in the Internal Political pevelopment 

(1880-1895) has a chapter about Amir Abdur Rahman's 

involvement in Nuristan and the history of the events during 

the period of conversion to Islam. Kakar has made extensive 

use of the archive materials in the India Office Library in 

London as well as other sources in the archives of the 
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Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Kabul. He has also cited 

extensive sources available in India. I have consulted Dr. 

Kakar's work for the period dealing with the history of 

Nuristan and its annexation by Amir Abdur Rahman Khan in 

1896. 

strand, Richard F.: This American linguist spent the 

years 1967 through 1969 in Basgal valley. In addition to his 

writings about the languages of Nuristan, particularly 

"Komviri"z, he has published many papers on the Kom history, 

principles of kinship organization, and the pattern of 

political leadership and government among the pre-Islamic 

Kom. since the focus of my study is limited to the emergence 

of the ulama as political leaders in Nuristan, I have made 

only infrequent use of his published works. 

Palwal: A staff member of Faculty of Letters and 

Humanitieo at Kabul University, he has visited various areas 

pf Nuristan since the 1960s; first as an interpreter with 

foreign researchers and later, carrying out his own field 

work concerning the language, religion, mythology, and socio-

economic foundations of Nuristan. He has published many 

articles about his findings in the Afghanistan journal. The 

resul ts of his many years of work are contained in his 

doctoral dissertation, The Kafir status and Hierarchy and 

ZThe dialect of the Nuristani language spoken in Kamdesh 
and other villages located south of Kamdesh in eastern 
Nuristan. 

------ -------- ----
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their Economic. Military. Political. and Ritual Foundations 

(Pennsylvania state University, 1977). His analytical 

description of the development of the socio-political and 

economic foundations of the former Kafirs is very interesting 

and an extremely useful source for anyone studying mobility 

and hierarchical systems in the Nuristani society before its 

conversion to Islam in 1896. Palwal examines the social 

mobility among the pre-Islamic Kafirs, whereas I focus on the 

emergence of the ulama in present day Nuristan. His work 

provides background information about the traditional social 

hierarchical system. 

Katz. David: Another very important work relevant to 

my study is Katz' dissertation, Religious conversion. 

Political Incorporation and Ethnicity in the vaygal Valley of 

Nuristan (1982). Katz, who spent two years in the Waigal 

Valley between 1975-1977, gives a detailed account of the 

conversion in Chapter 7 of his dissertation. He has made 

extensive use of the various historical and ethnographic 

materials available on Nuristan. His work is an important 

source for the historical part of my project. 

Sameullah. Taza: His book titled Reshaha-ye-Tarikhi 

wa Farhangi-ye Nuristan (1988) is a general work on the 

history and culture of Nuristan. He made extensive use of 

the Persian, Pashtu, and English published sources in the 

historical part of his book. The cultural portion is the 
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result of his own field work in the area. I have sparingly 

employed his data in my thesis. 

Gharzai. Muhammad Safar: A retired army general 

from Nuristan, he has written a small book in Persian dealing 

largely with the history and material culture of Nuristan. 

General Gharzai has put to good use all the available 

historical and cultural data to show that the Nuristanis are 

not the descendants of Alexander the Great, but rather the 

original inhabitants of ancient Afghanistan. 

Abdur Rahman Amir, (The Light of Histories, 1911), 

is mainly a history of Amir Abdur Rahman llritten by Faiz 

Muhammad, a court scribe under the direct supervision of Amir 

Habibullah. In this book, Amir recorded all the events of 

both his and his father's reigns. Chapter 12 deals with the 

Amir's military offensive in Nuristan in 1896 and the reasons 

behind the undertaking of this operation. 

Morgenstierne. Georg. This well-known Norwegian 

Indo-Iranian linguist has studied the language of the 

Nuristani people since the 1920s. His earlier work on the 

Nuristani language started in Kabul where he found a 

Nuristani informant for the first time at the house of 

General Abdul Wakil Nuristani in 1926. 

I believe that in the 1960s he visited Basgal Valley 

with Palwal to do linguistic research. He has also done some 

work among the Kata-speaking people in the Bumburait Valley 
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of Chitral district in 1929. He has published a great deal 

about the myths and languages of Nuristan and the surrounding 

areas. 

Klimburg. Max: This Austrian art historian and 

ethnographer has visited all three main valleys of Nuristan 

on several occasions for the purpose of research. His main 

interest lies in the art of woodcarving in Nuristan. His 

preliminary report was published in 1973 and 1976. However, 

his major work is awaiting publication. Certainly his 

comprehensive studies on the art of woodcarving in Nuristan . 
will shed new light on some of the mythical aspects of the 

Nuristani culture. 

Finally, my colleague, M. Alam Melabar, a linguist 

whose work I have, however, not consulted for this project 

deserves mention. until his untimely death, Melabar was 

associated with the Humanities department of Kabul 

University. He published some extremely valuable articles 

dealing with the folk history and mythology of Nuristan in 

the Afghanistan Journal (1977-78). The tragic death of this 

very promising and highly motivated man at the hands of 

Communist agents in Kabul in 1978 was a great loss to 

scholarship. 

The Land and The People 

Nuristan consists of large and small deep winding 

valleys. Three of the main valleys have been home for the 
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majority of the Nuristanis for hundreds of years. These 

valleys are given many different names by the natives and by 

the non-Nuristanis. For example, Ramgal is the name given by 

the inhabitants of Western Nuristan to their valley. This 

valley is administratively connected to the province of 

Laghman. Non-Nuristanis call this valley two other names 

Nuristan-e-Daraye Laghman or Nuristan-e-Gharbi (Western 

Nuristan). similarly central Nuristan is also known by 

several names. The native people call it Kala~Um while non

Nuristanis call it Nuristani-e-Daraye Waigal or Nuristan-e

Markazi (Central Nuristan). 

Eastern Nuristan is also known by several names. For 

example, the people of Ramgal called this valley Paraigram. 

The Chitrali call it Ba~gal and most of the early European 

writers approached the area through Chitral, thus the name 

Ba~gal became popular. On the other hand, the Pashtun of the 

surrounding areas called it Landi Sin. More recently the 

names Nuristan-e-sharqi (eastern Nuristan) or Nuristan-e

Daraye Kamdesh have become more widely recognized. These 

valleys will henceforth be called by their historical 

designations of Ramgal, Waigal and Ba~gal Valleys. In 

referring to Nuristan before 1896 the terms Kafirs and 

Kafiristan which most foreign as well as some Afghan scholars 

employed will be used here. However, in describing the post-

---_. __ ._------- .-- ._- - --_. 
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conversion events, the word Nuristan will be applied instead 

of Kafiristan. 

Present day Nuristan is located in the southeastern 

slopes of the Hindu Kush mountain range, covering almost five 

thousand square miles (Kakar, 1971: 181; Robertson, 1987: 

63). To the west lies the Panjsher Valley, and in the east 

are the mountain ranges which separate Nuristan from the 

district of Chitral in Pakistan. From the north, the Hindu 

Kush mountains separate it from Badakhshan. In the south are 

part of the Kunar and Laghman provinces, now occupied by 

various Pashtun tribes. 

The areas of Nuristan extend from the west to east 

along the north central part of the provinces of Kunar and 

Laghman. In the northern part of Nuristan where the mountain 

range separates the ptovince Badakhshan from Nuristan where 

the highest peaks of the Hindu Kush reach an al ti tude of 

about 6000 meters. 

In his book entitled Rishaha-ye-Tarikhi wa Farhangi 

Nuristan, S. Taza has described the area of Nuristan before 

the demarcation of the Durand Line as follows: 

The mountainous country of the Nuristanis 
once covered over 12,500 square miles in 
area, wi th a population of 2 million and 
complete geographic harmony. However, in 
1893 the rulers of the Indian subcontinent 
and Afghanistan reached an agreement on the 
Durand Line. As a result, the land of the 
Nuristanis was divided between them, part 
of it being assigned to Afghanistan and 



part of it remaining within the Br i tish 
subcontinent (Taza, 1988:8). 
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Robertson describes the area as follows: Nuristan 

consists of large, deep winding valleys fed by many rivers 

flowing from north to south. In the lower elevations the 

hills are covered with a great variety of vegetation of 

evergreen, different kinds of oaks, as well as deciduous 

trees like grapes, apricots, apples, walnuts, and various 

types of berries and fruit trees. Between 8,000 to 9,000 

feet the mountains are covered with dense varieties of pines 

and cedar trees which in Robertson's word a "tired-out hungry 

traveller cannot pass without admiration" (Robertson, 

1970:68). 

Beyond 400 meters elevation, the mountains have no 

large trees. Instead they are covered with grass and short 

shrubs that provide a good grazing area in the summer for the 

herds. The rocky mountains and thick forests were an ideal 

sanctuary for different kinds of birds and the markhor (a 

large deer) and the rivers were abundant with trout. 

Lately, due to the easy availability of explosives, 

automatic rifles, ammunition, and, more importantly, the non-

existence of authority to control the actions of greedy 

hunters, the markhor and the birds are close to extinction. 

Fishing with explosives thrown into the water has led to the 

depletion of fish from the rivers. 
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Despite a very difficult terrain, communication 

between the valleys is possible, but rare. During winter, 

due to heavy snowfall, the mountain passes are closed for 

almost four months. In the past, the ilmabitants of these 

valleys lived in isolation from one another. 

Nuristan is located in the southern slopes of the 

eastern Hindu-Kush mountains, where villages exist at an 

altitude of close to 3,000 meters above sea level. 

Pachigram, in eastern Nuristan, ~tivi in central Nuristan, 

and the village of Pusha1 in western Nuristan are examples of 

settlements located approximately at such great altitudes. 

The valleys occupied by the Nuristanis do not have 

suitable land for cultivation, but they are well-suited for 

raising livestock. The men raise goats and cattle, while the 

women, in addition to their domestic chores are responsible 

for agricultural produce. 

The lower part of Nuristan is higher than 1,000 

meters above sea level, gradually extending to well over 

3,500 meters in the northernmost part of the region where 

cUltivation take place. This increase of over 2,000 meters 

in elevation occurs within a distance of about 15 to 20 

kilometers from the lower region. This has had a significant 

impact upon the distribution of flora and fauna in the region 

and also directly affects the sUbsistence patterns of the 

inhabitants. 
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Palwal in his dissertation on the vegetation zones 

of Nuristan quotes Humlum as follows: 

The highland forests are dominated by 
conifers such as cedrus deodar, pinus 
gerard ina and pinus exelsa up to about 
2,000 meters; [and] there is a mixed 
variety of oak: (quercus baloot), holly, 
pine trees, nut trees, etc. Below 1,700 
meters deciduous trees predominate (Palwal 
1977:48). 

In the lower area of the Ramgal Valley in western 

Nuristan, the Iskandu and Gambeta side valleys mark a 

transition zone from coniferous forest to deciduous trees. 

The approximate altitude of this area is 2,000 meters.3 

Below these side valleys most of the trees, herbs, and other 

varieties of vegetation are abundant. At higher levels, 

vegetation is reduced to a limited number of hardy and strong 

species. An important example is the resinous pine, whose 

wood is used for torches by the inhabitants of the area. 

Juniperous cedar was burnt with butter on sacrificial fires 

for the purpose of telling fortunes. In addition to many 

baloot varieties of fruit trees, oaks (baloot) is found in 

abundance in the valleys of Nuristan. The leaves of this oak 

are used for fodder, particularly in the winter season. 

The indigenous fauna of lower Nuristan include 

monkeys, bears, leopards, wolves, hyenas, foxes, and wild 

boars. Different species of deer, particularly markhor, and 
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ibex we~e formerly plentiful, but during the last decades, 

turmoil in the countryside, aerial bombardments, and 

indiscriminate hunting by the muiahideen using automatic 

weapons have reduced these species to a minimum. These 

animals used to graze widely in the upper valley reaches, 

which made hunting them difficult. During the winter season, 

heavy snowfall forced them to the lower valley areas. Some 

of the species have not been seen for a number of years. It 

is possible that the animals have become extinct through 

excessive hunting, or have migrated to other areas in search 

of safety. 

The topography and resultant ecosystem have greatly 

influenced the lifestyle and socio-cultural patterns of the 

people. For example, among the people who live above 2,000 

meters, called Siah-posh or "black clad kafirs,,4, the 

practice of slope agricultureS was common. The Safid-posh 

or "white clad kafirs" living in the lower altitudes practice 

terraced agriculture. 

According to Robertson, the development of these 

agricultural systems is due both to cultural tradition and to 

4The term Siah-posh was used for the Kata of eastern and 
western Nuristan, who used to wear black garments. In 
contrast, the people of Waigal in central Nuristan wore white 
trousers and were therefore referred to as Safid-posh. 

sAll of the cultivable lands are on slopes. t They are not 
flat like those one normally finds in the rest of 
Afghanistan. The sloped fields are difficult to irrigate; 
during heavy rainfall the topsoil is washed away by the rain. 
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limitations imposed by environmental factors. In particular, 

rainfall influences agricultural practice; rainfall is 

limited in the lowland and increases in the upper part of 

Nuristan. In my view, however, agricul tural practice is 

influenced more by cultural tradition than by rainfall. 

Eastern Nuristan receives less rainfall than western 

Nuristan, yet the inhabitants of both valleys practice slope 

agriculture. Another important distinction is that the 

Safid-posh of central Nuristan produce two harvests, mainly 

wheat and maize, while the Siah-posh to the west and east, 

due to the short summer growing season, obtain only one 

harvest of wheat or maize. 6 

The rugged terrain of Nuristan is ideally suited for 

the raising of liv"estock. The northern areas of Nuristan 

have more openland covered with short stemmed shrubs. These 

--meadows are called~, In the hot summer the owners of the 
. -,... pastures take thel.r herds to these gns. Some of the meadows 

safi'; are owned by private households, but in general they are 

communi ty property exploited by extended clan members jointly 

or in turn. 

The southern portions of all three major valleys 

have more vegetation. These areas are utilized as winter 

6some villages of the Siah-posh that are located in the 
southern part of the valley harvest two crops, wheat and 
millet, while the inhabitants of the northern parts harvest 
one crop of either wheat or millet. 
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grazing areas. Particularly the various kinds of oaks are 

used as winter fodder for the animals. Here the weather is 

mild, and the grass grows earlier in the spring compared to 

the northern region of the valleys. In the summer the 

animals are taken up to the mountain pastures. They graze 

there until the arrival of the cold weather at the beginning 

of the autumn. In the middle of October the herds slowly 

move back to lower altitudes. After spending fifteen to 

twenty days in and around the village feeding on the grass 

and stubble left in the field after the harvest, the herds 

are taken back to the autumn grazing area called apokoma. 

There, in addition to grazing, they are fed with thick 

branches of a variety of oak called tent. The herds stay 

there until heavy snowfall. This is the time that they are 

brought to the winter quarters called Zne ten in the low 

lands. 

A Brief History of Nuristan 

The Nuristanis did not record their history. All 

the information about their culture and background has come 

down in the writings of conquerors who visited the area and 

left a body of scattered and incomplete information. 

However, these shreds enable us to reconstruct their past to 

some extent. The Nuristanis had a very bloody past which 

resul ted in the creation of two dis'tinct cultural phenomena. 

One is the development of their warlike attitude, and 
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(Palwal, 
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the development of their political hierarchy 

1977:39). These phenomena evolved under the 

sustained pressures of war and an environment of self

sUfficiency. 

There are many theories and speculations regarding 

the early history of the people. According to Robertson the 

Nuristanis are probably an earlier group of Indo-Aryans of 

Eastern Afghanistan, who, during the 11th century Muslim 

offensive in Afghanistan, refused to accept Islam and 

retreated to their difficult terrain. The original 

inhabi tants of the area were most probably the people of 

Prasun, Jajis, and Arams '(Robertson 1870:157). 

One thing is clear; at various times in the past the 

area carne under the rule of powerful neighbors. It was under 

the influence of the Chinese and occasionally under the 

domination of the Greeks who ruled Bactria, or Balkh of 

today. 

In 630 A.D. Hsuan-Tsang, the famous Chinese world 

traveler, visited the area which was part of the powerful 

state of Kapisa and included the Panjsher and Ghorband 

Valleys and the surrounding state of Lampaka (Laghman), 

Nagarahara (most probably Jalalabad), and Gandhara (lower 

part of the Kabul valley) (Cambridge History of India 

Vol:I:555). 

----_._-_ .. __ ._---_. _ ....... 
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H. Yule, the British-Oriental historian, believes 

that during the medieval period Nuristan was part of the 

state which extended from Kashmir in the east to Kabul in the 

west and was known as Bilour (Encyclopaedia Britannica Vol. 

13, 338). 

Timur (Tamer lane) called Nuristan Kator. The ruling 

family of Chitral called themselves Ka~or, and the largest 

tribe in Nuristan today is also called Katir or Kata. 

It is also possible that this word derived from the 

word kidara which was the title of the later rulers of the 

Kushanid dynasty. Captain Wood and H. Yule believed that the 

people whom Marco Polo encountered near the Kokcha river in 

Badakhshan province were Kafirs who lived north of the Hindu

Kush at the time. Elphinstone reported that the rulers of 

the Gilgit and Chitral still called themselves "Kings of 

Kator" • The author of Taavim-al-Baladan believes that Kator . . 
was the territory of the black-clothed kafirs whom Tim~r 

encountered on his march into India. He crossed the 

boundaries of Kabul through the Andarab and Khawak passes and 

attacked the Katir or "black-clothed" people in 1421 (A. H. 

Habibi 1357/1978). 

From the tenth century on, Muslim forces invaded 

Nuristan from the southwest and southeast. The eastern 
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portions of Bolor7, of which Nuristan was a part, were 

chopped off, gradually reducing it to its present-day size. 

The Muslim forces encouraged tribes of Bolor who were 

converts to fight against their own people. Those who had 

earlier become Muslims now attacked their brothers, who were 

still "Kafirs."s Thus the Kafirl3 were at war with Muslims 

and Kafirs alike. 

Nuristan attracted many Muslim invaders over the 

centuries. Among them were Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna (998-1030 

A.D.), Tamerlane (1362-1405 A.D.), and Babur (1504-1529 

A.D.), who fought the ancestors of the Nuristanis. After 

brief forays into the area, they were repulsed by the native 

tribes (Ghobar, 1346:261; Taza, 1989:79). After Tamerlane's 

unsuccessful encounter with the Kafirs (mainly to the west in 

the Kulum Valley), he left the area via the Khawak pass to 

Andarab, where he had previously established his military 

7What is now Nuristan was originally part of a muc:::h 
larger area called Bolor (in Jettmar 1980: 7-8). 

sThe notion of takfir (the act of declaring that 
someone is a kafir, or unbeliever) was essential for Muslim 
militants, because jihad may be only waged against infidels. 
For the Wahabi and other 18th century reformers, tomb 
worshipping, seeking intercession from dead saints, and other 
popular religious practices were sufficient reasons for 
takfir (Levtzion & Voll: 1987). 
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headquarters for the upcoming offensive in Kafiristan. 9 

At the beginning of the eleventh century the people 

of Laghman (Lamkan) pleaded desperately at the court of 

Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni for help against the periodic attacks 

of the Kafirs. Babur (1504-1529) had a brief encounter with 

the Kafirs in Kunar Valley. However, the Muslims from the 

neighboring areas kept up unrelenting pressure in the form of 

attacks and raids. 10 

European observers, scholars, and Bri tish Indian 

government officials began to entertain a serious interest in 

Kafiristan at the beginning of the nineteenth century. By 

this time the Kafirs had been pushed back to their present

day position and in spite of the numerical superiority of the 

invaders, the Kafirs put up a fierce resistance until Amir 

Abdur Rahman, succeeded (with British help) in conquering the 

area in 1896. 

A major reason why the ancestors of the Nuristanis 

repelled the attacks of invaders for centuries and survived 

as a unit against overwhelming odds is because of their 

9Tamerlane went as far as the Kulum Valley and left an 
inscription on a rock indicating the point of his penetration 
of that valley. Although his followers tried to claim great 
success for this advance, the fact that the Kafirs refused 
Islam proved that he had failed in his attempt to conquer the 
area. For details, see S. Taza 1988: 79-94. 

1oFor further detail about the complaints of the people 
of Lamghan or Laghman, Andarab, and Panjsher to the court of 
Mahmud of Ghazna, Timur (Tamerlane), and Babur, see Palwal 
(1977: 42-48). 
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strong social structure. They had developed a warlike 

culture. They greatly respected their heroes and despised 

those who did not demonstrate courage and heroism on the 

battlefield. One way to achieve a desired social status in 

Kafir society was to kill Muslim enemies. It was more 

prestigious to travel far into enemy lands to kill the enemy 

than to take him as easy prey close to home. Thus every Kafir 

warrior tried to cover larger distances in his mission. 

The Kafirs killed and were killed. They attacked 

and were attacked in turn. They looted others, and were 

themselves plundered. This action continued without 

interruption until the turn of the late 19th century when 

they were overpowered and converted to Islam. Nuristan was 

the last region to be incorporated into the Afghan 

government, and its people were the last to retain a 

distinctly ancient culture. 

The Kafirs from Ramgal in western Nuristan put up 

the strongest resistance against the well-equipped army of 

the Amir. In the end they ran out of food and weapons. In 

1896 they were defeated at last, and the wars of the ghazis 

against the Kafirs were ended. 

Origins of the Language and People of Nuristan 

The people of Nuristan do not possess a written 

history. No rock inscriptions or writing of any kind can be 

found in Nuristan shedding light about the Nuristanis' past. 
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Even today there is no alphabet in the Nuristani language. 

consequently, some of the sounds in the Nuristani language 

are difficult to write using the existing Arabic alphabet for 

the Pashtu and Dari languages. There is inconsistency in the 

stories about their origins. ultimately these stories amount 

to nothing in forming a factual picture about the origins of 

the Nuristanis. Some Nuristanis believe that they are the 

descendants of the Quraish tribe of Arabia but the origin of 

this theory is unknown. Some European writers sought to 

connect the Nuristanis to the Greeks. This theory does not 

rest on adequate scientific foundation. 

Biddulph is of the opinion that: "the Siah Posh 

tradition, however, point to their having been driven into 

their present narrow limi ts from a much wider extent of 

country than they now occupy, and they say that the art of 

writing was once known among them" (Biddulph 1971: 132). 

Bellew's study indicates that: "The Kafirs are but 

a remnant of a people who once occupied a far greater area 

than that which they now hold" (in Adamec [ed.] 1985: 349). 

G. Robertson believed that "The present dominant 

races of Kafiristan, the Katirs, the Kam and the Wai, are 

mainly descended from ancient Indian population of Eastern 

Afghanistan, who refused to embrace Islam in the tenth 

century and fled for refuge from the victorious Moslems to 

the hilly countries of Kafirisitan" (Robertson 1987: 157). 

----~----------- -~-.--------
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The oral tradition of the people of Nuristan 

suggests that their ancestors once occupied a vast area. 

Their persistence in keeping the religion and way of life of 

the forefathers was responsible for the loss of vast 

territory. 

The theory linking the Nuristanis to the Greeks for 

the first time was proposed by Pennell. He argued that the 

inhabitants of Nuristan had been brought by Alexander to the 

area in 300 B.C. He bases his arguments upon two stories 

which were common at the time. He believed that both stories 

appeared at the time of the arrival of the Kafirs into the 

region. The first of these stories tells how a group of 

Greeks during their advance towards the east were besieged by 

the powerful tribes of the area and eventually sought refuge 

in the Hindu-Kush mountain range. The second story tells 

that a number of the Greeks decided to settle in the vicinity 

of Bajaur (Pennell, 1909: 306-7). Many took this without 

considering other sources about the culture of the Aryan 

people, and believed the Nuristani to be descendants of the 

Greeks (Ta1uqani, 1361: 171). 

For example, the following passage is quoted in 

Renne1's Memoir of a Map of Hindustan. 

"There is certain tribes at this day 
inhabiting modern Bijore (Bajour), or at 
least there is not long ago, who pretended 
to be the descendants of certain persons 
belonging to that conqueror's (Alexander's) 
army, who they say, were left t~ere as he 



passed through the country •••• this account 
excited great attention during the journey 
of the mission to Caybul, ••• We were soon 
obliged to give up an opinion, derived from 
Abook Fuzl, that these colonists were a 
branch of Eusofzyes; but we learned that 
~he Canfirs, a people in the mountains 
north of Baj our , had many points of 
character in common with the Greeks (in M. 
Elphinstone 1969: 617). 
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It is possible that the Kafirs came into contact 

with the Greeks and picked up some of their cultural traits. 

It is known that they were under the protectorate of the 

Bactrian" ruler around 100 B.C. There may have even been 

some cultural exchange as a result of Alexander I s recruitment 

of a corps of Kafir youths to accompany him on his India 

compaigns. (Dupree, 1973: 2). 

Another theory holds that the Nuristanis were 

originally Arabs of the Quraish tribe (Gharzai, 1339:13). 

Alexander Burns also writes that the Kafirs believed that 

they are Quraish Arabs.'2 This belief appeared shortly 

before their conversion to Islam. It was perhaps propagated 

by Muslim mercenaries or preachers in order to facilitate 

"Bactria was a kingdom in northern Afghanistan after the 
death of Alexander the Great in 323 B.C. His empire broke up 
and was divided among his generals. The territory of 
Afghanistan was ruled by the Seleucid rulers. In 
approximately 175 B.C. Demetrius the King of Bactria moved 
toward the south and captured Kabul and invaded India and 
established the Greco-Bactria dynasty. 

'2Burnes, Alexander. 1838. "On the Siah-Push Kafirs, 
with specimens of their language and costume." The Journal 
of the Asiatic society of Bengal (Calcutta), 7: 325-333. 
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conversion. Amir Abdur Rahman may have wanted to protect the 

new converts from the ill will of narrow-minded and fanatic 

Muslims. Even today, the Arabs, particularly the Prophet's 

tribe of the Quraish, are held in high regard by Muslims 

because Islam originated in Arabia. 

Most historians and linguists agree that the 

Nuristanis are the descendants of one of the arlcient Aryan 

tribes (Morgenstierne, 1974 and Palwal, 1977: 23). Some 

modern scholars, particularly linguists, place the Nuristani 

language in the Indo-Aryan group (Dupree, 1974: 4), while 

some think that it is more closely related to the Indo

Iranian family. 

Morgenstierne, the well-known Norwegian Indo-Iranian 

linguist, cautiously arrived at the conclusion that the 

Nuristani language is neither completely Indo-Iranian nor 

Iranian; rather he thinks that it is a third group wi th 

closer relations to the Indo-Iranian group than Iranian 

itself. He has classified it as a third group and calls it 

the Kafiri language. 

'. , 

----'.',., ,-- .. -",---" 
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II. Annexation of Nuristan by Amir Abdur Rahman 

During the second Anglo-Afghan war in 1879, Muhammad 

Yaqub, the son of Amir Sher Ali Khan, was sent to India as a 

state prisoner, and Amir Abdur Rahman, a strong contender for 

the throne in Kabul, had just returned from a ten-year exile 

in samarqand. He was recognized as Amir of Afghanistan both 

by the Afghan people and by Lepel Griffin - a British 

political officer sent to Kabul by the Viceroy of India for 

the purpose of negotiating the withdrawal of British troops 

from Afghanistan in July, 1880 (Jones 1974:4). 

At the end of the nineteenth century, the 

involvement and preoccupation of the British in the northwest 

frontier area had increased. They tried to limit Russian 

advancement into the north of Afghanistan, specifically, they 

were concerned with Russian incursion into the south of the 

Pamir. If this were to happen, the strategic areas of 

Nuristan and Chitral might fall into the hands of the 

Russians, and from there they could stage attacks to threaten 

the stability and security of British India (Kakar, 1971: 

207; Taza, 1988: 96). 

The British concluded the treaty ~f Gandomak, signed 

26 May, 1879, between Muhammad Yaqub Khan, the Afghan Amir 

and Major Louis cavagnari, British representative (Aitchison 

----- .-- --------- --_ .. 
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The British government wanted to annex the 

disputed territories along the border of British India and 

Amir Abdur Rahman was trying to bring the independent regions 

in what is now eastern Afghanistan under his control, and to 

extend his sphere of influence toward India without 

confronting the British militarily. He was particularly 

interested in the strategic site of Asmar, which was situated 

on the route between Jalalabad, Pamir, and Chitral (Kakar, 

1971: 103). 

In 1893 the Amir made an agreement with the British 

government which allowed him to annex Wakhan in the north, 

Asmar in the southern part of Nuristan, Mohmand, and part of 

Waziristan. In return, the Amir promised not to interfere in 

the affairs of the swat and Bajour areas (Kakar, 1971: 286). 

Amir Abdur Rahman was the ruler of a state without 

a clearly defined border. The northern border of Afghanistan 

with Russia was drawn with British mediation in 1885, while 

the border in the east continued undemarcated until 1893. 

Both Britain and Afghanistan were seeking to extend their 

influence in the tribal areas in southeastern Afghanistan. 

Both powers also realized that this would eventually lead 

them into military and political confrontation. They resolved 

this problem in July of 1893 when the eastern border of 

Afghanistan was demarcated with British India (Jones, 1969: 

77-80). 

----_. __ ._-- ---.. - --- -.- -_.- ._- - -_.- --_.- . 
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In coming to terms with the Amir, the British 

implicitly allowed him to annex Kafiristan. The Amir was 

provided with Martini Henry and Snider breach-loading rifles 

and cannon, and his annual subsidy was increased from 12 laks 

to 18 laks rupees (1.2 million to 1.8 million rupees) (Jones 

1974: 4-7). 

It is known that the Amir had wanted to attack 

Kafiristan before 1895 (Kakar, 1971: 187-188), but due to 

uprisings against his rule in other parts of Afghanistan, 

plans for the conquest were postponed. He continued to send 

gifts to the village elders of Kafiristan and occasionally 

invited them to his court. He tried to persuade them to 

accept Islam without using force. But these methods did not 

prove effective (Ibid.). 

In Taj ul-Tawarikh ("The Crown of Histories") the 

Amir himself described the reasons which compelled him to 

march into Nuristan: 

The nation that fought against me is the 
people of Kafiristan (Nuristan). Since 
this province was assigned to me according 
to the Durand line agreement, therefore I 
did not want to use military force in their 
conversion and annexation of their 
territory, and I thought I could win over 
them with friendship and kindness. For 
this reason I invited their elders a few 
times to Kabul and showered them with 
gifts. I thought that upon their return to 
their villages they would campaign for me 
and spread good word for me among the 
people. Instead they bought weapons with 
the money and gifts I had provided them to 
fight against me. During this period 



Russia had occupied some areas of Pamir and 
become quite close to Nuristan, and 
continued their advancement toward the 
South. So further delay under these 
circumstances would be unwise. Therefore, 
I decided to send troops to Nuristan 
sooner, because if the Russians occupied 
the area they could easily claim that this 
used to be an independent territory. If 
they were to occupy the area first, it will 
be very diff icul t to remove them later. 
Secondly, the areas of Laghman, Jalalabad, 
and Panjsher belonged to the Nuristani 
people in the old days. So it is possible 
the Russians would encourage the Nuristani 
to claim their lost territories from the 
Afghan rulers. This could create a huge 
problem for the Afghan nation, and would 
give a good pretext for the Russians to 
intervene in Afghan affairs. In addition, 
Nuristan covers a large territory lying 
east and west. If at any time I would get 
involved in military confrontations with 
any of my neighbors, they could cause 
problems from the rear front, so I wanted 
to avoid that possibili ty in the future. 
The final reason, which is also very 
important, is that these people (the 
Nuristani) have always fought their 
neighboring Afghan enemies, have captured 
many slaves, and many people have been 
killed from both sides. The capturing of 
slaves became very common, and I wanted to 
put an end to this. The Nuristani are very 
brave and courageous people, and I can use 
them in my army. Because of the above 
reasons I was forced to send an army to 
Nuristan. (Translated from Tajul Tawarikh, 
1904: 238-40) 
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Before the invasion he did a lot of thinking about 

the timing and logistical preparations for his forces. He 

chose the winter months for his operation when the mountain 

passes were closed and people were confined in their 

villages. There were several reasons for conducting the 
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operation during the winter. First the Nuristanis were 

fierce mountain fighters. If they commanded the mountain 

passes (during good weather), it would be impossible for the 

government army to transport heavy guns and cannons. 

Secondly if he attacked the Nuristanis when the passes were 

open, they could ask for Russian help and support against the 

Kabul regime. Third, if he had attacked in the summer, 

probably the war would have lasted a long time, and both 

sides would suffer heavy losses. Therefore, he caught the 

people by surprise during the winter season when all the 

passes are closed from the end of November to about the 

middle of April. 

Another important reason which he mentioned in Taj 

ul-Tawarikh for initiating the operation during winter is 

that some Christian missionaries were "creating problems" 

(i.e. , interfering in local political affairs, and 

communicating with foreign governments.) He decided to 

invade Kafiristan during the winter season before any foreign 

countries found out about it. 

The Amir dispatched his troops in November of 1895. 

His chief of the army and confidante, Sepah Salar Ghulam 

Haidar Khan Charkhi, first asked the Kafirs to convert to 

Islam without fight"ing, but they refused. His army entered 

Basgal via Barikot. After a year of strong resistance, the 
• 

Kafirs could not continue to resist the large number of well-
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armed troops of the Amir wi th bows and arrows and a few 

primitive rifles. Some accepted Islam, and a number of them 

left the area as refugees for Chitral under the leadership of 

Mara and other village elders (Jones 1974: 2-20). 

The Amir selected Asmar as his base of operations in 

Kafiristan and divided his army into four groups. One was 

.assigned to captain Muhammad Ali Khan, who was given the task 

to attack the Kulum Valley via the Panjsher Valley in the 

west. Another group under the command of Ghulam Haidar 

Charkhi was assigned to attack from the southeast. A third 

group invaded from Badakhshan in the northwest under the 

command of General Katan Khan, and the fourth group in the 

south from Laghman was under the command of Faiz Muhammad 

Khan, the district governor of Laghman province (Abdur 

Rahman, 1904: 241. Taza, 1988: 123). All four groups were 

equipped with the most modern weapons available at the time. 

The Amir claims that the operation was finished during the 

winter, and that the people accepted his rule without 

resistance. He returned to Kabul in the spring of 1896. 

The forced conversion and subseqUent annexation of 

Kafiristan by the central government of Kabul is considered 

to be one of the major events in the reign of Amir Abdur 

Rahman. The Kafirs lost their independence and the 

centuries-old religious animosities between them and their 

Muslim neighbors was ended. After this defeat, many 
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Nuristani families, particularly those from the Ramgal 

Valley, were brought to Kabul as government hostages. 13 

They were stationed in Pagbman about seventeen kilometers 

west of Kabul; famous for its pleasant weather in the summer. 

The Amir enlisted the young Nuristanis into military service 

and a number of non-Nuristani military personnel were sent 

into western Nuristan to keep the security of the area. The 

Amir planned to establish a large military ba~e in Kulum, one 

o.f the important and strategic areas in Ramgal (Taj ul

Tawarikh, 1984: 242). 

Following the exile of their inhabitants, the areas 

of Pushal and Kulum were assigned to nomadic families of Safi 

and Laghmani Pashtun tribes (Jones 1974: 15). 

Social and Economic Factors in the Acceptance of Islam 

In this chapter we will examine the spread of Islam 

in Nuristan, both in terms of socio-economic structures and 

in the relationship between the newly Islamized Nuristanis 

and their Muslim neighbors. 

After conversion to Islam, the Nuristanis increas

ingly began to adopt Islamic culture as well. Whereas before 

they had remained content wi th whatever was av.ailable in 

their own environment, the Nuristani Muslims now looked to 

the culture of their Muslim neighbors in their search for 

13Interview with Brig. Abdul Jabbar Peshawar, December 
1988. 

---_ ... -_ ....... _--- ...... _ .. --- ..... - .. 
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enlightenment and new ideas, as well as for material culture, 

such as clothing and household utensils. Prior to this 

time, most of their material objects for daily use had been 

produced domestically. There were a few things such as iron, 

silver, sal t, and cotton cloth which were imported in 

exchange for dairy products or animals. 

During the first two decades after conversion, 1900-

1920, most of the Nuristani ulama were trained either by 

private tutors in the palace of Amir Abdul Rahman or with 

well-known religious scholars in private madrasas14 in and 

around Kabul, Ghazni, Shamali, and Logar areas. The number 

of Nuristanis enlisted into the government services (both 

civilian and military), an increase in trade contacts, and 

most importantly, the interest for deeper understanding of 

religious subjects, led a large number of Nuristanis to leave 

their villages for distant parts of Afghanistan and Pakistan. 

The relatively large numbers of pilgrimages (HAii) 

undertaken by Nuristanis to Mecca and Medina had a profound 

effect on the lives of their respective villagers. Because 

of its great length and difficulty, a pilgrimage to Mecca is 

considered to be a major commitment to the faith; it is the 

ultimate goal of many Muslims. It is believed that if a man 

14Here the term madrasa is referred only to mosque 
related institutions of learning while maktab is applied for 
schools emphasizing subjects of science, both social and 
natural. Most maktab are sponsored by the government. Some 
madarasas are also run by the government. 
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or woman makes the Hajj with pure devotion and sincerity, his 

or her sins will be forgiven. 

The Quran regards the ~ as obligatory, which all 

mature believers should fulfill at least once in their lives, 

provided that they are in good mental and physical health and 

can afford it. Before undertaking the pilgrimage one must 

demonstrate the ability to incur the expenditures, including 

care of one's family during his absence. Low-income families 

were not able to meet these requirements but chose to make 

the pilgrimage anyway. This, in turn, reinforced the image 

of the pilgrimage as a heroic sacrifice. The pilgrimage was 

a difficult act of individual self-discipline for which there 

was no SUbstitute. Because of the nobility of the Hajj, many 

wealthy people could not content themselves with only one 

trip, and many went to Mecca more than once. In recent years 

the repetition of Hajj has become a sign of economic status 

which added to the pilgrim's political standing. This could 

tremendously advance one's socio-political standing in the 

community. 

Not all returning pilgrims engaged in local poli

tics. In many instances wealthy pilgrims acted as patrons of 

the ulama, who were generally either from a lower class or 

from outside without much political or economic power. The 

majority of the hajjis (pilgrims) were from the upper class, 

but were often religiously illiterate. In forming a 
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symbiotic relationship, the ulama acted as private tutors to 

the hajji, while the hajji in turn provided political support 

for the ulama. 

The impact of the trip to Mecca upon the pilgrims 

who had never been abroad was tremendous. First of all they 

underwent a great physical, cultural, and emotional shock. 

In comparison to the villages of their own country, Mecca was 

one of the richest, most beautiful and most developed cities 

in the world. This was consistent with their worldview that 

Mecca was the home of the Prophet. If anything there 

disturbed them such as problems with housing, the attitude of 

the shopkeepers or transporters, they were willing overlook 

it. The most important lesson for them was the appreciation 

of universalism, and the richness and the prosperity of the 

Saudi hosts. 

The pilgrims met Muslims from other parts of the 

world; upon their return to Nuristan they told stories about 

the intelligence, piety, and clean lifestyle of other 

peoples. As a result, the pilgrims started making socio

economic changes in both their homes and their personal 

li ves. For example, they restricted to some extent the 

movement of their females, and some adopted the custom of 

wearing the purdah (veil) in accordance with Islamic 

traditions. Structural changes also were introduced in their 

homes. They built separate guest houses so that people who 
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are not immediate relatives of the family could be 

entertained there. They abstained from listening to music 

and from watching dancing. Musical entertainment was 

considered to be "vain" and a waste of time. 

The Social structure of Nuristan 

The term signifying an individual's relationship 

with maternal relatives is zatr. This is the equivalent of 

the patrilineal or agnatic relative, or matr. The term zatr 

encompasses all male and female matrilineal relatives. 

Although descent is reckoned patrilinealy, 

matrilineal relatives were also very important and were held 

in high respect. The mother of the individual always 

considered herself part of her own clan. She never addressed 

her husband's clan as "my" or "our". Having a large number 

of powerful matrilateral relatives zatr was very desirable, 

particularly if the individual belonged to a smaller clan. 

In times of emergency the individual would draw upon the 

support of his zatr. If the individual needed financial 

support, he would take a cow, preferably a steer, to his 

maternal uncle's house; or in the absence of the real 

maternal uncle, to the home of his nearest maternal kin. He 

would kill the animal and invite all of his clan members, 

offering them a feast. Of course, everyone knew the purpose 

of the invitation. Each household would contribute something 

to its nephew, the amount depending on the economic condition 

----.-_ .. _-----_. __ . -_. -_.--_ .. 
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of the individual. Generally the clan members were generous 

in order to keep clan prestige high. Most often a man would 

seek the support and protection of his zatr when he got into 

trouble: for instance, in cases of homicide or elopement with 

someone else's wife. So having a powerful matr and zatr were 

a deterrent against those contemplating serious action 

against the offender. They would possibly fear the 

retaliation of the zatr and matr of those he has acted 

against. 

The people of Nuristan practice exogamy (marriage 

outside one's immediate clan). Endogamy (marriage between 

descendants of the same clan) was taboo. After the Islamic 

conversion a few limited cases of intermarriage took place, 

and these were looked down upon by the older generation. 

until a generation ago, marriage among clan members or with 

close maternal relatives such as a maternal uncle's daughter, 

maternal or paternal sister's daughters, was uncommon. 

However, due to the constant preaching of the ulama about the 

permissibility of such relations, the number of such 

marriages among distant clan members is on the rise. 

Observance of the older restriction is particularly true in 

central Nuristan, whereas the tradition in eastern and 

western Nuristan is more relaxed. There one can find many 
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cases of marriage between members of the same lineage. 15 

However, in the Waigal Valley in central Nuristan marriage 

between members of the same lineage, or between maternal and 

paternal cousins is still avoided. Despite the century-old 

influence of Islam, this is still considered taboo. If, for 

instance, anyone breaks the tradition his behavior will be 

considered as an .9.9ml ~ar (non-Nuristani custom) by the 

people of his village, particularly by his relatives. cousin 

m~rriage is considered the preferred marriage among other 

ethnic groups in Afghanistan, which is why a Nuristani who 

'practiced this would be considered to be an Afghan. 16 

Another important kinship tie among the Nuristani 

was the choosing of a solibar brother relationship. Two 

persons either from the same village from different clans, or 

from different villages, would decide to become soli, 

"brothers." The issue was discussed by both families. After 

approval, one of them went with a large goat or cow, along 

with some pieces of fine cloth, to the house of the other. 

The other person would kill the animal and invite his zatr 

and matr relatives and feed them. The kidneys of the animal 

15A clan is a group of agnatic relatives having a common 
progenitor. A clan may consists of 4 or more lineages, each 
consisting of 15-20 families. 

16Afghan is the term mainly used for the inhabitants of 
Afghanistan who belong to the Pashtun tribe and communicate 
in the Pushtu language. However, the Nuristani use this for 
a stranger who does not belong to their own. 

------------_ ... -----_._-- -- --
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were served one to each of the two men who intended to become 

soli "brothers." After eating the kidneys, they addressed 

each other by the term soli. This institution was very 

important and respected in the past. In some cases, the two 

people were even closer than real brothers. They looked 

after one another's needs and happiness. Both family members 

addressed one another with the kinship terminologies common 

in the area and showed great affection towards each other. In 

most cases, the relation is passed on to their descendants. 

Of course, the sons of two soli will not call each other 

soli, but will have great affection and respect for one 

another due to the solibar "brotherhood" of their fathers. 

They feel that they are clbse relatives. Anyone can enter 

into a relationship of solibar as long as the two persons are 

able to nurture such a close tie towards each another. 

Sometimes a member of the lower class bari would 

enter into solibar with a member of the upper class atrojan. 

In this case there may be a political objective rather than 

simply caring about one another. Often in this kind of 

situation, both individuals utilize the relationship for one 

another's benefit. The person from the lower bari class may 

need political protection, and the other may require his 

skills and services. By entering into the relationship of 

solibar both are benefitted. similarly, a person of humble 

background or someone who has lost his father might adopt a 

----_ .. _----_.------ ... -
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respectable and influential man of the village as his father. 

Here again, the "son" expects the support of the influential 

man in time of need. 

In fact, the practice of sOlibar has a history 

dating back at least one century. The Nuristanis had §§li 

among neighboring Muslims with whom they were trading 

partners. After the 1896 conversion, limited contact between 

the Nuristanis and their Muslim Pashtun and Tajik neighbors 

began. So they became sOli with one another.- If a non

Nuristani came to Nuristan as an itinerant trader, he needed 

a place to stay without any security concerns. This place of 

security and comfort was ,provided by his soli. In a like 

manner, when a Nuristani travelled to neighboring areas to 

buy items not produced in Nuristan, particularly salt, 

jewelry, and fine cotton cloth, he also needed safety. This 

was provided by his sOli. 

After the 1896 conversion, the issue of security 

gradually disappeared and the relationship assumed more of a 

socio-economic role. The ritual of sOlibar still continues, 

but in practice does not possess the, sincerity and intimacy 

of the past. 

Kinship and Social Organization 

Traditionally the Nuristanis have been an egali

tarian people. The affairs of the community are managed by 

the elders (dU~~O) of the tribe called by different names in 
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different valleys. In eastern and western Nuristan they are 

known as je~t, while in central Nuristan they are called 

dUsto. Je~t and dUs:~o literally mean "elder", but in its 

proper cul tural context more is meant more than just an 

elder. These men are the ones who decide important village 

issues. All dUsto are not invited to important meetings. 

The number and size vary according to the size of the 

village. Obviously, the larger the village the greater their 

number. Age is not the determinent factor and there are also 

younger men occupying the position of dUsto • . . 
The desi dUsto (village elders) are responsible for 

the declaration of war and peace between their village and 

others. They mediate in times of dispute between villagers. 

Each spring they assign a group of people called malayre to 

oversee the crops, fruits and pastureland against 

trespassers. The number of the malavre varies just as the 

number of dU~~o according to the size of the villages. They 

are responsible for making sure that no one lets his herd 

graze in someone else's pasture. They are also responsible 

for the supervision of the gardens and vegetable plots of all 

the villagers. Even the owner of a garden is prohibited from 

collecting walnuts or grapes before the announcement by the 

malavre. His responsibility begins around the beginning of 

March and lasts until completion of the last harvest at the 

end of September. At the beginning of March the malavre 
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tells the villagers that all animals must be driven from the 

village - away from the cultivable land so that preparations 

for sowing can start. The animals are allowed to return to 

the village by the end of September when the harvest is over 

and the fruit has been collected. The animals are brought to 

the village for two to three weeks after the completion of 

the harvest so that they may feed upon the leftover straw and 

hay. 

All elders are not able to occupy the politically 

influential position of du~-t:0. Traditionally, there were two 

ways to arrive at this most important and prestigious 

stature. One was for the individual to prove himself brave 

by killing his traditional enemy - the Muslims. The more 

successful ones would command great respect from their 

communities. After each killing, they entertained their 

villagers with a lavish feast in honor of their success. 

Another way of achieving ranks of merit was through 

generosity. The candidate offered lavish feasts to his 

villagers. Occasionally rich people would also invite 

outside villagers, depending on their economic ability. 

These feasts were of several kinds and called by different 

names, such as oda, offered after the death of a family 

member. This feast was obligatory, and therefore did not 

greatly contribute to a person's political position within 

the community. 
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I?oul was a feast given to the villagers by rich 

people during autumn. This type of offering was more for 

gaining respect and political influence. There were types of 

doul for men only as well as ~ where both men and women 

were invited. 

eagar sa~eg is the term for the feast where a person . . 
also invited his neighboring villages. Some villagers were 

rich enough to invite all of the nine large villages of the 

Waigal Valley, while others invited only one or two villages. 

The more one invited, the higher one's prestige rose. 

Desibar 

Desibar is to promote the well-being of the 

residents of a village. Every villager is expected to excel 

in behavior sanctioned by the cultural tradition of the 

community, and to abstain from activities which may cause 

embarassment or bring dishonor to the village. 

In desibar the offender or wrong-doer is advised to 

accept the decision of the villagers made in the best 

interest of the community. otherwise he may suffer severe 

financial consequences. If he does not acccept their 

decision, the case may be referred to the local government 

located in the lower Pech Valley. since many government 

agents were thought to be filling their own pockets, the 

local people did not look on them favorably. So if the two 

parties could not agree, the case went to the village iarga 
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The local government agent would try to 

settle the dispute in an informal way by assigning people 

from other villages in most cases non-Nuristanis from the 

lower Pech Valley where the district government is 

headquartered. The motive on the part of the government 

agents to solve the dispute in an informal manner was for 

personal gain. At the end of the settlement both parties, 

would pay the fine to the government as a tax called mahsul. 

~he guilty party would have to pay more. This money would go 

into the pocket of the government people. For instance, if 

the case was decided through official court channels, all the 

taxes for the cost of official papers (or any other taxes or 

fines accrued) will go to the state treasury. For this 

reason, the local government official would encourage the 

disputants to resolve the conflict through arbitration. No 

matter how convincing the case, one had to pay the mahsul 

each time. By the time the final verdict was issued he may 

have lost a tremendous amount of money, with no assurance of 

a just decision. Thus many did not take their disputes to 

the local government. One could safely say that ninety 

percent of the conflicts were settled within the villages of 

the litigants. 

If a village was able to settle its own affairs 

without outside intervention, it was considered to be good 

desibar. The inhabitants of other villages would look with 
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respect to the elders and residents of that village. If a 

village was not able to settle its affairs internally, their 

desibar was considered to be weak and in disarray. 

In order to strengthen desibar the village elders 

would boast to the younger generation that in the past, other 

people invi ted ancestors of the village to settle their 

conflicts. The elders, therefore, tried to encourage their 

villagers to resolve their own disputes and avoid the corrupt 

court system. 

--- -.......... _--- .. 
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III. Traditional Social Hierarchy 

Kafir society was composed of two distinct castes: 

the atrojan (the free) and the brojan (the slaves) which will 

be dealt with in detail in the following pages. In theory 

everyone born into the free class seemed equal and expressed 

his views freely, but in reality, it was more like a caste 

society. The village affairs were managed by the elders who 

were known as je~t and mir among the Kom and Kata tribes of 

Basgal and Ramgal and as dUsto among the inhabitants of 

Waigal Valley. 

The terms jest and dUsto simply mean gray-bearded or 

elders. It should be noted that every gray-bearded man was 

not responsible for the affairs of the community. Rather it 

required a special kind of elder who had gone through a great 

deal of physical and financial sacrifices to acquire the rank 

and title such as jest, mirs (kings), and dUsto. In order to . . . 
achieve higher social rank, a person underwent a series of 

physical tests that required a great deal of courage. He 

embarked on a series of military expeditions into distant 

areas in order to kill the enemy of his faith and land and 

become ma~imal oda in Ralasa dialect and leyma~ and surama~ 

in Kom and Rata dialect. 

-------------_. __ . __ . __ ._- --. - . 
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After successful killing expeditions, the hero offers 

lavish feasts exclusively for the elders who had acquired the 

title before him to let them know that he had joined their 

rank. This was followed by a larger feast for the entire 

village. 

There were a number of people in every village who 

attained social prestige by offering successive feasts to the 

community. The rule for achieving socio-political status in 

pre-Islamic Nuristan was almost the same allover with minor 

differences in the number of animals sacrificed. 

In general, there was no upward mobility in a Kafir 

society from one class to the other. According to Jones, in 

Waigal Valley, members of the upper class whom he refers to 

as "aristocrats (atrozan) patrons compete with one another 

for scarce resources, rank, influence, prestige, and status -

while the minority lower class (brozan) clients provide them 

with goods and services" (Jones, 1974: 95). 

There are some examples of a very limited number of 

brojan who, while accompanying their masters as supply 

carriers on their military expeditions, achieved ma~imal. 

They did not possess, however, the necessary wealth to offer 

the required feasts upon their return. They were admired by 

the villagers for their courage and loyalty. Beyond that, it 

is not clear if they were treated equally. These ma~imal oda, 

jest and mirs were entitled to sit in a special chair 2ing . . 

---_.--_._-._---- _ ... __ ._-_.. ... 
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ni~a or regular chairs on the roof of their houses. There is 

no such example of a broian ma~imal oda enjoying the 

privileges of an atrojan by sitting in sing nisa in his house . . 
or outside it. 

To achieve a social rank in Nuristani society before 

conversion, there were only two ways: either to kill as many 

enemies as one could, or offer expensive feasts as frequently 

as possible. If a person possessed both of these, they were 

sought after and commanded considerable respect from the 

villagers. News of the feasts, success and achievement of 

such men reached other villages in the valley and surrounding 

areas. People from other villages also respected them. The 

life history of these people was considered the ideal and 

they were the most honored persons among the Nuristanis of 

the pre-conversion era. 

There were different types of feasts. Some feasts 

were obligatory; for example, at the death of a grown family 

member. Some were given to increase prestige in the 

community. These required the sacrifice of a number of 

animals, depending on the size of a village and its 

population. For example in Nisheigram, Zhanchigal, Wama, 

both villages of upper and lower Waigal in Kala~frm, and the 

village of Kamdesh and Bargema~al in Ba~gal Valley, because 

of their size, a great deal of expense was incurred in terms 

of animal ghee, cheese, flour, firewood and various relevant 

---.--------.-.... _. -
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utensils. For example, according to Robertson, "Amongst the 

Kam, it takes nearly three years to become a jast, and 

involves the giving of twenty-one feasts, ten to the jast and 

eleven to the tribe at large. There are also several 

complicated ceremonies to be gone through. Among the Katirs 

their necessary observances can be completed in about two 

,years" (Robertson, 1970: 449). These feasts are so expensive 

that they can practically ruin a person's economic base to 

attain the position of jest. 

Robertson states that "another and nominally higher 

grade than the ordinary jast is called mirs (king) by the Kam 

Kafirs. To attain this dignity a man must first become a 

jast. He then, at or about Nilu festival, gives a great 

feast. The following year at the same date, he entertains 

the whole village for two days. At the third Nilu, he has 

one more food distribution, after which he is a mire The 

outward and visible sign of this rank is that he is permitted 

the privilege of sitting on the national four-legged little 

stool outside a house or varandah" (Robertson, 1970: 472). 

In contrast to their non-Nuristani neighbors, the 

people of Nuristan use chairs for sitting. Therefore, anyone 

can sit on a regular chair, plank or stool inside the house, 

but sitting in a chair outdoors is only permitted to those 

who have gained the right by going through the ordeal of 

feast offering or achieving ma~imal. (For further details of 
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the various kinds of feast among the Ba~gali people. (See 

Chapter on Feasts and Robertson, 1970: 449-477). 

General Ghazai writes that in Nuristan to achieve the 

title of surama~ required an immense display of courage and 

heroism on the part of an individual. This group was viewed 

higher than those who achieved the title of je~t through 

offering of feasts. 

Taza cites from A. Melabar's monograph in the Dari 

language entitled, "Folklore-e-Dara-ye-Waigal-e-Nuristan" 

"Folklore of Waigal valley Nuristan" the following detail 

among the people of waigal Valley and Ashkum before Islam 

regarding the achievement of social status, 

Titles and social ranks of the Nuristanis 
before Islam began from killing one or more of 
their arch enemy. Whenever a person succeeded 
in killing of one enemy he acquired 'the title 
of ma~Hmal. This person has the right to 
insert in his cap two feathers of a prey bird 
from the family of falcon. If he was able to 
kill two then, he was entitled to a special 
headdress and one feather. If he had killed 
three enemies, he was allowed to carry a 
special walking stake. Those who had four to 
six kills to their credit were entitled to 
wear a decorated belt called sUtri (translated 
from Dari, in Taza, 1988: 167-168) 

People with seven or more killings were called ~anakol 

oda in the dialect of Nisheigram, dandako in Waigali dialect, . . 
which means owner of the "crown." 

The people of this category were entitled to wear a 

cotton turban pari decorated with peacock feathers found in 

abundance in Nuristan. This group was also entitled to wear 
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a red sash. In addition they wore a piece of red cloth around 

one of their wrists. There were two groups of danakBl oda: 

pu~ ~anakBl meaning red crown and nila danakBl meaning blue 

crown. According to my informant there were no functional 

differences between the two groups. It was simply individual 

choice. Some preferred red and some blue. with the passage of 

time, these two colors became popular among the people., 

The daughters of both groups of the elders, that is, 

those who achieved ranks through the killing of enemies and 

offering of feasts and those who had acquired social prestige 

exclusively through successive feasts were also entitled to 

decorate their clothes with the special motif such as eyes, 

shields, and cowrie shells. In addition, high ranking people 

were entitled to decorate their house columns by carving the 

symbol of the goat, deer and bull horn and other decorative 

motifs mentioned earlier. There was an unwritten law to 

control excess in these matters, so they knew exactly what 

their rank was and what they were entitled to carve. 

The ma~imal oda carried a special axe called wasliq 

and spear seel in major dances such as amala pilanq which 

normally were performed outdoors. One other element that 

distinguished the ma~imal oda from ordinary people was the 

privilege of constructing square-shaped platforms called 

kuna. These were approximately three by four meters wide made 

of stone slabs and wood. These constructions were erected 
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normally on the outskirts of the village or one of the major 

routes leading to the village. They were used as a resting 

place to and from the villages. On three sides the wooden 

portion had planks about twenty centimeters wide and a 

similar size with the most beautiful woodcarvings in the 

back to lean on. They were usually built in a scenic spot. 

Experienced people in the past could tell exactly the 

person's achievement from the carving of the resting place. 

The structure had a wooden pole with as many holes as the 

enemy the person had killed. 

Normally these were structures built to honor the 

decreased by a son or relative. In Waigal Valley, they were 

built at least a year after the death of the person. The son 

of the deceased offered a large feast to the entire village 

and then the baris were given the specification of the 

structure. 

The houses of the maaimal oda also had some wood 

railings of somewhat similar structure like the kuna 

described above. It had a large plank about 5-6 meters long 

and 20 centimeters wide for sitting with a narrower width for 

leaning, also finely decorated. Ordinary people were not 

allowed to have these railing structures on their roofs. 

Although there were no written laws about these things, 

people knew what they were entitled to in the community and 

what they should abstain from wearing or adopting. 
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A man proved his bravery by undertaking expeditions 

which involved harassing the surrounding non-Nuristani 

enemies in order to avenge his relatives and fellow 

villagers. There were three main kinds of expeditions: A 

person might go alone to a distant place to carry out his 

mission, was called porkev dawar. This can be roughly 

translated as "a lonely mission". It did not happen 

frequently as very few people wanted to accomplish their job 

single-handedly, although a person by the name of Madat from 

Nisheigram Village was famous for his solitary activities. 17 

The second type was a military excursion in which a skillful 

warrior would be accompanied by a few of his close relatives 

or prospective warriors who wanted to learn the tactics from 

an experienced master. This was called dawar and the number 

of the participants did not exceed more than half a dozen. 18 

The third kind is called ka~ak. In this operation the number 

of participants was approximately 15 to 20. The size of the 

group and the timing depended on the nature of the 

expedition; for example, the distance, the nature of the 

proposed target, the best time for attack, etc. With the 

above factors in mind the group prepared itself for the 

outcome of the expedition. They had to carry enough food, 

17sur Malik, Nisheigram, 1986. 

18sur Malik, Baz Muhammad and Ghulan Nabi Nisheigram, 
1986. Haji Abdul, Muhammad Muldes, 1987 •. 
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water and fighting equipment to last them a few days more 

than they might normally anticipate. 

If successful in their efforts they might return with 

the heads or clothing of their victims. Obviously, it was 

known to the Ka~ak group who had scored the victory and who 

deserved the credit upon return. 

The family of the victor would celebrate the occasion 

with the sacrifice of a few goats or cows. The degree of the 

celebration was dependent upon the number killed and the 

socio-poli tical importance of the victims. Both the Nuristani 

and non-Nuristani Muslims had enough information about the 

distinguished figures of one another's community. Thus both 

sides tried to eliminate the persons with high social status. 

The Nuristanis considered this taking one more threat out of 

the way. similarly the Muslims thought they achieved the rank 

of ghazi through warfare which meant they would be rewarded 

for their pious actions in the next world. 

These acts against the enemy were admired by the 

communi ty. Younger people were encouraged to follow the 

example of their valiant elders. The elders who were able to 

destroy their enemies were frequently mentioned with a great 

deal of respect and admiration. The more enemies a man 

eliminated, the greater his social and political in his 

community. He was treated with the utmost respect by his 

villagers and given the highest place of honor in social or 

---_._-_._ .. - -'---'-- -,.-.- ---- _.' -_ .... 
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festive gatherings. He was served the choicest food. For 

detailed information regarding the social ranking among the 

people of Nuristan see A. Palwal.'9 

The person who killed his Muslim enemy was called 

ma~imal oda, the action itself was called mac:=ima.20 The 

meaning of this word is not exactly clear. I asked several 

elders and most of them agreed that it was probably called 

ma~imal previously. Mac:=i means "honey" and mal is "property" 

or "belonging". So the term possibly meant "sweet property" 

or achievement. With the passage of time the pronunciation of 

"ch" was modified to ch sound. Today people pronounce it 

macHmal. Oda means "owner". Sot ma~imal oda referred to a 

person with seven ma~imal. That means that he has killed 

seven people. So the more victims to his credit, the higher 

his socio-political standing climbed. 

The second important criterion for achieving socio

political rank was through the offering of very elaborate and 

expensive feasts like the potlatch ceremony of the northwest 

coast American Indians where wealth is distributed as gifts 

by rival candidates. In Nuristan too a great deal of wealth 

was spent to feed the entire village. Some wealthy people 

19pal wal, A.: The Kafirs status and hierarchy and their 
economic, military, political and ritual f·oundations. Ph. D. 
dissertation, department of Anthropology, the pennsylvania 
state University, 1977. 

20Interview with Ghulam Nabi, Baz Muhammad, 1986. 

--- .-.. __ .- .. - .............. . 
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might even invite two or three of the surrounding villages as 

well. A few have even invited the male inhabitants of the 

seven villages located in the Waigal Valley of Nuristan. They 

were called sot des Kala~a which means "seven villages of 

Kalasa." The large scale feasts were of several kinds all 

collectively called ~oul and some of them were almost 

obligatory. One feast was called udo or mara doul which means . . 
simply, "death feast". If someone's parents, wife or grown 

son died, it was offered in their name. 

This was an old pre-Islamic practice. Large numbers 

of animals were killed in the name of the old deities and 

gods. After the advent of Islam, the practice of sacrifice in 

the name of old deities was abandoned. Instead, Nuristanis 

recited Allahu Akbar, which means "God is great" during the 

sacrifice. The methods of sacrifice differs from the past. 

All of the ceremonial practices from the past were prohibited 

by Islam as the heresy called shirk, (attributing a partner 

to God). 

The feasts given on occasions other than the death of 

family members were considered as adding to the socio-

political prestige of a person and his wife. 

It is beyond the scope of this paper to describe all 

the types of feasts which were given for different purposes. 

It should suffice to say that the more feasts a person 

offered, the more enhanced his standing would be in the 
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community. A generous person was well respected and admired 

by his villagers. He was treated as highly as the ma~imal 

oda. 

Despite the dangers that faced those who chose to 

achieve ma~imal, and the year round hard work that was needed 

to raise large herds of animals in a very difficult terrain, 

there were a few people in every village in Waigal Valley 

that had the privileges of owning ma~imal and large sizes of 

herds. The positions of this group was much higher, because 

they were able to achieve both of the cherished ideals of a 

Nuristani man and woman before conversion to Islam. 

Basically these two groups of people, such as 

individuals with ma~imal, and those who were able to offer 

repeatedly lavish and expensive feasts, formed the 

socio-political elite of Nuristan. The community consulted 

these two groups for all of their political, material and 

social needs. Poor people of the villages approached them for 

help and their political and economic standing distin-guished 

them from the rest of the villagers. They were the model to 

be imitated by the young generation. Numerous poems have been 

written regarding their courage and their victories over 

their enemies, and for their sense of generosity in offering 

repeated feasts. 

There was a third group of people that the rest of 

the villagers approached with their emotional and spiritual 
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needs. This was a group of pre-Islamic clergy, but the exact 

power of this group is not known. They did not wield as much 

power as the other two groups of ma~imal oda and the wealthy 

people offering feasts. People approached them to ward of 

evil spirits and for divination prior to a major undertaking. 

There are not many songs in praise of this group like those 

known about the other two groups. Their prayers may not have 

been of much help to the people's needs. For example, G. 

Robertson has mentioned that some of the people of Kamdesh in 

eastern Nuristan lost their confidence in their gods. 

Nevertheless, these three groups together formed the 

traditional elite of the Nuristani community. 

Atrojan 

Nuristan was a class society. The community basically 

consisted of two distinct classes. Atrojan was the upper 

class and Brojan the lower class. Atro in Kala~a ala, the 

Nuristani dialect spoken in central Nuristan, simply means 

"upper. " Jan means "person" or "people. " A troj an means 

"people or persons of an upper area or class." lit:2. means 

"lower" and jan means "people"; therefore brojan means 

"people of a lower area or class." The residential area of 

the lower class was located at the lower edge of the village. 

In most cases they are still the same, except for a few 

village head imams and skillful craftsmen who bought their 

houses or a spot for a house from the upper class and have 
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established cordial relations with the influential figures in 

the upper class village. 21 

The eldest male member of the household is the head 

of the family in both classes of the community. The rest of 

the members are expected to obey and respect his decisions. 

It is an egalitarian society; the elders do not necessarily 

have absolute power over its members. Major issues are 

discussed within the family as well as at the village level. 

The final decision rests in the hands of the elders of the 

families. In major issues where the interests of the 

community are at stake, important and distinguished members 

of the community come together for consulations. 

The Atrojan are divided into a few ma~a (here I use 

the term for "clan", instead of "lineage"). Every member of 

a ma~a believes that he has descended from a common 

progenitor but the members are not able to trace their 

descent from a common ancestor. A clan may have from four to 

five lineages (matrl. The size of the clan varies and so does 

the lineage. But on the average, a clan of approximately 

seventy households may have from 4-5 lineages or matr. The 

members of the lineage are able to reckon their descent from 

21 The late Maulavi Din Muhammad, Muhammad Salam in the 
village of Nisheigram--the former a religious alim and village 
imam and the latter a skillful carpenter and basket weaver, 
and Maulavi Gul Zaman of Zhanchigal, who had settled in lower 
Waigal village as the head imam of the community, all from the 
lower class, can be cited as examples. ,One or two similar 
cases exist in every village. 

------------------- -------- ----- -
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a common progenitor. The residence pattern is patrilocal but, 

due to the unavailability of adequate space, some have moved 

out of their clan neighborhoods to wherever they could find 

enough space. On the village level a person tries to promote 

the interests of his clan and to protect the integrity of the 

clan. In Kala~ftm, or Waigal Valley, all members of a clan 

live in the same village, while in Ba~qal and Ramqal, members 

of clans can be found in various villages. 22 

Outside his village in Kalasftm an individual . 
identifies himself with his village. If a person is asked 

about his origin, he may say he is from Nisheigram, Kegal, or 

Zhanchigal. Every village defends on its own, its territory 

against aggression and encroachment from the surrounding 

non-Nuristani groups alone. 

It is the responsibility of the clan to select the 

member to represent them in the village council malavre. 

These are not regular meetings; rather they are convened when 

a problem arises. This is a pre-Islamic tradition that 

despite undergoing some change is still practiced and 

considered important and necessary. 

22 For example, the clan of Nalidare in Nisheigram is 
confined only to that village and the clan Debis dare lives 
only in Zhachigal village while in eastern Nuristan or members 
of the Jan dara clan of Bargema~al and members of the merak 
dara clan of Kamdesh can be found in Kamo, Sarit and pitiqal 
villages. 

-------------------_._--.. _-- -
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For example, the malayre in Nisheigram and Un9ir in 

Waigal village are appointed by the elders the village after 

consul tat ion with the entire village. The council deliberates 

on matters regarding the best interests and welfare of the 

community. It decides when the animals should be driven from-'

the village and agricultural areas in the spring, and when 

-they should enter the village in the Fall after the harvest 

is over. They keep a watchful eye on the crops and fruits of 

the villagers by sending watchmen during the night to 

different areas which they think might be more vulnerable to 

trespassing and theft. The selection of 
,.., . 

malavre stl.ll 

continues in all the villages, with some minor differences. 

The size of the committee varies from village to village. For 

example, in the three largest villages of Nisheigram, 

Zhanchigal and Waigal, between thirty and forty persons are 

selected for the job. 

There are different methods of selection. For 

example, one year control of village affairs might be 

assigned to one clan or ~, the next year to another. This 

way each clan is eventually responsible for a year's service. 

In the case of smaller clans, two clans are jointly given the 

responsibility. This is supposed to infuse a spirit of 

positive competition among the clans, so that they perform 

their duties with honesty and impartiali ty • If anyone is 

caught trespassing on someone' s property (such as using 
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pasture land before the owner has arrived to t.he area, or 

picking fruit from someone's garden before the public 

announcement) he is fined. Every member of the malayretakes 

an oath to be fair and faithful in his duty. Occasionally, in 

order to give more authority to the committee, the numbers 

are chosen from every clan. This way no one will be too 

lenient or harsh with the other. (For more details of the 

malavre system in KalasUm, see Jones, 1974). 

The ma~imal oda, malda, the wealthy families and the 

priests, were considered the cream of society. They were 

consulted on every issue of a personal nature as well as in 

community affairs. Disputes of all types were settled by this 

group. They were invited for mediation in times of conflict 

between two persons or clans. Complex cases involving 

homicides and disputes over women were settled according to 

the old traditions until the ulama declared the system un

Islamic. 

Mayar and Baz Muhammad, my informants from Nisheigram 

village, emphasized that in the old days people listened to, 

and valued the advice of, the elders, dtisto. The dtisto and . . . . 
mediators were very honest and impartial people~ They gave 

the highest priority to the welfare and unity of their 

villagers, because they were faced with formidable enemies 

from the outside--the surrounding Muslims. They could not 

afford to sustain intra-village strife. If there was a 
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conflict between individuals or two clans, the villagers and 

neutral members of the community immediately intervened so 

that the issue was settled before it got out of control. 

The dil~":-o applied all the familiar tactics to resolve 

the dispute. Often they brought pressure, economic as well as 

political, over the unruly party until they made sure that it 

accepted the final decision of the mediators or dilvre. My 

informants complained that today the younger people do not 

have respect for their elders. Everyone is equal; there is no 

distinction between the most worthy ill.! and the vile danqura 

members of the village. In the past everyone knew his social 

posi tion and behaved accordingly. My informants lamented that 

the ulama has declared the ~oul un-Islamic, therefore, there 

is no compelling reason for the young nowadays to work hard. 

In the past if a person could not offer the ~oul upon the 

death of a family member, he would be subject to public 

ridicule and shame. Now the old customs are discarded. The 

younger people of today do not have the obligations of the 

older generation. They are becoming like Afghans. 

Walama or Danqura 

This is a group born in the upper class who could 

neither achieve ma~imal nor could raise enough herds, 

therefore, they could not distinguish themselves through the 

offering of expensive feasts. They had land and the right of 

use of the community pasture land (osunt ten) as well as a 
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private winter grazing areas (zne ten), whereas the craftsmen 

class had none. This group was considered simply lazy or no 

good. They were treated by the upper class people as a little 

above the craftsmen. They owned a few cows and most of them 

were employed, like the craftsmen, by wealthy people as 

shepherds. From time to time the ma~imal oda sent their 

offspring, or would go personally at dawn and remove a few of 

the stone slabs~ from the front part of their houses just 

to remind them that they should wake up and could not stay 

cowardly forever. It was a taunt to encourage them to go out 

and either take active part in the defense of the community 

or climb the mountain to raise herds. 24 

In public gatherings only the craftsmen would stand 

as a sign of respect for the elders of this group. They were 

sometimes given less choice portions of the meat. They knew 

this was to remind them that if they did not change their 

lifestyles or their outlook on life they would be treated 

like this for the rest of their lives. 

I asked Haji Sardar regarding the need for such a 

group. He emphasized that there was a need for the dangUra 

group, but the security issue of the village and its economic 

~All the houses in central Nuristan have flat stone 
slabs around the edges to protect the walls from rain. 

24Interview with Kazana, Nisheigram in 1968. Also with 
Haji Sardar of upper Waigal village in winter of 1983 in 
Nisheigram. 
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prosperity weighed far more than attending to some private 

chores in the village. Besides, most of the ma~imal oda and 

the maIda, the (wealthy), owned the craftsmen. Some of their 

male members were assigned to herding. Some members of the 

family always stayed with the shepherds and their herds 

during the summer and winter seasons. Moreover, in the old 

days all the members of an extended family stayed together. 

For example, two brothers with their married sons would not 

divide the flock. They were owned jointlY by the brothers. 

Because the environment was harsh; it was difficult for a 

lone man to take care of the animals away from home as well 

as to attend to other chores in the village. These 

environmental and ecological factors were instrumental in 

forcing the families to stay together despi te occasional 

inconveniences and differences regarding their daily 

undertakings; they were still willing to remain as unified 

family units. 25 

A man wi th grown sons or brothers was better off 

economically. The extra manpower enabled them to attend 

efficiently to their herding as well as other relavent 

businesses. The difficulty of the terrain and non-existence 

of adequate land for cUltivation presented a difficult 

challenge for the survival of the inhabitants. So everyone 

25Interview with Haji Sardar of waigal Village in 
Nisheigram 1983. 
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was inevi tably forced to work hard just to provide their 

basic needs. In other words, foreign threats as well as 

internal ecological demands were far greater than their need 

for individualism. It was in the greatest material, as well 

as socio-political, interests of a family to remain a 

cohesive unit. 

Brojan 

The third class, at the bottom of the social 

structure of Kala~Um, is the Brojan. In waigal Valley 

(Kala~Um) they are divided into two groups, the bari and the 

sUvala. The bari considered themselves superior to their 

sUvala kinsmen. 26 

There are various stories about their origins. 

Robertson believes that they are "the remnant of the ancient 

people subjugated and enslaved by the present dominant 

tribes."27 Robertson also described the differences in the 

physical features of the various craftsmen classes 

(Robertson, 1970: 168-9). From these observations he assumed 

26I t must be mentioned that both groups do not exist in 
all of the eight villages of KalasUm. For example, Nisheigram 
has both bari and sUvala. The number of sUvala households is 
double that of the bari. In Akun (Chimi) another village, all 
lower class people are sUvala; they do not have a single bari 
family among them. Waigal village has both groups. However, 
Jamuch, Amesh Desh, and Zhanchigal have only ~. Kegal and 
MUldes have mixed families of both groups (Interview with 
Malim Arsala and Anwar Akun, 1987). 

27Robertson, G.S., The Kafirs of The Hindu-Kush Lahore, 
Pakistan 1970, p. 82. 

---_. __ .. - ---.--_._. __ ._--. ---_ .. _.-
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that the craftsmen class of Kafir society was the native 

population of the area whom the dominant Kafirs have 

enslaved. 28 

Robertson has recorded a myth that gives the Bari 

craftsmen class semi-divine origin: 

One day high in the sky a blacksmith asked 
his son to bring him some fire. As the son 
was complying with his father's order there 
was a lightning flash and the boy fell 
through the slit caused in the floor of the 
sky onto the earth. From this youth one 
portion of the slave population is derived, 
the remainder being the offspring of the 
Waiguli prisoners (1970-160). 

The upper class (Atrojan) always tried to portray the 

baris as originating from an inferior being. The craftsmen 

maintain through borrowed myths from others outside their 

communities that they are related to a semi-divine 

progeni tor. For example, we can see this desire in the 

following story quoted by Palwal from the carpenter of Maswi 

village in Ashkungal, west of Waigal Valley. 

We are not born of woman. We do not have the 
woman's blood in our body. Our grandfather, 
Gawis (Gis) ;29 and his wife, Desani30 once 
quarreled with one another. Desani said all 
the people were of her descent. Gawis 
disagreed and claimed the contrary, that 

28For further details of the myth of origin and the duties 
of the bari-suvala in their community in KalasUm see Jones 
1979, chapter 5. • 

29war God of the Nuristani before conversion. 

30Fertility goddess. 



they were all of his descent. After 
reasoning and arguing too much, Gawis said 
that he would abstain from her for nine 
months, at the end of which each should show 
the proof of who really produced the 
children. Then Gawis ejaculated into his 
"snuff box." He closed its top and kept it 
in his "pocket." After nine months and nine 
days and nine hours Gawis asked Desani where 
her child was. She had nothing to show. Then 
Gawis opened his "snuff box" and a beautiful 
baby was lying in it. This was the prophet 
Daud and we are all his descendants. (Palwal 
1977, 88) 

89 

According to this informant the status of the baris 

was lowered because their ancestors later on committed 

incest. Here, according to Palwal, with whom I agree, the 

snuff box, pocket and King Daud, the prophet, are not 

original to the story. They are probably borrowed from the 

traditions of their Muslim neighbors. 

I have also heard from some of the baris that one of 

God's names is bari; "we are given this honor by God." Sur 

Malik31 told me that once upon a time there were two 

persons; one's name was Mir Kolal, the other was Mir Osain. 

The suvala are descendants of Mir Kolal and the bari's 

ancestor is Mir osain. 

follows: 

A variation of this myth is recorded by Jones as 

A herdsman going to his stables one morning 
found two infant boys with a cow, which was 
taking care of them. The cow was their 
mother. One boy became known as Mir Kola. 

31Interview with Sur Malik, Nisheigram, 1986. 



From him are descended all of the sUvala. 
The other boy was Mir Singh. All of his 
descendants are Hindus. (Jones 1974, 99). 
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Some of the Atroian upper class consider the slaves 

to have evolved from a certain kind of worm found in decom-

posed cow dung. On the other hand, bari-sUvala regard their 

myth as a divine truth, and are sincere in the belief that it 

really happened. 

Members of the Nuristani society were entirely 

dependent on the craftsmen for making their household 

utensils as well as for the construction of their houses. 

until a few decades ago, they were not allowed to own any 

arable land, summer pasture or forest tracts. They were not 

allowed to own property. Palwal states the following: 

Their traditionally low status reflects the 
fact that they have never been in control of 
their immediate SUbsistence sources such as 
land and herds. The Bari are dependent on 
those classes which control the land and 
livestock. (Palwal 1977: 87) 

I remember that thirty years ago a few of the 

residents of Nisheigram sold their land which had been lying 

unCUltivated for years due to its long distance from their 

village. This land was sold to a lower class family by the 

owner. When the villagers found out about the deal, both the 

owner and the buyer of the land were fined one steer ox, and 

the land was returned back to its owner. The villagers 

thought that if the lower class were allowed to own 

property, then they may gradually give up their traditional 
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professions. This could cause a lot of problems for the 

villagers. 

Before conversion to Islam, the lower class families 

were owned by specific households. Occasionally they were 

sold. They were treated very harshly by some of their 

masters. For example, there are two stories which became very 

popular among the later generation. 

The first one is about Atikan, one of the famous 

ancestors of one of the Kosugdare lineage in Nisheigram. One 

of Atikan' s sons whom he loved very much became sick. 

Familiar remedies, as well as numerous offerings to the gods 

for his son's recovery, did not help. Atikan thought that 

maybe his offerings were not good enough to please the gods, 

so he promised to sacrifice one of his slaves. Accordingly he 

sent some of his relatives to bring a particular sl.ave. 

However, just before they arrived with the slave at Atikan's 

residence, his son passed away and the poor slave was spared 

from this violent death. 32 

The second story belongs to Shaar Ding of the 

Damdeydare clan. Shaar Ding ordered his silversmith to make 

him a few fire. 33 

32Sur Malik and Baz Muhammad, Nisheigram 1986. 

33This was a silver bowl with the capacity of 
approximately three pints. It was of two types. One was called 
kuni fire (kuni in Kalasa language means "without horns" but 
here it means "without handle"). The other type was called dam 
o~i, and had handles just like wine goblets. The ownership'of 
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According to Baz Muhammad, my informant, the 

silversmith made nine Ure for his master. When they were 

completed Shaar Ding liked them so much that he did not want 

others to have the same quality and design. out of jealousy 

he cut off the right hand of the silversmith so that he could 

not produce the same thing again.~ 

These two stories are repeated quite often in public 

gatherings, particularly by the younger people to tease and 

remind the members of the lower class regarding their 

position in society. 

Some male members of the bari-sUvala were assigned to 

keep the herds and others were involved in crafts such as 

iron work, pottery, basket weaving, leather work, and 

carpentry. Carpentry, metal work and basket weaving were done 

exclusively by the bari; at least this is the case in the 

village of Nisheigram. Pottery, some leather work and other 

impure work was done by the sUvala. 

David Katz notes that the "baris made and repaired 

household items, agricultural implements, structures of all 

types, and other essential goods. They continue to perform 

these same functions that are,as essential for sustaining a 

these items used to signify wealth and prestige. It was a very 
symbolic and expensive item. The macimal uda and the wealthy 
feast giver were served wine in Ure silver cups. (For details 
regarding the Ure and its use see Jones 1974, 148-149 and 
170-171. ) 

34Baz Muhammad, Nisheigram, 1986. 
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viable, largely self-sufficient society today as they were in 

the past" (Katz, 1982: 227). 

The females were usually involved in the weaving of 

clothes and local carpets from wool or goat hair. They were 

also in charge of the maternity house, savat ama. 35 They did . . 
the cooking, washing and other household chores at savat ama. . . 
Once a month all the males and females of the lower class 

would go out and clean the street of the village. The owner 

of a bari-suvala family was responsible for finding wives for 

the men and husbands for the women 

At every small or big feast given by his master he 

would be there to serve and do whatever was needed just like 

a family member. The bari-suvala were not allowed to go or 

sit in the upper two-thirds of the living room of a house. In 

the summer the bari shepherds were not allowed to milk the 

cows or goats, or come close to the main living quarters of 

the upper class. But during the winter time they were 

responsible for the supervision Oiijd milking of both cows and 

goats. 

After Conversion 

What has been mentio~ed earlier was true concerning 

the situation and treatment of the lower class by their 

35Monthly periods and the time of giving birth were 
considered unclean. Therefore women, during the final days of 
pregnancy and menstruation went to ~avat ~. 

-----------_._--------- ---- -.-.. 
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masters before conversion. Following the conversion in 1896 

things did not improve overnight for the lower class. They 

were still at the bottom of the ladder for many decades. A 

few of them continue to have a difficulty making it on their 

own; but villagers are still dependent on their services for 

household tools and equipment. 

Islam discourages slavery and Amir Abdur Rahman too 

strongly advised against it and threatened that the offenders 

would be punished severely; therefore, the practice was 

curbed. If someone wanted to employ a ~ as a shepherd, he 

had to pay the customary wage. The ~ now had to find 

spouses for his children. For the wedding ceremony family 

members of his former patron were invited, because the former 

slave considers himself a member of the clan to which his 

owner was related.~ The clan members invited the baris to 

their weddings or other ceremonies. He was treated like a 

member of the clan. But the freed slaves knew how to behave. 

Older members of the lower class could sit with the rest of 

the elders of the free class, while the younger members of 

the bari-suvala along with the other younger people from the 

upper class performed the needed work. 

~Similar relations have been reported by P. Hi tti for the 
early period of Islam among the Arabs. "If a slave is freed he 
often finds it to his interest to keep some attachment with 
the family of his former master, thus becoming a client 
(mawala)" (P. Hitti, 1985: 27). 

--------------------- ------ ------- ---- -
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Currently almost all of the baris have some land 

adequate to satisfy their annual needs for grain. Those who 

do not possess . enough land are compensated by providing 

services in exchange for grain or other food requirements • 

. They own cattle, which in the old days would have been 

forbidden. Katz reports, "The manumitted slaves, the baris 

and suvalas are prevented from owning resources which would 

enable them to herd goats." (D. Katz 1982: 227) Some of them 

bought tracts of land with holly oak trees on them, the 

.branches of the holly oak being used as supplementary fodder 

in addition to hay and straw during winter months. 

Many of the baris have stopped learning the 

traditional crafts. Instead they have shown greater interest 

in religious studies. Due to the nonexistence of secular 

schools for the last decade and a half, a great many baris 

have been attracted to the religious madrasas in Pakistan. 

People of the free class always considered the interest shown 

by the lower class in secular and religious education (and 

their lack of interest in the traditional crafts) wi th 

suspicion. Occasionally some members of the upper class 

displayed their discontent and resentment publicly towards 

some of the baris who had given up their traditional 

professions. These baris were told that if they were not 

going to learn their ancestors' crafts there was no reason 

for them to live in the village. They were told they must 
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leave the village so the people could find other ways to work 

out their needs for craftsmen. 

Katz observed, "brojan. ~ and stlvala do indeed, 

take secular schooling seriously. Attendance records and 

teachers' evaluations of the serious students show that of 

the brojans registered, all regularly attended and all were 

regarded by their teachers as serious students." (D. Katz, 

1982: 2 3 0) • 37 

During their years of study outside the community, 

they became tailors, traders and members of the clergy. Upon 

their return they served as village imams, made their living 

as tailors or opened small shops. They bought the local 

products such as walnuts, skins, hides, ghee (clarified 

butter), various kinds of beans, and cows and goats and sold 

them at a good profit in market places of Negalam or 

Peshawar. Salt, sugar, sweets, tea, clothes, shoes, combs, 

lanterns, kerosene oil, torch lights, batteries, and sewing 

equipment were bought in Peshawar and sold for cash or 

bartered for local products. Nowadays a number of the baris 

have such large amounts of cash that many of the villagers 

approach them with respect to borrow money. 

Nuristan has been very famous for its woodcarving 

work. Recently one of the baris from lower Waigal village 

37For more details on the subject see Katz 1982, pp. 227-
276. 
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made a deal with an antique dealer in swat Pakistan. Old 

house CQlumns with beautiful wood carvings of a geometrical 

design as well as human and animal figures are removed from 

older homes and taken to Swat valley in Pakistan. The trip 

from Waigal to Ben Shahi in Pakistan, where one can hire a 

pickup truck, is approximately four days of difficult hiking, 

particularly with a heavy load such as a house column that 

may weigh sixty kilos or more. Upper class Nuristanis were 

seen transporting on their backs heavy columns to the 

Pakistani border town of Ben Shahi, and a shopkeeper of the 

lower class, who had bought the columns was walking alongside 

the porters empty-handed •. An upper class man who observed the 

scene lamented how "things have changed these days". Some of 

the porters belonged to respected families of the past, and 

today they are working as porters for a bari. It was very 

difficult to understand all the changes taking place in 

Nuristani society. 

---_. "._-------- ---_ .... _. __ .- -.. 
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IV. The Ulama as Agents of Social Change: 1900 - 1970 

There are not many written sources about the forced 

conversion of the Kafirs to Islam other than the writings of 

Amir Abdur Rahman and a few accoun~s written by contemporary 

travelers. Nothing has been written from the viewpoint of 

the Nuristanis. 

After the conquest, Amir Abdur Rahman assigned the 

task of conversion and the propagation of Islam to a number 

of Sunni mullas. Some of them showed compassion and sympathy 

in dealing with the Nuristanis., but others adopted harsh and 

authoritarian measures against those who were reluctant to 

aceept the new religion, or who failed to repeat their 

religious lessons properly in Arabic, Persian or Pashto. The 

harsh treatment of the natives by the mullas resul ted in 

uprisings in some villages and in the killing of a few of the 

mullas (Bargema~al, Miildes). The mullas were armed with guns 

and swords and had a security force of ten to twenty men. 

(Kakar, 1971: 201). Each village, according to its size, was 

given one to two mullas to teach the new religion to the 

people. 38 

38According to Kakar, It ••• all the mullas assigned to 
different villages in Nuristan received their instructions and 
guidelines from Mulla Sattar Turkistani" .(Ibid.). 
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The religious instructors were recruited from Logar, 

Kohistan, Kabul, and Laghman. They were sent to Narang in 

Kunar province where General Ghulam Nabi Charkhi, the person 

in charge of the military operation in Nuristan was stationed 

(Taza, 1988: 130). A group of them, under the leadership of 

Muhammad Zaman Khan Afridi, along with one hundred security 

guards, were assigned to the village of Wama and to the 

valleys of Parun and Kantiwa (Ibid.). A strong fortification 

was buil t in the village of Pashki in Parun Valley as 

headquarters for Muhammad Zaman Khan and his security 

personnel. Twenty-two mullas were put under the command of 

Sher Ahmad Khan Khattak and assigned with their guards to the 

villages of Arans (Zhanchigal), Senia (Chimi), Nisheigram and 

(Waigal) (Ibid.). Their duty was to open madrasas, or mosque 

schools, for the village children. A few persons from the 

villages of Gemir and Kattar9 were assigned to the non-

Nuristani mullas as interpreters. The mullas and tl)e 

security men were ordered to settle in a place called 

Miildes40 in Waigal Valley and the village was renamed 

39Gemir and Kattar are Nuristani villages located in the 
southern tip of Nuristan. The people were the immediate 
neighbors of the Muslim and Pashtun population. They were 
converted to Islam earlier and knew the Pashto language 
better than their brethren located in the upper part of the 
valley. 

40The village is still called Miildes, its old 
Nuristani name. Islamabad never become popular among the 
people of the area. 

----------------. ----.------ -_ ... -_. -
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Islamabad (the Abode of Islam) by the clergymen. Later on, 

fifty-three clergymen were sent to the people of Kamoz, 

Kantoz, and Mundagal in eastern Nuristan (Seraj-ul-Tawarikh, 

Vol. 3: 1216). They were paid twenty Afghan rupia41 

monthly, and instructed to open religious schools for 

children. In addition to being teachers, the clergymen acted 

as government functionaries and spies for the central 

government. Many abused their authority for personal gain. 

They sometimes threatened to report false information about 

people to extort money from them. They had much authority 

and could impose punishment upon anyone accused of 

wrongdoing. 

Those who accepted Islam voluntarily were treated 

with relative kindness. For example, the people of eastern 

Nuristan were given public amnesty because of their voluntary 

acceptance of Islam. Those who refused to accept the n~w 

t. religion were punished severely. It is common knowledge in 

Nuristan that fifteen persons from western Nuristan refused 

to accept Islam, and as a protest against the government 

interference burned themselves in Laghman. Five people were 

hanged publicly in Kabul as a lesson to the others who were 

unwilling to adopt Islam (Taza, 1988: 131). According to 

oral reports, the people of Kulum of Ramgal (western 

41The unit of Afghan currency at the time. Today it is 
called Afghani. 
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Nuristan) showed stronger resistance against the forces of 

the Amir than any other area of Nuristan. They also suffered 

the most. After the conquest of the Ramga1 Valley, thousands 

were exiled to Kabul and to other parts of Afghanistan. 

The people of Kamoz, Kantoz, and Mundaga1 probably 

accepted Islam prior to other areas. In 1897 a few Muslims 

who lived there were teaching their own villagers. Despite 

a short revolt, the inhabitants of Ba~ga1 Valley accepted 

~slam in a relatively short time. The majority of those who 

left their villages for chitral also accepted Islam, and 

later returned to their villages. 

The Nuristanis soon realized that some of the 

government officials were there to fill their own pockets. 

They decided to settle their internal disputes according to 

their own tradition but were discouraged from doing so. 

Because of the Nuristanis' recent conversion to Islam, the 

non-Nuristani people considered their Kafir traditions to be 

un-Islamic and sinful. They were forced to give up 

everything associated with their past practices and system of 

beliefs. Government officials maintained that in the future 

all legal and criminal disputes had to be resolved according 

to the Hanafi school of Islamic law. The mu11as acted as 

judges without any recourse by the plaintiff or defendant. 

Amir Abdur Rahman declared that during his reign no 

one was allowed to enslave prisoners of war from Nuristan and 
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The Amir 

supposedly warned all his subjects that anyone engaged in 

this type of unlawful activity would be fined seven thousand 

rupia. But a few contemporary writers stated that some 

prisoners of war from Nuristan were sold in Kabul and priced 

according to their looks, physical build, and strength 

(Vartan 1969: 137-139; Holdich 1910: 202). 

Kakar maintains that the Amir acted more sympa

thetically toward the Nuristanis compared to other tribes who 

did not accept his authority. The Amir took hostage more 

than three hundred sons and daughters of the tribal elders 

and well-to-do families. More than twenty-two of them were 

less than ten years' old, and twenty girls less than twelve 

years of age were assigned to the harem (female quarters) of 

the Amir's family and close relatives (Kakar 1977: 3). 

The boys were called Ghulam bacha, literally "slave 

boys, " but they were not slaves. They were the children of 

influential tribal elders brought to the court as an 

assurance on the part of the elders that they would not 

conspire against the Amir's authority. The Ghulam bachas 

later rose to important positions, and played a vital role in 

the constitutional movement of the first quarter of the 
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twentieth century. A few of them rose to the rank of general 

in the army. 42 

Amir Habibullah (1901-1919), the son of Amir Abdur 

Rahman, commemorated the conquest of Nuristan as a day of 

national unity in order to strengthen his religious and 

political authority in the territories his father had 

bequeathed to him. A national holiday was celebrated with a 

great deal of fanfare and grandeur for a few years (Kakar, 

1971: 209). In this way Amir Habibullah wanted to appear in 

the Muslim world as a good servant and guardian of Islam. 

However, for reasons unknown, the commemoration stopped after 

a few years. 

Although Islam had been accepted by the majority of 

Nuristanis, stories suggest that some older people kept their 

faith by offering gifts to the government-assigned mulla. 

This is told in the popular story: "Lachik is a Muslim." 

The government-assigned clergymen gave exams to the 

Nuristanis to test their knowledge of Islam. Those who 

could not answer correctly were humiliated publicly by either 

physical punishment or verbal abuse. This sometimes included 

the most respected and influential figures of the community. 

In the case of people of advanced age, it was enough to ask 

42For example, Nayeb Salar Abdul Wakil Khan was a 
prominent member from Nuristan. His son Gen. Muhammad Safar 
Gharzai and Gen. Mubarak Shah Khan played an important role 
with Gen. Nadir Khan in the battle of Tahl and Wana in 1919. 
Haji Malik Khan from Kalasum was among this group. 
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An affirmative 

statement on the part of an older man would be considered 

sufficient. sometimes it was obligatory to learn by heart 

some passages of the Holy Quran. Those who had a hard time 

learning prayers in the Arabic language were looking for ways 

to escape public humiliation. 

One of the elders from the village of Ragal agreed to 

pay one milking cow to the mulla of his village in order to 

be spared the exams and public humiliation. One day all the 

residents were told to come to the village mosque to take 

their exams. Everyone was asked a few basic questions about 

the new faith. When the time came for the man who had struck 

a secret deal with the mulla, he was asked if he was a 

Muslim. The old man responded in a loud voice in Nuristani, 

"Yes, my Lachik is Muslim." This meant "not me, but my cow, 

whose name is Lachik, given to you, is Muslim." The man came 

out of the public exam successfully. This story became 

henceforth famous among the people in the valley. 

During the early years of conversion many mullas lost 

their lives in Nuristan. The culprits, when caught, were 

punished severely. If the perpetrators were not caught, all 

the villagers were subjected to severe punishment in the form 

of heavy fines or taxation, so that no one dared to commit 

such a crime again. 
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According to stories told to me by Mayar, who is 95 

years old, from Neshigran village, some mullas used 

oppressive methods to enforce their authority. For example, 

they built underground dark rooms for those commiting minor 

offenses; slight negligence in religion would cause someone 

to be placed in this dark room for many days. The remains of 

some of these dark jails may still be found in the village of 

Mi1ldes, the initial seat of the government-assigned mullas in 

the Waigal Valley. 

The process of conversion was completed during the 

reign of Amir Abdur Rahman's son, Amir Habibullah (1901-

1919). Although the military operation was over by the turn 

of the century, it took longer for Islam to take roots within 

the community. 

Since 1896 there have been roughly five different 

groups of ulama who worked in the community. They adopted 

different approaches in their dealings with the people. 

Their main objective was to destroy the old Kafir traditions 

and to force the Nuristanis to adopt Islamic culture. There 

are no written records about the methods of operation used by 

the mullas. However, from extensive interviews with some of 

the existing ulama from the older generation and with the 

descendants of the first generation of the Nuristani ulama, 

much has been learned. According to the method of their 

preaching, social background and schools of thought, one can 
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classify them into the following five categories, which will 

be dealt with separately: 

1. Non-Nuristanis assigned by the government 

immediately after the conquest of Nuristan (1897 - 1920's). 

2. Nuristani children taken as hostages by the 

government and who returned as ulama (1920's - 1950's). 

3. Nuristani ulama who received their education in 

private madrasas, mostly in Afghanistan and a few in Deoband, 

near Dehli, India, (1940's to the present). 

4. Panjpiri, who called themselves Jama ' at-e-Esha 'at 

wa-Tawhid, who received their education in madrasas in 

Pakistan. (1960's to the present) (See Appendix 2). 

5. salafiya (also known as Wahhabi), who also 

received their education in special madrasas in Pakistan 

(1970's to the present, see Appendix 2). 

In the meantime it is helpful to analyze the socio

political conditions and socio-political and economic 

realities in the region responsible for the emergence of 

groups of the ulama with various ideological backgrounds who 

tried to change their community into their own images. 

The Process of Conversion 

It is not known whether the sons of the influential 

families of Nuristan taken as hostage by the Amir were put to 

religious training purposely by the government or whether the 

children on their own showed interest in religion. The 

------_ .. _--_._----_ .. __ . _.- -
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majority of them, however, returned to their villages after 

spending more than twenty years in the court of the Amir. 

They might have been given clerical training so that in the 

future they would replace the non-Nuristani mullas assigned 

by the Amir. 

The government obviously expected them to promote the 

interests of the Amir's court and attract people to support 

the regime. The majority of the hostages returned to their 

communities after the death of the Amir Abdur Rahman in 1901. 

The Amir did not live long after the conversion of Nuristan 

and it is difficult to say what kind of duty he might have 

assigned these people. 43 

The majority of the youths that Abdur Rahman brought 

to his court from Nuristan stayed at the court of Amir 

Habibullah. Some returned during the reign of Amir Habibullah 

and those who returned to their villages lived quite 

uneventful lives in their villages. They assimilated without 

having any major impact on the villagers' lives. However, 

those who spent twenty or more years, or who returned to 

their area after the assassination of Amir Habibullah in 

1919, played a very important socio-political ro~e in their 

community. They were active in politics and also served as 

43According to his own admission, the Amir wanted to set 
up an elite troop of Nuristanis, somewhat similar to the 
ottoman system of Devshirme, from the recruited slave boys. 
This was probably intended to prevent coups by the ruler's 
brothers, sons, or other agnatic power contenders. 
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intermediaries between their villages and the central 

government. When a few of them distinguished themselves with 

their eloquence, analytical power, intelligence, and courage 

they were invited to other Nuristani villages when important 

issues were being discussed or when a social dispute was out 

of a village's control. 

It is this group which plays a very important role as 

maliks (headmen) or mullas of the community (See Appendix I) • 

In every village the mulla and the malik work in close 

cooperation. The mullas tried to put a stop to the expensive 

social obligation of offering feasts, which was a mechanism 

for the redistribution of surplus food before the conversion 

to Islam. 44 

Mara ga demands the sacrifice of one cow or steer and 

was the lowest followed by mara ~oul. These two were 

performed at the time of the death of an adult family member. 

Even the poorest villager who was unable to afford the mara 

~oul will provide the mara ga to the villagers' communal 

fund. He faced shame and ridicule for the rest of his life 

unless he offered the mara qoul which is more costly than 

mara ga. He is supposed to feed the entire population of the 

village. For example, in the village of Nisheigram with a 

population of 2000 people, such a feast requires six steers 

44The principle feasts were known as Sinarata doul, mara 
doul, au ga, ata bot, cagar sa~eq, mara gaO, demo bar, and dor 
6say. 0 0 

---......•.. - .. _ .... _. _ ..•..... 
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and 25-30 five to six year old male goats, approximately 140 

kg of ghee (clarified butter), 100 kg of cheese, around 600 

kg of wheat flour and ample firewood for cooking. 

As a sign of protest some mullas-refused to attend 

the feasts in spite of repeated pleas from the host. But 

eventually the ulama chose a gradual approach rather than 

confrontation with a community that was still deeply 

traditional. 

Aslam Khan who died at age 90 last year, was well 

known for his intelligence and extensive knowledge of the 

social history of the area. He told me about an incident 

which took place betweE;!n Mulla Shamsuddin, one of the 

notables of Nisheigram, and the villagers. 

Mulla Shamsuddin returned after spending 25 years at 

the court of the Amir as one of the hostages and embarked on 

a program of radical cultural transformation in his native 

village of Nisheigram. But the villagers were still 

committed to the continuation of the cultural values of the 

pre-Islamic times. Although they were undergoing a gradual 

change, the mulla demanded full compliance to his teachings. 

He wanted to ban the feasts offered at the death of a family 

member. There was a huge conceptual gap between the mulla 

and the village people. 

The villagers thought that all of their hard work was 

meant to enable them to perform their cultural obligations. 
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They felt that the mulla. rather than encouraging them to 

work harder to increase their herds, was instead promoting 

laziness. On the other hand, the mulla had seen other 

people's lifestyles and tried to encourage the villagers to 

use their economic power toward the improvement of their 

hygiene and clothing. Public welfare projects, building 

better tracks, water channels, and mosques was encouraged. 

The villagers thought that since the mulla was unable to be 

a shepherd he tried to discourage others from herding. 

Since Shamsuddin was a very highly respected mulla 

the villagers wanted him to attend their feasts. One local 

man, who was well-known for his intelligence and skill, 

volunteered to go to persuade the mulla. The villagers were 

pessimistic because prior to that other elders had made 

several unsuccessful attempts in that matter. When this man 

arrived at the mulla's residence, he told him plainly that 

before he thought the mulla was a smart man but now his 

behavior disappointed him. The mulla listened to him very 

carefully. Finally the man told the mulla that he was 

dancing and singing to a deaf and blind audience. What he 

meant was that one had to be patient with these people if one 

wanted them to respond positively because they were not going 

to change overnight. After listening to the man the mulla 

got up and wi thout saying a word accompanied him to the 

ceremony. This shows that some of the ulama realized that 
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they could not change society at the pace they wanted, and 

therefore adopted a policy of gradual change. 

The ulama demanded the destruction of the old places 

of worship and abolition of sacrificial rituals. They taught 

recitation of the shahada, (There is no God but Allah; 

Mohammed is His messenger) and prayers in Arabic. Aside from 

these basics the Nuristanis' lives were regulated by their 

centuries-old traditions. 

The number of ulama in every village was limited and 

there were no organized madrasas (religious schools) to 

accommodate large numbers for religious training. Even if a 

madrasa existed, people did not have time to attend because 

they labored daily from dawn to dusk just to eke out a basic 

SUbsistence. They could not afford to invest much time in 

religious training. Whatever religious training they 

received was given by the ulama either before or after the 

regular obligatory daily prayers. 

Friday congregational prayer is very important in 

Islam as is the obligatory Friday sermon. The reward for 

attending Friday prayer is much higher than for other daily 

prayers. Therefore, many people try to take time off from 

their daily occupations in order to attend the Friday prayer. 

The sermon was a good opportunity for the mulla to teach the 

important elements of Islam to the converts. 
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As the process of Islamization continued, the non

Nuristani ulama were replaced by Nuristanis. 45 In 1948 the 

people of Nuristan complained about the excesses of 

government officials and petitioned the authorities in Kabul 

to remove the government center from Nuristan. Haji Abdul 

Muhammad, a resident of Muldes, told me that in June, 1986, 

the government approved the request and the district was 

removed to Rechalam and later to Manugai where it functioned 

as the seat of the government both for the Safis and 

Nuristanis, the two dominant ethnic groups in the Pech vally 

of Kunar province. The mulla and his family remained in the 

village to continue to perform his tasks. 

Some people sent their children to attend the village 

mosque while others sent them to be educated outside of 

Nuristan. 46 

45In some villages even the non-Nuristani ulama continued 
until the 1940's (for example in Muldes which was the 
headquarters of the central government functionaries for a 
long time). 

~I should mention that my field work has been carried 
out predominately in central Nuristan and to some extent in 
eastern Nuristan. I will not give any examples from western 
Nuristan apart from citing some incidents which took place in 
the early days of conversion. western Nuristan was the most 
difficult for the government troops to overcome. The people 
of this region put up fierce resistance against the Amir's 
forces and the residents of this valley suffered the most. 
People were forced into internal exile and almost 4000 were 
brought to Kabul (Jones, 1974: 15). 
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Members of the u1ama and village notables of Ramga1 

Va11ey'+7 told me that throughout Nuristan the people were 

equally attracted to the teachings of Islam. However, the 

people of western Nuristan, because of their long period of 

exile from their homeland, were exposed to the outside world 

more than other tribesmen in Waiga1 and Ba~ga1 Valleys. As 

a result, the number of military officers, u1ama, and people 

in the service of the government was greater from Ramga1. six 

famous military generals came from Ramga1 Valley as opposed 

to one from central Nuristan and· none from eastern Nuristan. 

But what is important is that some of these generals were 

among the hostage children themselves or had parents in some 

way connected to the court which paved the way for their 

education. They did not come from the ruling class or 

privileged families of the country. Therefore they must have 

excelled in their profession to attain such elevated 

positions. 

Gu1 Mir, one of the generals requested the govern

ment to establish a separate boarding school for the 

Nuristani children from rural areas. As a result, a school 

by the name of Maktab-e-Sport was established in Kabul in the 

late 1930's. Since the Nuristanis were natural athletes, the 

47particu1ar1y Brigadier M. Jabar - a well respected 
retired Army officer - and Brigadier Gulam Muhammad, and 
Brigadier M. Akabar, a military medical doctor, all from 
western Nuristan, confirmed that the attraction to Islam is 
almost the same allover Nuristan. 

---.~ ......... - ................ - ... . 
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government planned to give them training in different sports 

so that later they could serve as athletic coaches in Afghan 

schools and colleges. The curriculum in this school was the 

same as in other schools, the only difference being that this 

school was provided with more athletic facilities. According 

to Brig. Akbar, one of the students of this institution, the 

school only existed for eight years. After the sixth grade 

the students were transferred to a military lycee in Kabul. 

After completing high school, some entered three years of the 

mili tary academy. The more promising students were assigned 

to different departments and colleges of Kabul University, so 

that upon their graduation they could serve as instructors 

and medical doctors in various fields of the Army. The exact 

reason for the abolishment of the Maktab-e-Sport is not 

known. Probably it aroused the resentment of some groups that 

Nuristanis would be treated differently from others. 

Nuristanis also questioned why they should be limited only to 

the field of physical education. They also wanted to be 

doctors, administrators, and military officers. 

As a consequence, all remaining students were 

transferred to the military lycee and the school was closed. 

The majority of the students who were enrolled in the sports 

school and who later transferred to the mili tary lycee, 

attained the ranks of Brigadier and Colonel and played an 

important role in the Afghan Army as well as in their home 

---------- - ---_._---- ----
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areas during the 60's and 70's. They became very respected 

personalities in their communities. The majority of them 

live uneventful lives either in their native villages or in 

Kabul. A few of them joined the Islamic resistance parties 

in Peshawar who were responsible for the activities of the 

muj ahideen of their own areas. These professional army 

officers are serving under the command of local ulama. 

Subsequent Generations of Ulama 

The second generation of Nuristani mullas are of a 

more or less mixed socio-economic background. Most Nuristani 

mullas who returned from the Amir's court in Kabul tried to 

pass on the profession to at least one of their sons. The 

sons of the first generations of Nuristani mullas who were 

trained in court received their education in Afghanistan from 

a traditional mulla mostly in village madrasas in Kunar, 

Jalalabad, Lugar, Shamali, and Ghazni. Availability of room 

and board was very important. In most madrasas the villagers 

were feeding the students - a tradition that still continues. 

Therefore a prospective student had to find out whether food 

was available and what were the attitudes of the villagers 

toward the students who came from other parts of the country. 

Most students were supported from religious offerings and 

charities. Those who were better off received the needed 

financial help from home. Support was in kind and in cash. 

Some contributed cloth to distribute among the st:udents, 
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others provided cash so that students could buy books, 

stationery and other essential items. 

A very limited number of students were able to attend 

formal madrasas which were supported either by government 

funds or by religious wagf (pl. awgaf, religious or family 

endowment) as well as by sUbstantial private donations.~ 

students moved like nomads. For example, difficulty 

of access to a mulla because of overcrowding, his unfriendly 

attitude, or lack of knowledge in a student's chosen field 

might force a student to look elsewhere. The constant flow 

of students, either individually or in small groups, from 

place to place rapidly disseminated information about a 

particular madrasa, its responsible mUlla, and whether the 

villagers as a whole were good hosts to the students. The 

students would ask other students who had visited a place for 

firsthand information. 

During their residence in a particular place, 

students were in contact with others from different parts of 

the country. This was a good opportunity for those in the 

upper division of their studies to further develop their 

~Among the people who attended these formal madrasas with 
traditional schools of thought are Maulavi M. Jalal of 
Mondagal, Maulavi Abdul Razaq of Pushal, Qazi Gulamullah of 
Piti Gal, and Maulavi Bahadur Shah, who was a graduate of 
Darul Ulum of Kabal, a religious learning center funded by the 
ministry of education, whose graduates were appointed judges 
and religious instructors in schools. 
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social contacts into political ones. There was also 

considerable opportunity for the indoctrination of students. 

According to my informants there use to be mainly two 

reasons for the attraction of the students to Islamic 

education. Some of the ulama wanted to pass on their 

knowledge to one of their offspring and keep the occupation 

in the family.49 

However, a large number of them were sincerely 

attracted to the teachings of Islam and wanted to make 

Islamic studies their career. Their field of study covered 

the reading of the Quran with some translation, logic, 

literature, Persian philosophy (such as the study of Hafiz, 

Ganjawi, and Nazm) and poems in the praise of God and the 

Prophet, or that had good moral advice and a social message. 

Upon the completion of their studies, they returned 

to their communi ties and became involved in teaching of 

children and giving prayer as a village imam (leader of the 

ritual prayer or political leader in a Islamic community). 

They lived quietly without many problems. They gained the 

respect of the villagers. The community bestowed upon them 

49For example, Mulla Nasim from Afasai, Mulla Abdul Jabil 
from Mulla Muhammad, Ali from Bargematal, Mirza Muhammad 
Hakim from Paprok, Mulla Muhammad Ali from Nikmok, Muhammad 
Ayub from Peshawarak, in Ba~gal Valley, Mulla Abdul Karim, 
Sheikh Muhammed Din form Nisheigram,AND Mulla Abdul sammad 
from Waigal Valley, all had fathers who were mullas. 
Likewise, some of their sons followed in the footsteps of 
their fathers. 
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a series of financial privileges that were religiously 

sanctioned such as sar saya (a kind of charity every Muslim 

member is supposed to pay annually to the needy people). In 

this case this was paid to the village imams. Zakat (legal 

alms) on agricu.ltural products, livestock and cash is another 

religious obligation where one must pay a certain amount to 

the poor and needy annually, but some of this was also given 

to some of the mullas. Since they were always present to 

give prayer five times daily to villagers or teach the 

children, they could not engage in other economic activities, 

and thus considered themselves to be qualified to receive 

zakat and other charities for rendering such valuable and 

obligatory religious services every day of the year. 

The fourth and fifth generation of the ulama from 

Nuristan came predominately from the lower class as well as 

obscure families. There were also a few from traditional 

influential families. 

It is interesting to note that almost eighty percent 

of the ulama from the late fifties and sixties received their 

religious education from Pakistani madrasas. Most of the 

students who left the villages for Pakistan, as indicated 

earlier, came from a humble social background. According to 

my research, the most compelling reason for the attraction of 

the youths toward Pakistan is the availability of large 

number of madrasas and private mosques with well-known ulama. 
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Of course, the hospitality of the Pakistani public 

was probably the primary reason for their attraction to 

Pakistan. The first group of ulama who returned to their 

communities following the completion of their studies in 

Pakistan were also very instrumental in publicizing the 

facilities of Pakistani madrasas in their villages. They 

returned to Nuristan begining in the early sixties full of 

praise for the Pakistani religious facilities and the 

piousness of its public and its generosity towards the 

"Talib-ul-Elm" (religious student) from far away places. As 

a result of this message from the pulpits of the mosques and 

in public gatherings by the ulama, many were persuaded to 

allow their children into the service of God. The ulama's 

appeal was very consistent and powerful. They frequently 

reminded the villagers that full understanding of the 

teaching of Islam is obligatory for everybody, and that it is 

incumbent upon the parents to provide such an education for 

their children. Otherwise on the Day of Judgement the 

parents will be questioned about their negligence and laxity. 

This type of compelling argument was used with villagers who 

knew very little about Islam, except to agree and surrender 

to the demands of the ulama. 

A good example is the madrasa of "Warsak" 

(approximately 20 kilometers west of Peshawar City in 

Pakistan). It was established by senior Nuristani students 
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who studied in Pakistani madrasas, (mostly in NWFP and to a 

lesser extent in the provinces of Punjab and Sind). 

The madrasa of "Warsak" was established for the 

children of the martyrs (those fallen in the holy war against 

the Soviet and Kabul governments). Orphans were brought 

mainly from Waigal Valley to this institution. Some 

Nuristanis sent their sons in the company of one of their 

grown relatives who were teachers or in some way associated 

with the madrasa. Students were brought as early as 

1981 and initially housed in tents in a very windy semi-

desert. One of the non-government organizations (NGO's), 

union Aid, supported mainly from West German sources, was 

active among the Afghan resistance and pledged the funds for 

a larger building to house the children. Part of the living 

expense of the students was undertaken by ISRA, another NGO 

operated by a Sudanese supervisor. The commissariate for 

Afghan refugees also participated in providing some of the 

basic items such as wheat flour, cooking oil, and 

kerosene. 50 

The building was completed in 1985 and the children 

were transferred to the new building equipped with running 

water, iron bunk beds, electric ceiling fans, and 

refrigeration to store their food. 

50Interviews were conducted in 1988 with Engineer Amir jan 
responsible for the construction of the buildings, G. Haider, 
teacher at the madrasa; Muhammad Amin and Hazrat Ali, part
time teachers and frequent visitors. 
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From time to time some Arab philanthropists from 

Saudi Arabia , Kuwait and other Gulf States paid periodic 

visits to contribute donations. At the height of its 

popularity between 1987-1988 the number of students at the 

madrasa reached 470. The majority of 'the staff were 

Nuristanis, belonging to the Hezb-e-Islami of Engineer G. 

Hekmatyar one of the Afghan resistance parties. Teachers 

either finished their studies in Pakistani madrasas or were 

in the final years of their studies. The latter were 

sympathizers if not members of Hekmatyar's party. They were 

responsible for recruiting students from their villages and 

they were possibly also responsible for the near collapse of 

the institution, as will be shown below. According to my last 

interview with one of the staff members in 1989, little over 

one hundred students were enrolled. The rest either returned 

to their villages, or found a place for themselves with the 

help of their experienced relatives. 

The students' ages ranged from five to eighteen 

years. They were taught by their teachers to avoid contacts 

with relatives and immediate family members who belonged to 

different resistance groups. The children would send 

messages to their parents and brothers who were affiliated 

with different resistance groups that they would no longer 

consider them fathers or brothers unless they ceased 

associating with "atheists" and "hypocrites." They meant the 
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moderates. If relatives who did not share the view of the 

madrasa's staff went to the school to visit the student, the 

attendant would tell them that the student was not present at 

the time, or that he did not want to see the visitor. The 

children were used by their teachers and staff members as 

leverage to attract the entire family to their poli tical 

party. 

The younger children were discouraged from going home 

for 3 to 4 years. Their progress in school was not very 

satisfactory. However, the staff members spread inaccurate 

information about the remarkable achievements made by the 

students. The staff members and their sympathizers presented 

this picture to the parents and relatives of the children so 

that they would feel grateful. 

My first cousin, a 16 year old, as well as my nephew 

were also recruited with the promise of a bright future in 

this world and the next. When some of my cousins including 

the brother of this 16 year old accompanied me to Pakistan in 

1984, I asked them to go to the madrasa and visit the 16-

year-old-student and my nephew. My relatives were told that 

he was not interested in seeing someone who did not share the 

same religious views and convictions. If he did, he would be 

committing a sin - something he was not willing to do. They 

returned angry and bitter toward the madrasa's staff. We 

knew that he was told to refuse seeing his relatives because 
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all of them belonged to the moderate party of the resistance. 

The decline of the madrasa began when the staff 

members started to compete with one another for control of 

resources as well as methods of teaching. The staff was 

blamed for appropriating funds intended for the students. 

Apparently, some were so greedy that a number of them set up 

stands and stocked them with plastic shoes and second-hand 

clothes to sell to the students and their relatives. 

Back in the villages people saw the lifestyle of the 

madrasa staff members change very rapidly from what it had 

been before. suspicions were raised about their conduct. 

Before the people could do anything, the staff members I 

competition for political control of the madrasa escalated. 

Some of the more zealous and political-minded ones demanded 

that the madrasa be turned over to the party of Hekmatyar. In 

the end, the supporters of Hekmatyar won, and many students 

who did not want to be involved with the politics deserted 

the madrasa either for other schools or returned home. 

In 1989 only one-third of the original 470 students, 

predominantly supporters of the Hezb-e-Islami of Engineer 

Hekmatyar, have remained in the madrasa. 

The madrasa of Warsak was not the only one where 

socio-political rivalry among the staff members has 

jeopardized educational opportunities for many students. 

Similar kinds of rivalries have also been repeated in other 
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madrasas. For example, Jami-al-asaria, a relatively large 

madrasa on the outskirts of Peshawar with a student 

population of over three hundred, is run by a well known alim 

from central Nuristan who has devoted most of his life to 

promoting religious scholarship in Pakistan. 

During the .1980s a group of Salafi Muslims from the 

"Arab world agreed to support another madrasa in the 

neighborhood of Jami-al-asaria. They rented a building and 

all the necessary arrangements were made. The management of 

this madrasa was offered to a young man who had graduated 

from a government sponsored madrasa in Afghanistan. The new 

madrasa began operation wi th approximately sixty students 

mainly from central Nuristan. 

Not long afterward, disputes surfaced between the 

principals of the two madrasas. (Incidentally both come from 

the same village in central Nuristan). Each accused the oth~r 

of conspiring and spreading false information against the 

other. 

The real cause of the disputes is not clear. However, 

according to my informants the main reason for the dispute 

between the principals was the same as the case of Warsak -

for control of the resources and the student population. 

Their rivalry has even affected the villagers because many 

students came from the same village as the two principals. 

Those whose sons and relatives were affiliated with Jami-al-
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asaria blamed the other madrasa for the problems and vice 

versa. 

At last, the principal of Jami-al-asaria prevailed. 

His broad contacts in Pakistan as well as in the Arab world 

proved beneficial. He was able to persuade donors to stop 

further funding for the newly established madrasa. He asked 

that the establishment be turned over to him. The sponsor of 

the madrasa complied with his request and the problem was 

r'esolved. 

As far as the display' of hostili ty and arrogant 

behavior on the part of some staff members and students 

toward the visitors at the Warsak madrasa described earlier, 

it is not clear if it was the official policy of their party 

or it was adopted by some zealous and inexperienced 

individual members of the institution. 

Another frequent topic of discussion was equality of 

all Muslims. The ulama preached that the closest to God are 

those who have devoted their lives to understanding and 

worshipping Him. Social origin and wealth are insignificant 

matters. The ulama preached frequently against the practice 

of giving preferential treatment during feasts to influential 

personalities. They called this discriminatory, a heritage of 

the past (before conversion), and therefore against the 

teachings of Islam. 
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A favorite issue of ulama's attack was the offering 

of feasts which were held for various purposes and required 

a great deal of expenditure. The ulama called this practice 

a waste of wealth. Instead, they encouraged the people to 

spend their resources on building mosques, public paths, and 

community water channels. They also attacked the payment of 

the bride price as un-Islamic and harmful for the well-being 

of society. They argued that due to high bride pric~ many 

young people could not afford to get married, which 

eventually leads to moral corruption and adultery. 

They also preached on the right of women to bride 

price (mahr) and inheritance. During the first few years 

(particularly in the"70's) people expressed their feelings in 

a joking manner saying that the mullas were born from the 

lower classes and did not possess any wealth. They could 

not, therefore, afford to get married or entertain people be 

it during their happy moments or in their grief. Thus, they 

were preaching against these practices. 

The Communist coup of 1978 coupled with the 

elimination of the central government authority in rural 

areas gave the ulama additional political power. This was 

true for most of Afghanistan. The traditional influential 

families, whose power was based either upon their land 

holdings (khan) or as intermediaries (malik or arbab) between 

the central government and the rural areas, stepped aside and 
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gave way to the ulama. Islam became the rallying cry in the 

war against the Communists. 

Some traditional figures and elders whom the ulama 

considered a threat were accused of collaborating or 

sympathizing with the Communist regime. . This was a very 

effective weapon and has been used since the early days of 

the Jihad and is still being applied unabated by some ulama 

in order to eliminate their rivals. 

One of the reasons for such an aggressive role of the 

mullas is due to their recently acquired economic and 

poli tical power. In the past they were not allowed to 

criticize the government. After the coup, the central 

authority in the rural areas was eliminated and Islam became 

the focal point for mobilizing the community against the 

communist forces and the ulama seized the opportunity to lead 

the resistance. 

The ulama has played a very important role in 

recruiting people against the invading British forces during 

the previous wars. But the ulama of the 19th century did not 

continue to hold on to political power once the war with the 

British was over. They quietly resumed their previous 

duties. Today's ulama does not appear to be ready to give up 

their position of power. 

At present ulama in Afghanistan enjoys considerable 

material and political support, either directly from the 
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Muslim sympathizers in the Middle East or, indirectly as 

employees of a party or madrasa. The government of Pakistan 

has been fully supportive of the Islamic struggle in 

Afghanistan and would like to see the establishment of and 

Islamic government in Kabul under her influence. 

The real motives for the interest of the Nuristani 

religious students toward Pakistan is from the assumption 

that Pakistan madrasas and village mosques offered better 

facilities such as full room and board and other financial 

help. On the contrary, whatever limited learning 

opportunities that existed in Afghanistan in the past have 

been eroded by the last decades of uncertainties. An 

indication of this trend is the number of youngsters 

representing almost every large village of Nuristan who left 

their homes in pursuit or religious knowledge in Pakistan. 51 

51All of the following individuals who received their 
education in Pakistan for the first time were instrumental in 
attracting a large number of the students in the seventies 
and eighties, as well as being community leaders during the 
anti-communist resistance in Nuristan: Maulavi M. Afzal, 
Maulavi M. Noor, Muhammad Omar, Abdul Basir, Yahya from 
Nikmuk, Malvi M. Ishaq, Abdul Rahman, M. Ismael from Papruk, 
M. Kabir from Afzook, Jan Muhammad and the late Maulavi M. 
Ibrahim from Pershawark, Abdullah, Abdul Iqudus, Abdul Hai 
from Mundagal, Maulavi Abdul Hai, M. Sadiq from Kamdesh, and 
Maulavi Shamsullah from Mirdesh, all are from Basgal (eastern 
Nuristan). . 

Maulavi Faqirullah and Ghulam Rubanni are from 
Zhanchigal, yar Muhammad is from Jamuch, Din Muhammad from 
Nisheigram, Maulavi Abdulla Neatulla and Hazrat Ali from 
Amish Desh, Abdull and Abdul Samad all from Kantiwa, Jan 
Muhammad from lower waigal, Maulavi Mir Alam and Abdul Hai 
from Pashki, Amir Muhammad from Stivi, Maulave Sher Gul from 
Deva and Maulavi Abdul Aziz and Akhtar Muhammad from Wama. 

------------------------ --_. -- --
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Maulavi Muhammad Afzal and the late Maulavi Muhammad 

Ibrahim proclaimed the Revolutionary state of Islamic 

Afghanistan in Basgal Valley (an independent resistance 

party) • 

Maulavi Faqirullah is the deputy of the well

organized party of Hezb-e-Islami of Engineer Hekmatyar in 

Kunar province. Another activist, Ghulam Rabanni from 

Jamiat, was appointed as governor of Kunar province following 

the evacuation of the Kabul regime forces from the area. 

These men are members of the first group of ulama from 

Nuristan that received their education in Pakistani madrasas. 

This group of ulama was primarily instrumental in 

facilitating the way for many of the future student's in 

Pakistan. 

A large number of students also attend madrasas in 

different provinces of Pakistan and some in Kunar province in 

Afghanistan. (See Appendix II). Presently there are at lea~t 

six madrasas, two in Afghanistan and four in the NWFP who are 

primarily supported by the Saudi and Kuwaiti people and 

others in the Arab world, particularly from the Gulf states. 

Some financial backing is provided through the Saudi 

and Kuwaiti Red Crescent offices in Peshawar. Some private 

contributors pay occasional visits to Peshawar with aid and 

There are many more but the above-mentioned people became 
politically and religiously very active in the last decade 
and a half. 

-----.-------- -------- --- --
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to inspect the operation of the madrasas. The persons in 

charge of the madrasas also visit the Gulf area, particularly 

during the month of Ramadan (the month of fasting for 

Muslims) and Eid Adha (the most important religious holiday 

when Muslims from allover the world who can afford the 

expense visit the holy cities of Mecca and Madina in Saudi 

"Arabia for pilgrimage) , when emotions and religious 

sentiments for doing good deeds run high. They collect 

donations from private sources and individuals with the help 

of natives or Afghan local representatives in the mosques 

during the congregational prayer. The donations are viewed as 

a religious act. According to Islam one can perform Jihad in 

many ways. One way would be to go to the front and 

physically fight the enemy of Islam; another is to contribute 

financially toward this goal. 
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v. Ulama as an Agent of Economic Change 

Following the conversion of the people of Nuristan to 

Islam the open hostility of the past ceased. There was no 

legitimate reason for either the Nuristanis or their Muslim 

neighbours to justify offensive acts and behaviour. Thus 

contact between the native people and their neighbours began 

on a limited basis. The Nuristanis were able to sell animals 

and animal products, two major items of export in the early 

days of conversion. They imported in large quantities 

products which could not be produced locally particularly 

salt and silver and iron tools. The Nuristanis found access 

to a larger market of goods. The socio-economic contacts with 

their former enemies, and sometimes with people from far away 

who came as itinerant traders, increased their information 

about their surroundings. 

In this chapter, I will attempt to outline the ulama's 

conduct and behaviour in the early days of conversion, and 

show how they shifted from adaptive strategies to more 

radical measures. The ulama was able to attract a large 

number of youngsters from humble social backgrounds to the 

religious field. Resources were diverted for construction of 

mosques, canals, public paths and pilgrimage to Mecca. The 

increasing number of wealthy hajis became allies of the ulama 

and helped them to gain a greater degree of influence. 
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Obstacles to Change 

In the early days of conversion the changes from the 

traditional to Islamic culture were gradual. The mulla' s 

responsibility was simply to teach the basics of Islam. As 

Jones states: "The role of the mulla was to instruct the 

kafirs in the precepts of Islam but this, in the beginning at 

least, involved little more than teaching them to recite the 

Kalema"S2 (Jones 1974: 231). 

The non-Nuristani ulama had cultural and language 

problems and thus were satisfied just to teach the converts 

the pillars of Islam and to make sure that they did not 

perform some of the old rituals which were in direct 

contradiction to Is'lam. Killing a sacrificial animal, for 

example, was carried out in the old way by hitting the animal 

on the head with a sharp ax, at the same time invoking the 

name of Allah for whom the sacrifice was intended. 

The return of the Nuristani ulama from the Amir' s 

court facilitated learning about Islam. This group of ulama 

had the advantage over the first group of mullas. They were 

born into the tribe, practiced the same culture and 

spoke the same language. Thus they were in a much better 

position culturally and emotionally than their earlier 

counterparts. Despite their efforts, people were not 

altogether ready to give up their traditional way of life. 

S2Kalema is the confession of faith. 
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New converts took aspects of the faith and combined them with 

their own traditional beliefs and molded this into a new 

product in order to fit their cultural context. 53 

In Nuristan, too, Islam was accepted by the people 

within the local cultural frame. Traditional ways of life 

continued and the ulama, despi te their campaign for more 

radical change, were more or less content with the way things 

were. There did not seem to be much conflict with the old 

culture, because some of the obvious elements of the past 

were either modified or discarded completely. For example, 

instead of worshipping and sacrificing for various deities 

such as Gis, 54 Desani, 55 and Panav, 56 people began to 

53N. Levtzion reports similar experiences about the 
background of Islam in west Africa before the Islamic renewal 
in the region: 

Islamic beliefs and practices had at first been 
accommodated as a supplement to existing 
religious systems. Adaptation to the local 
environment emphasized magical and ritual 
elements rather than the legal aspects of Islam. 
There was little articulation of the political 
content of Islam. Muslim clerics became 
integrated into the African socio-political 
systems because they played similar roles to 
those of the traditional priests, mosques, like 
traditional shrines, became sanctuaries. Muslim 
clerics, like other transcendental mediators and 
ritual experts were outsiders. (Levtzon, 1978) 

54War god. 

55Fertility god. 

56God of all purposes in KalasUm. 
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worship "Allah," the only God. All of the sacrifices and 

feasts continued for decades, except that Allah's name 

replaced the old deities. 

It took many decades for Islamic values, rituals and 

terminology to be fully incorporated into the daily lives of 

the Nuristanis. Old customs such as gorustay57 and uruna 

c;I0ul58 were practiced in some villages like Chimi, Mi1ldes 

and Nisheigram until two decades ago. Agriculture and animal 

husbandry are continued with some minor variations from the 

past. 59 

57A spring festival celebrated on a meadow by families who 
join together with their herds in a specific place. One could 
call this a temporary summer cooperative. Women prepared the 
appropriate food and took it to the meadow. Each family member 
sacrificed, depending on the size of his herd, one or two 
goats. Young members of the family who had reached the age of 
puberty were initiated into adulthood. 

5~his was a festival only for the young girls of the 
village. All the girls got together in turn in different 
houses and ate, sang and danced. Mostly it was in 
thanksgiving for the year's end and praying for a prosperous 
new year, particularly in grain and fruits for the coming 
year. 

59Similar practices have been reported in eighteenth-
century Bengal. Dr. Eaton states: 

It was an Islam that also mediated the religion 
of Allah with many indigenous beliefs and 
practices already deeply embedded in the land. 
This is seen in the large corpus of medieval 
Bengali literature celebrating indigenous cults 
such as those of Mansa, Chandi, satyapir, 
Dharma, or Daksin Ray, in which many Islamic 
allusions are found--e. g., such local di vini ties 
might be associated with Islamic superhuman 
agencies, or even identified with them. CR. 
Eaten 1987: 175 in Eighteenth-Century Renewal 
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With the passage of time Islam took root deeper into 

the Nuristani society and more and more native people were 

attracted to Islam. Slavery was abolished. The u1ama declared 

large scale feasts like ~inarata dou1 and mara qou1 

un-Islamic. Many of the young people began to lose interest 

in animal husbandry, because the concept of dou1 had very 

strong cultural meaning and their incentive was weakened. 

Many people thought that if all the sacrifices were not going 

to benefit the dead, then their hard work would have been in 

vain. In particular, the anti-slavery position of Islam 

provided the need, opportunity and excuse for the people of 
\ 

lower class to free themse1 ves from centuries-old social 

bondage. Since they did not own much property, particularly 

summer and winter pastures or grazing rights, religious 

studies were a good way to make a living and at the same time 

gain the respect of the community. 

Diversion of Resources to Religious Causes 

The u1ama constantly preached against yey tati ~ar 

(tradition of mothers and fathers). This refers to whatever 

cultural traditions our parents practiced before Islam. The 

ulama preached that if a person built a public path or a 

water channel, as long as these two obj ects are used by 

humans, animals and birds, that person will receive great 

and Reform in Islam, edited by Levizion and 
Vo11). 
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rewards in the next world. These projects would last for 

generations, while the offering of feasts would not leave ~ 

tangible effect for the future. 

A villager needed the advice of an alim because the 

alim was better qualified to explain about the virtues of 

public works. While in the traditional feasts the influential 

. men were invited before anybody else and served 

appropriately. However, in recent years we are witnessing the 

role of the traditional leaders being affected adversely and 

the ulama have gained in respect and prestige. 

One of the other major tasks undertaken by the ulama 

in recent years was to consistently encourage people to 

donate for religious causes such as carpets for mosques, 

lanterns, kerosene oil, and loud speakers. 

As a resul t of this many of the people who are 

inclined to offer a feast first consult a mulla or the 

village imam. They are told by their mulla how to spend 

wealth and reap its rewards in the other world. 

It should be pointed out that the traditionally 

influential people have not yet been replaced completely by 

the ulama or new leaders. However, many people, particularly 

the ulama (and in a very limited case young commanders who 

have shown courage and foresight in the jihad) have gained 

considerable influence. Many of the decision-making positions 

which were occupied by the traditional influential families 
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of the upper class atrojan are being filled by ulama and 

commanders of various classes and social backgrounds. 

In many areas lower class ulama were imams, heads of 

the village jihad organizations. For example, in Wama, in one 

of the Nuristani villages in central Nuristan, the head of 

the jihad organization is a lower class person. The events of 

the last thirteen years have helped the social mobility of 

the ulama considerably. The jihad against the Communist 

r'egime in Kabul and the soviet occupying forces was carried 

out under the leadership of the ulama and the banner of 

Islam. This new situation obviously gave the ulama an 

opportunity to manifest their ability in the field; at least 

as far as Nuristan is concerned. The ulama are in control of 

the socio-political and jihad affairs of the area. The former 

traditional elite have either completely lost their power or 

do not play an important role in the poli tics of the 

community. Moreover, almost all of the villages in Waigal 

Valley are divided along party lines. Any serious issue or 

major dispute is taken to the regional head of the party. In 

other words, the party regional offices have replaced the 

former government apparatus. Each party tries to settle a 

case in favor of its members. There have been instances where 

the parties have interfered and therefore discouraged 

villagers from settling the issues in a traditional manner. 

It is difficult to predict precisely whether the situation is 

---_ .. _ ....••... _ ......... _ ...... _. - .. . 
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going to continue or whether the ulama will relinquish 

political power. What is going to happen to the traditional 

leaders? Will they regain their power or gradually fade from 

the scene? These are the questions that need to be answered. 

However, it is likely that the ulama will playa very active 

role in local as well as national politics of the country. 

This again depends on their performance and political acumen. 

The ulama emphasized the importance of hajj (pilgri

mage to Mecca), the fifth pillar of Islam. A number of 

Nuristanis went to Mecca and during their stay of two to 

three weeks they me~ Muslims of many countries and exchanged 

views with them. The Nuristani hajjis were impressed by the 

knowledge, wealth and ways of life of other Muslims. 

Upon their return with the limited knowledge of Islam 

they had acquired in their sojourn, some of the hajjis became 

actively involved in the propagation of Islam. They supported 

the ulama' s position whether they really understood the issue 

in dicussion or not. Some of them chose a life of seclusion, 

preferring to live a quiet life, praying five times a day, 

and participating in acts of charity. Hajjis believed that 

once one performs bAji all sins are forgiven; the hajji comes 

out of Mecca like a newly born baby. 

Their outlook was changed whether they became involved 

in village affairs or not. They returned with a firm belief 

_____ -_· __ .0-_0 __ . ___ 0_ .. __ ._00 •. _ .. _. 
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that their ancestors had been wrong. Most of them brought 

some visible changes in their life styles. They dressed 

better than the average villager. They added a room added one 

to their houses, so that the women were kept in seclusion. 

Most of the hajjis were successful members of their 

communi ty. Now a new and different kind of prestige was 

added, one that was religious. The ulama would cite them as 

examples in their preachings and encourage people to spend 

their money in the way of God, so that they could be spared 

from eternal pain and punishment. 

The maj ori ty of the haj j is were supporti ve of the 

ulama and some of those' who had some knowledge of Islam 

before the pilgrimage got personally involved in the teaching 

and propagation of Islam as associates of the ulama. The 

hajji's return was celebrated with a great deal of rejoicing. 

The hajj i volunteered to narrate his experience, particularly 

jn Mecca itself and no matter how superficial or incomplete 

his knowledge, the villagers listened attentively. Most of 

the villagers had never been outside their surroundings. 

Their stories sounded very attractive. Some of the listeners 

repeated the hajji's stories in other village gatherings. 

After the elimination of large scale feasts which required a 

great deal of wealth, hAll became very popular among the 

people. People began to divert their surplus resources toward 

this practice. After all, to be a hajji was also an honorable 
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station. The haiji is considered by the locals to be somehow 

different or more pious than the rest of them and thus, 

worthy of respect. The hajiis are given the same position and 

respect as the people of highest standing in pre-conversion 

times, but now in a completely different context. Today 

people approach some of them for council and advice, or they 

invi te them for mediation in times of dispute among the 

villagers. They are considered to be impartial because they 

have taken a vow in Mecca to lead a straight life according 

to Sharia. Because of this, people look to them as persons of 

good moral character. However, one should not expect that all 

of the haj j is are going to change their ways after the 

pilgrimage. Some of them behave arrogantly upon their return, 

thinking that they have achieved something extraordinary. 

They missed the real goals and objectives of the ritual and 

as a result adopted strange behavior. This type of haiji is 

known by the people of their community as hajji barbad.~ 

Control of Information 

Every Muslim is obligated to pray five times a day, 

preferably in groups. In the eyes of God the reward for 

praying with the congregation is greater than for praying 

~Hajii barbad. Barbad means destruction or waste. Here 
it means that the hajji doesn't comply with his religious 
obligation. As a result, all of his efforts are wasted. 
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alone at home or away from the mosque (Al-Bukhari "Adhan" 36; 

Muslim "Magajid" 285). 

The benefit of praying in congregation gives the ulama 

the chance to get across their message to a larger audience. 

During the congregational prayer Muslims find out about the 

well being of one another. They feel the togetherness as a 

community YmmS recommended by God. 

Therefore, the pulpit of the mosques has been used by 

Muslim rulers to deliver their socio-religious and political 

messages to their followers. Islam is believed to be a multi

purpose religion, the mosque, to serve the religious, social, 

educational and poli tical needs of the communi ty. Freedom 

movements, renewal activities of the faith, or efforts to 

safeguard the cultural values of the community have often 

been launched from the minbar. pulpit, of the mosque. In a 

way the mosque provides Muslims the means to remain vigilant 

and to guard the YmmS from external as well as internal 

sources of danger. As a watch tower, a permanent source of 

integration and place of cultural and religious revival, the 

mosque played a major role as a useful institution. 

The anti-communist uprising of the Afghan people in 

1978 took on its religious identity in the form of jihad. 

Ulama from different parts of Afghanistan along with regional 

notables and nationalist elements played an important role. 
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The mosque has been used as an educational institution 

(madrasa) and often to promote the socio-political prestige 

of the individuals who were in control of the pulpit. The 

ulama were free to preach whatever they wanted. They were not 

under any kind of political obligation or pressure. In the 

major urban centers the imams of the large public mosques 

were paid by the governments, while in the villages and 

countryside, particularly in Waigal Valley, they received 

total or partial sUbsistence support from the community. For 

example, imams from outside or from poor families in the 

village received adequate living expenses. If the imsm came 

from the atrojan upper class then he might receive partial 

support in the form of sar saya61 or some kind of fee for 

performing the marriage ceremony, nikah. 

In many cases an upper class mulla does not see much 

economic benefit in offering prayer; therefore, he wants to 

be relieved of the responsibility. At least this was true for 

Nisheigram village until January of 1989. Out of four imams 

for the four mosques, two were employed from poor families of 

upper class and the remaining two from the lower class of 

bari. 

In one mosque in the upper class quarter, a young 

lower class )'I'lulla was offering prayers. In the other two 

61Kind of charity every Muslim is supposed to pay to poor 
people once a year. 
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mosques two brothers from a very poor upper class family were 

hired. One of the brother~, because of his bad manners and 

intolerance, often got into arguments with people, so he was 

quite often alternated with a person from the lower class. 

Although these two brothers came from a poor family, they 

belonged to a numerically powerful clan of Buradare in the 

village, and despite the capricious attitude and sulkiness of 

one brother, he was accepted by the villagers as one of their 

own, which is why he was alternated as imgm with the lower 

class mulla. Furthermore, the villagers considered him one of 

them; it was easy to communicate with him. sometimes the 

villagers scolded him for his irascible behavior but the 

common interests were far more important than a verbal 

argument. Therefore, the villagers preferred to remain with 

the mul1a of their own village irrespective of his class as 

long as it was possible instead of employing someone from 

outside. 

An upper class mu11a often preferred to attend to his 

personal business rather than presiding in the mosque five 

times a day, twelve months a year. Therefore, most of the 

mullas in Waiga1 Valley came from landless or poor families. 

Naturally, most of them tended to preach about social 

equality and attacked social privileges which had existed in 

the past. They would often repeat the same message over and 

over again, because most of their knowledge was limited to 

---------------------- --
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the religious field. They were free in the past to preach 

whatever they wanted to as long as they avoided direct 

confrontation with central government. Even in remote areas 

they could get away with occasional criticism of the 

government, because the government did not have their 

representative stationed in every village of the country to 

·oversee such activities. But for the last decade and a half 

the ulama have unleashed their harshest attack upon the 

former regime and its laxity against the dangers of communism 

and atheistic ideologies. Students with secular educations 

are being blamed for all the calamities that have befallen 

Afghanistan in recent years. 

There is an air of growing resentment and deliberate 

antagonism toward secular education. Secularism is considered 

an enemy of Islam. I was witness to a Friday sermon in 

Nisheigram village in 1986 when a mulla publicly declared 

that secular education renders futile results. He emphasized 

that secular education is going to mislead youngsters and the 

only way of deliverance was through the worship of God. This 

could be better achieved merely through religious 

understanding. It was ironic to see that the mulla was taking 

advantage of all the equipment and tools which are 

manufactured through the pursuit of secular knowledge, yet he 

was very serious in his opposition to secular education or to 

having any kind of contact with non-Muslims. 
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Almost all of the mullas stressed that only the pious 

and faithful people are close to God. Nothing c.an save a 

person from the wrath of God except a person's good conduct. 

The ulama as the direct heirs of the Prophets (waris-ul

anbia), therefore are worthy of respect. Lack of respect 

towards the ulama is equated to a major sin. It is not 

unusual to hear a mulla from a humble background say, "What 

does bari or suvala mean? To God these names have no 

~ignificance. To Him our good conduct and obedience of His 

teaching is more important." They tell the atrojan, upper 

class, people, "your herd and other material goods are not 

going to save you in the Day of Judgement." So in a way they 

are telling the atrojan, "if you consider yourself truly 

Muslim, then -take me ec.rual to yourself." In some cases they 

want to be treated even better because they have religious 

knowledge, therefore according to Islam they are worthy of 

respect regardless of their social origin. If one does not 

comply, one is considered an unbeliever. 

The ordinary people cannot make any distinction 

between the actual facts and the motives of the ulama who 

have enhanced their socio-political power in the guise of 

Islam in recent years. Objection to their views are equated 

to a serious offense of religion. 

---_.- ... - .. _ ................ - ._-_ .... . 
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centuries Old Tradition is Declared Un-Islamic 

Prohibition of dancing and singing: dancing and 

singing has been part of the Nuristani tradition for 

centuries. There were different dances and songs for 

different occasions: to celebrate a festive event or the 

start of a new season. 

The most popular of these was the dance in which most 

of the villagers took part. This was called amala pilanq62 

or ~al pilang. It was performed when a high ranking member of 

society gave a feast ei ther to honor his parents or for 

himself. These were merit feasts.~ 

A close relative, either agnatic or affinal, would 

prepi:lre the dal and sacrifice a steer and feed the dancers. 

Then the dancers would move to the house of the feast giver. 
, . . . 

The close relative who made the 1n1t1al arrangement for the 

dal pilang got the necessary credits in terms of admiration 

62Mal a means roof and pi lang designates dancing or 
playing. Combination of both words could be translated as 
dancing or playing on the roof top. nAl means a flag or 
wooden post approximately 3 meters long: The upper part is 
decorated with some ceremonial object and on the top of the 
pole a silver bowl Ure is placed tightly so that it would not 
fall in the fast moving pace of the dance. A small stick is 
tied about 10-15 inches below the top part to serve as an 
arm. A very colorful shirt is fastened to the top, so that 
it looks like a nicely dressed woman. The idea behind this 
decoration is not known. A man known for his good dancing 
ability carried the wooden post, dancing while other dancers 
encircled him. So ~al pilang means dancing with $ll. or flag. 

~For further detail regarding merit feast see (S. Jones, 
1974: 166-204 and A. Palwal, 1977: 216-276). 
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from the villagers for a job well done. In pre-Islamic times 

not every villager was entitled to be honored this way. 

There was a very limited group of people who were considered 

to be entitled to this type of honor •. only those who had 

distinguished themselves from the rest of their community 

either by killing many Muslim enemies or by offering frequent 

feasts for the entire community. sometimes a very few people 

were able to undertake both of these cherished ideals of pre

Islamic times. In amala pilang, the high ranking members of 

the community were asked to perform the dance. They danced 

brandishing old matchlock rifles, the most sophisticated and 

advanced piece of weaponry they could get, and some wi th 

swords and daggers in their hands. They performed wi th 

special movements indicating their act of attack upon the 

enemy. All the members of the community watched the dances 

with great enthusiasm. From time to time they invoked the 

gods for assistance. Then the elite would be served drink 

and food and the rest of the villagers took over and danced 

till dawn or all day. A pair of flutes and two drums of 

different sizes were the only musical instruments played. The 

drums were called ~ud and timiki and were always played by 

the bari (lower class people) while the flute was played by 

whoever was known for his skill. 

They displayed different rhythms and styles in their 

movements. These dances, as we can see from the word amala 

-----_ .. _-_ .. __ .. _ .. __ .. __ ..... -
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piling, were performed on a large roof top in order to 

accommodate a large number of dancers and spectators. 

Ideally, the dancers would converge on the larger roof of the 

houses in the vicinity of the feast giver. As a social 

courtesy the owner of the house or houses (sometimes the 

houses belonged to 2 or 3 families built side by side with 

the same level roofs) would offer cheese and other food items 

to the dancers. 

There were also other dances performed by men and 

women (separately) indoors. These dances are performed 

during a happy occasion, such as wedding ceremonies and child 

birth. To entertain quests a few young people would get 

together in a house and start singing. The sound of the 

tambourine would invite the dance enthusiasts in a matter of 

minutes. Men and women danced in separate rooms although on 

many occasions in pre-Islamic Nuristani both sexes danced 

together. (After conversion men and women danced in separate 

rooms). 

These occasions contributed to the unity of the 

community. Young men from the village belonging to different 

clans would meet and find out about one another, their herds, 

the conditions of the summer and winter grazing areas and 

their problems. They would discuss remedies for problems 

which affected the entire community. 
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There were also dances performed by young girls of 

the village during the months of February and March. The 

girls were actually celebrating the arrival of the spring 

season since agricultural work was carried out by the women. 

They sang a special song praising the spring season which 

gives life to all plants. They ask for a good harvest of 

grains, frui ts and vegetables. After performing special 

rituals for a few hours all the young girls of the village 

would gather in the evening in one of the houses of the host 

of the festival. They ate and sang and danced all night. No 

men were allowed to participate in this festival during the 

Islamic period. The duration of the dances depended on the 

number of girls who attended the occasion. The larger their 

number the longer the days of celebration. 

The ulama, whether they were trained in Afghanistan 

or Pakistan, campaigned against singing and dancing. They 

considered this practice a relic of the past and a waste of 

time which would eventually lead to laxity in the worship of 

God and moral corruption. To them the past was to be totally 

forgotten. The ulama declared that the ancestors were wrong; 

they were unbelievers; therefore, anything which was related 

to the past had to be discarded immediately. Most of the 

culture and tradition of the Nuristani people had its roots 

in pre-Islamic times. So did many of the other traditions and 

cultures. For example, in the Arab world, generosity, 
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manliness and loyalty were carried over to the Islamic period 

(Hitti 1985: 95). 

However, according to Gibb, rituals are meaningful to 

the would-be convert in as much as religion is intimately 

linked with the imaginative life. It is unable to touch the 

soul without some kind of appeal to the senses and emotions. 

·This is the importance of rituals and symbols; they invoke 

and emotional appeal (Gibb, 1954: 193). 

Nuristanis were living what Gibb calls for African 

communities an "ethical society" - one that is little 

troubled with the logical questions (ibid pp. 193-95). In the 

early days of conversion knowledge of the faith in Nuristan 

sometimes embraced little more than a few stories about the 

Prophet Muhammad (PBUH). The practice of Islam went little 

beyond some prescribed ritual prayers in the local dialect 

and alms giving. Most people in Afghanistan, particularly the 

older generation Nuristanis, only knew that they were 

Muslims. They did not speak, read or write Arabic or other 

languages. Some, however, did acquire some knowledge of one 

of the national languages such as Pashtu. Therefore, the 

pattern of life for the Nuristanis remained without any 

substantial change until a couple of decades ago. The same 

thing has been reported by Trimingham for African in the 

first stage of conversion. 

-----_._-----_._--- ---_. 
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"Each people adopted those elements which harmonized 

most with its national characterM and way of life. Whilst 

all Muslim people learn reverence of the Sharia as the divine 

law and symbol of the system; their lives are ruled by their 

own indigenous ada or (urf) customary law." (Trimingham, 

1959: 107). 

In the early stages of conversion social and family 

life 'from cradle to grave with all of its festivals, 

supposedly governed by Islamic law, continued in the 

traditional way with some minor changes. Amir Abdur Rahman's 

commander-in-chief tried to reduce the psychological shock of 

conversion to a minimum. Aside from destruction of the 

effigies and places of pre-Islamic worship, traditional 

practices were permitted to linger. Mosques were built and 

madrasas were established in the mosques for the people in 

order to teach them Islam. There were cases of revolts in 

different parts of Nuristan, for example, in MU1des and 

Bargemata1 in 1897 in which a number of u1ama lost their 

lives. The exact reason for these incidents is not clear. 

But I was told by some elders who had learned from their 

fathers about these events .that the u1ama had shown open 

contempt toward the pre-Islamic way of life of the Nuristani 

and frequently had made derogatory remarks. The people 

64Trimingham's use of the phrase "national character" is 
interpreted here to mean "tribal or ethnic" character. 
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resented the insults of the ulama and decided to take the law 

into their own hands. 

As a result, the ulama, whether Nuristani or non-

Nuristani, adopted a strategy of gradualism. The offering of 

feasts such as QQyl, mara doul, singing and dancing and the . . 
celebration of old festivals continued until three decades 

ago and in some villages until a couple decades ago. 

However, the return of the ulama from the Pakistani 

madrasas tipped the balance. This group of ulama came from 

different socio-economic backgrounds. They had qualitative 

and quanti tati ve advantages over the older generation of 

ulama. The older generation had limited knowledge of Islam. 

They were able to perform the duty of imam for the five daily 

prayers and they would attend wedding ceremonies and 

funerals. In return for their services they received a 

nominal fee in the name of sar saya. 65 

The new generation of ulama was more sophisticated, 

well versed in Quran and Hadith and other related subjects. 

They criticized the older generation for lack of knowledge 

and for accepting sar saya and other donations for their 

services. They preached that Allah had clearly stated in the 

Quran that, it is forbidden to receive money for offering 

prayers or other religious services. They equated this with 

65Li teral translation of sar saya is head shade. This 
means that those who pay their dues will be protected by Allah 
as good people. 
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selling God's words for money. Older u1ama retired and 

almost all of the mosques in most of the villages were taken 

over by the younger u1ama. They attacked the villagers for 

clinging to their traditions and the older generation of 

u1ama for allowing them to celebrate old customs and feast 

and for the u1ama is participation in them. 

Feasts 

Feasts were declared un-Islamic. Islam teaches that 

alms giving and charities are obligatory. But the way the 

people of Nuristan were offering expensive feasts is un

Islamic in many ways. The u1ama determined it as a custom 

retained from pre-Islamic times, offered in order to promote 

social and political prestige in the community, not just for 

God's sake. Feasts discriminate in the distribution of food. 

Rich and influential people are served the best food and 

before everybody else. The u1ama maintained that well-to-do 

individuals do not deserve to be served at all; charities are 

meant for the poor and needy. Therefore, these traditional 

forms of offering are not acceptable _ to God. It does not 

conform with the teachings of Islam. Instead of helping, the 

poor and needy are deprived of what God has specifically 

recommended for them. 

It is a waste of wealth for no good reason. Instead 

this wealth could be put into good use so that one could draw 

interest in the afterlife. For example, to build mosques, 

-----------------------_._----- ._-
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water channels, plant fruit trees for public use, and build 

or improve the existing roads for the comfort of the 

community. 

Purdah (Seclusion of Women) 

The issue of hiiab or purdah (veil) has generated a 

great deal of debate and interest in Muslim communi ties. 

These debates are the result of a difference in the 

interpretations of QUl:'anic verses and the hadith by ulama of 

different schools of thought. In ancient Arabia, the custom 

a~pears to have varied. The women of desert dwellers went 

unveiled and associated freely with men. Women in the cities 

were veiled (Levy, 1969: 124). It was the same in 

Afghanistan. Peasant women and nomads did not wear veils. 

Levy (1969) also points out that women were not 

required to wear a veil during the reign of Caliph Umar (634-

44 A.D.). Nonetheless, the exact date of the extensive use 

of the veil is not clear. What is certain, however, is that 

the custom pre-dates Islam. The Quran and the Prophet 

Muhammad do not specifically stipulate veiling or seclusion 

of women. However, the Quran does say that the wives of the 

Prophet should speak to men from behind a parti tion and 

admonishes women to dress modestly: 

And say to the believing women that they should 
lower their gaze and guard their modesty; that they 
should not display their beauty and charms except 
what (normally) appears of them; that they should 
draw their veils over their bosom~. and display their 
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beauty only to their husbands, and their fathers. 
(24:31) 

It should be noted, however, that modesty is also prescribed 

for men: 

Tell the believing men to lower their gaze and be 
modest (24:30). 

According to Levy and others veiling and seclusion of 

women are customs assimilated from the conquered Persian and 

Byzantine societies and viewed as appropriate expression of 

Quranic norms and values. Once identified as Islamic, it 

became a custom, and later even law. 

Naturally, being converted to Islam less than a 

century ago the people of Nuristan did not escape this 

centuries-old debate regarding purdah and seclusion of women. 

Women have been responsible for agricultural work for their 

sUbsistence oriented economy. They went out to the fields 

daily and mingled freely in the community. without full 

participation of the women, life would have been next to 

impossible in the harsh and inhospitable terrain. 

The inhospitable terrain made it hard for men to take 

care of the fields as well as animals which require constant 

movement (transhumace) in search of pasture particularly in 

the summer season. The men guarded the boundary fromposaible 

attack and tend their herds. The women were left in the 

village close to home to take care of the agricultural 

products. Because of the constant instability of the region, 

--- -.------- --.--... _.------ -- ----
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on the one hand, and isolation and lack of trade facilities 

with the immediate surrounding neighbors on the other; the 

people of Nuristan had no choice except to be self

sufficient. This was the general condition before Islam. 

If women are kept from participating in the economic 

sector outside their homes, who would replace them in the 

. agricultural work force? How would the community continue to 

function without the women's contribution? The ulama have 

spent a number of years in the urban centers or large 

communi ties in Pakistan where purdah has become almost 

obligatory. They advocated purdah without addressing the fact 

that Nuristan is a very isolated, poor, mountainous region in 

which women's labor in agr icul ture was essential to survival. 

--- ............ - .. 

The ulama stressed that the women must be taken off 

the labor force and kept at home. A number of them began to 

apply their tea.ching to their personal lives and veiled the~r 

wives while a number of them realized that by keeping women 

away from the fields they would create economic and social 

problems within the family and community. Female relatives 

were not happy wi th the new arrangement. The wife of the 

mulla could be kept at home with nice clothes while other 

women of the family served her and her husband. A few of 

them kept their wives away from public or agricultural work 

but did not stop their older mothers from undertaking arduous 

work outside the home. This double standard on the part of 
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some of the ulama gave rise to doubts as to the motives of 

the ulama. In order to change the tradition, the whole system 

needed a complete overhaul. Otherwise only the limi ted 

number who have an outside income or who are skilled with a 

trade which does not require outdoor work could live in 

Nuristan. 

Inheritance and Bride Price 

In keeping with the teachings of Islam inheritance 

has been another issue that the u.lama have emphasized lately. 

In the past the concept of inheritance existed and people 

were familiar with it. Occasionally the issue was raised, but 

in general people looked down on women who asked for their 

inheritance from their brothers or close agnatic relatives. 

Thirty years ago it was practically unheard of for a woman to 

ask for her share of inheritance. However, a woman may 

recei ve a piece of land along wi th one walnut tree or 

grapevine when her father passes away without a son. The 

rest of the deceased man's property was kept by his paternal 

brothers or cousins. 

Tradition dictated that one must treat his female 

relatives according to the cultural norms. They were entitled 

to a number of undefined customary "rights". It would be a 

person's cultural obligation to take care of his nieces and 

close agnatic female relatives whose father had died. Men 

who inherited the properties of their relatives were obliged 
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to take in and comfort the female survivers emotionally and 

with affection. Any shortcoming on the part of the male 

relatives was condemned and considered grounds for the return 

of some of the properties to the female survivor of the 

deceased. By the same token, if a woman asked for her 

father's property (even though it is her legitimate right) 

without being mistreated by his relatives, it is also 

considered something like aqan ~ar, Afghan's custom. So in 

the past it was not uncommon for a woman without brothers to 

claim a fraction of her father's property from those who have 

inherited. However, grazing areas were community property 

and the female could not claim those. She could claim fruit 

trees, houses and moveable property. 

A few of the male paternal relatives of the deceased 

reluctantly offer the woman some of her father's property. 

She might keep a piece of land along with one fruit tree but 

she could relinquish it all together. It all depended on her 

relations with her paternal relatives. Occasionally a greedy 

husband might encourage his wife to claim her share. A few 

short decades ago people did not like to discuss inheritance. 

This was considereded an aqan ~ar, Afghan custom, that should 

not be adopted by the Nuristani people. 

However, for the last two decades complicated cases 

of inheritance and the ~ bride price have multiplied. 

Currently most of the inheritance cases are decided by ulama. 
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In the, past the bride price CmsYn: according to Islam) 

was the amount the bridegroom agreed to pay to his bride. 

The agreed amount was usually paid to the girl's father, 

brother or guardian. Legally this belonged to the girl 

al though she can give it to her father or her husband. It is 

her property; she is entitled to do whatever she wants with 

it. 

However, in recent years there have been many 

incidents where the girls have asked for their mahr from 

their fathers or brothers. In eastern Nuristan, people of 

Kantoz are very serious about the application of Sharia in 

their daily lives and attempts have been made to settle all 

of their day to day problems according to Islamic law. 

I am told that now the parents are afraid to receive 

the bride price (mahr) of their daughters because soon after 

the wedding, (particularly when they became angry with their 

parents), the bride would ask for the mahr. Therefore people 

do not ask for mahr from the bridegroom or obtain very little 

so they are able to pay it back in case the daughter asks at 

a later time. 66 

More and more people are seeking the advice of ulama 

regarding Quranic and religious injunctions in times of 

dispute or problems. The tradi tiona dUvre (mediation) is 

66Interview with Abdul Hai Warshan Jehangir Abad, Peshawar 
1988. 

------"------~-----, ---" -- '-" 
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losing ground in favor of settlements made in keeping with 

Islam. Most of the traditional mediators were not qualified 

to decide about complex socio-economic issues on the basis of 

Sharia. This fact paved the way for the ulama to assume the 

position formerly occupied by the traditional leaders in the 

community. 

The ulama have launched an aggressive campaign 

against the high bride price. They consider it illegal; some 

poor people cannot afford to pay the bride price and their 

betrothed remains for many years in her parent's home. 

Therefore, the ulama stressed that when a girl reaches 

puberty there is no reason for her father to keep her. She 

should be wed. otherwise, the father commits a sin by keeping 

a grown daughter in the house and risking possible trouble in 

the way of illicit sexual relations. 
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VI. Conclusion 

The initial stage of Islamization of Nuristan was 

carried out by the non-Nuristani Ulama assigned to different 

villages by the Amir during his military offensive in the 

region in 1896. Despite strict instructions by the Amir 

regarding humane treatment of the new converts, some of the 

ulama became carried away due to their lack of understanding 

of the Nuristani. Excesses were committed by some of the 

ulama and consequently a number of incidents took place that 

forced the government to issue new decrees. For example, the 

ulama were again advised to behave moderately in the case of 

Ba~gal Valley. The Amir ordered severe punishment for the 

murder of government-assigned mullas or for non-compliance of 

his orders in the form of heavy taxation in the case of 

Waigal valley. This continued for many years until the elders 

of Nuristan approached the Amir's grandson, Amir Amanullah, 

seeking justice. 

Following the conversion some of the local people who 

had been taken hostage to Kabul received religious training 

at court, other parts of Afghanistan and later on in 

Pakistan. After this, they Islamized their own communities. 

The ulama (before 1950), particularly those who acquired 

their training in Afghanistan, chose an adaptational strategy 

in their dealing with the people who were still wrapped in 
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their traditional cloaks. However, the group of Nuristanis 

who returned from the Pakistani madrasas following completion 

of their studies in the late fifties and early sixties played 

a very crucial role by adopting an uncompromising stance in 

the application of their socio-religious message. They were 

known as panjpiri.~ By the mid seventies their number had 

. increased to the extent that they took over all the minbars 

of the mosques in all villages. They launched their attack 

against every aspect of the local people • s lives. They 

criticized the central government for its lack of Islamic 

character and wholesale adoption of western cultures. The 

central government was far away in Kabul and the centers of 

the government districts did not have the means to enforce 

67Literal translation of the word is one who believes in 
five pirs. "Panj" in Dari means "five" and "pirtt is a saint 
and spiritual master whose authority derives from the fact 
that he is a link in a chain of people who have been 
spiritually initiated. Because of their special relationship 
with God, pirs are believed by many of thelr followers to have 
special powers and can act as intermediaries between God and 
humans. However, in this case, Panjpir is a village in the 
Sawabi Tahsil approximately 40 miles east of the city of 
Peshawar. Most of the Nuristani ulama completed th~ir 
translation and interpretation of the Quran the famous Alim 
Maulavi Muhammad Tahir who died in the 1980·s. The graduates 
of this place or madrasa of panjpir were known as panjpiri. 
Sunni Muslims allover the world are the followers of either 
one of the main four schools of thought - Hanafi, Hanbali, 
Maliki and Shafii. What is interesting is the panjpiri ulama 
were strictly against the worship of saints and tombs 
(ziarat). Due to the ignorance of the general public the ulama 
of older generations denounced the worshippers of five ~ as 
near-heretics. 
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governmental acti vi ty to keep such open criticism under 

control. 

The younger generation of ulama attacked the older 

ulama for their ignorance, lack of knowledge of the Quran and 

hadith and, above all, their laxity and adaptational 

strategy. They were branded as heretics. The newcomers 

preached against the worship of saints' tombs or following 

pirs or accepting money for offering prayers and other 

religious services (marriage, divorce, naming of the newborn 

child, providing special prayers in the form of reciting the 

whole Quran-khatm). 

Panjpiri also criticized the villagers for their 

practice of cultural traditions, such as the offering of the 

merit feasts, mandatory feasts in time of the death of a 

family member, dancing, singing, high bride price and the 

elimination of the differences between the upper class 

atrojans and lower class brojans. Despite their preaching of 

equality between the Muslim umma, it is ironic that, as far 

as I know, none of the ulama of the younger generation were 

willing to enter into marriage with a broian family. They 

stre:ssed that in the eyes of God all Muslims ar~ equal and 

there is no higher or lower class. God is testing people by 

endowing them with these ephemeral privileges. What counts on 

the Day of Judgement is a person's good deeds. Failure to 

listen to and respect the ulama is equated to an affront to 

------------------ ----- ------ --
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religion. This uncompromising attitude of the younger 

generation of ulama trained in Pakistani madrasas and the way 

Nuristanis with secular education viewed their traditions 

presented a dilemma to the people who had very limited 

experienced outside their own surroundings. 

The ulama sees the Nuristani way of life as 

reminiscent of their pagan ancestors, therefore, the sooner 

it is discarded the better. This does not take into account 

the fact that there is no such thing as "purer, Islamic 

culture. Every ethnic group, gaum, or tribe, has retained 

some of the cultural traits of its past. This is true with 

today's Arab culture as some of the traits and values of the 

Jahiliyya period were carried over to the Islamic period. 

Traits such as loyalty, patience, generosity, manliness were 

the virtues held very high by the Arabs before Islam. As we 

see, these are highly valued among the Arab people today. 

Some educated Nuristanis saw the offering of feasts 

(although they were very costly and in some cases wasteful), 

as well as singing, and dancing as part of their identity and 

cultural wealth. They felt it was something worth preserving, 

while the ulama wanted all these pre-Islamic customs to be 

abandoned. They felt that as long as the people of Nuristan 

retained these customs, they would not be good Muslims in the 

eyes of other Muslims. 

--------_. -- -----_. ---_. -_ .. _-_ .. _. .-
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The u1ama's preaching was probably as impor~ant as 

the ecological factors in the curtailment of the feasts 

during the last two decades. 

Lack of interest on the part of the younger 

generation for herding, and generations of overgrazing, have 

considerably affected the ecological resources of the area. 

Nuristan is no longer capable of supporting large herds. 

However, singing and dancing still were practiced in 

some villages until a decade ago. 

Gatherings during feasts or dances were considered 

good for the welfare and unity of the village. Social 

compartmentalization has 'been created by the curtailment of 

feasts and dances and the situation is further aggravated by 

the division among the clan members of every village between 

the existing Afghan political parties in Peshawar. Rivalry 

for the control of political power among the parties outside 

Nuristan had a strong impact in Nuristan. The cause of many 

of the murders which have taken place in Nllristan in the last 

decades can be attributed to these rivalries. Many people 

lost their lives due to these rivalries in the early years of 

the resistance in Waiga1 Valley. Many others have been 

dislocated for a few years and had all of their belongings 

looted by the dominant groups in the name of Islam. 

Nuristanis and other Afghans faced a number of 

problems concerning the future of the country. The u1ama in 
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Nuristan does not advocate any plan or model for the future 

government of Afghanistan other than to return to the early 

years of Islam, particularly the reign of the Prophet (PBUH) 

and his Companions. The question of the economy is answered 

by saying that "God has promised sustenance to all his 

creatures." The same would apparently hold true for the ulama 

in other parts of Afghanistan. 

In the past the ulama would complain about the rulers 

lack of religious knowledge and their insensitivity toward 

the less fortunate. A large number of peasants were 

sYmpathetic to ulama teachings and genuinely believed that a 

real Islamic government might be the solution to the socio

economic and political ills of Afghanistan. This researcher 

has no doubts about the ultimate value of principles and 

doctrines of Islam and the injunctions of God and His 

Prophet. Rather, it is a matter of ulama' s lack of the 

necessary education and training for effective governance and 

efficient administration under the present conditions. This 

is well demonstrated by the current political situation in 

Afghanistan. For the last thirteen years, the ulama (or Dr. 

Olivier Roy's word the - Islamists) have exercised political 

power over the refugees and mujahideen. They were neither 

able to agree on a plan for the future of the country nor 

could they establish a coordinated front against the enemy. 

Every leader had his own prescription for the multitudes of 

----,. _._-----_. __ . __ ._---
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problems faced by the millions of refugees. There is no 

unified curriculum for schools established by the Afghans or 

by the host country or other donors. This si tuation is 

aggravated by the self-interest of some of the countries 

involved in the humanitarian assistance of the Afghan people. 

There is no unified effective administration system by the 

Afghans to regulate the affairs of the refugees. This issue 

is left to the discretion of the host countries. Each party 

is responsible for the well being of its own members - albeit 

the parties are operating with limited resources. However, if 

the parties were unified the limited resources could be 

utilized more effectively and equitably. 

Unfortunately, sensitive and important administra

ti ve, economic and technical posi tions in the resistance 

movement politics are filled on the basis of party loyalty 

rather than merit. This has encouraged a number of qualified 

people to seek employment either abroad or with non'· 

governmental organizations (NGO's). Many Afghans are fearful 

that ulama will not be able to lead the nation. 

Whenever Afghanistan has faced a threat from outside, 

the ulama have played a very positive and active role in 

mobilizing the general public for jihad (holy war). They then 

returned to their religious duties after the danger had 

passed. This was the case especially during the 19th and 

early 20th century when the Afghans waged jihad against 
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Britain. The difference in those days was that the Afghans 

waged the war from within their own country and had control 

of their own destiny. The present conditions are decidedly 

different. Because of the possession of destructive weapons 

and control of the air by the soviets and the Kabul regime, 

millions of Afghans have been forced to flee to the 

. neighboring countries of Iran and Pakistan. Moreover, this 

dislocation of people created a state of dependency on 

foreign countries - Muslim and non-Muslim alike - for their 

sUbsistence as well as military equipment. As a consequence, 

the ini tiati ve has slipped from the hands of the Afghan 

mujahideen leaders into those regional powers who have a 

strong vested interest in the war. As a result of this the 

Afghan leadership in exile consists largely of the ulama who 

are not equipped to take the place of secular administrators, 

technocrats and the political elite. The ulama in Afghanistan 

has no historical legitimacy as political leaders and have no 

experience in the political arena. 

The first credible Islamic organization, the Jamiat

e-Islami (Islamic Society), was established in 1958 by some 

of the ulama trained in government schools rather than in 

madrasas. It was under the leadership of Professor Ghulam 

Muhammad Niazi, (Roy, 1990: 67) who had just returned to 

Afghanistan after completing his studies at Al-Azhar in 

Egypt. Eventually, many Muslim students and traditional ulama 
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joined the organization. According to them, the political, 

economic and social setbacks of the community have resulted 

from adopting western culture and values. For them, the road 

to redemption and progress lies in the strict adherence to 

Islamic ideas, values and practices. This message found a 

considerable following within the Muslim community in 

Afghanistan during the 1970s, particularly after the 

Communist takeover of the regime in Kabul in 1978. As a 

result, the Muslim parties have attracted substantial 

followers in the last decade and a half. The ideological 

emphasis of these groups, rather than the concerns based on 

socio-political and strategic interests, have rendered the 

ulama ineffective in dealing with the political, economic and 

social problems that lay at the root of the community's 

grievances. 

Likewise, the westernized elite has not integrated 

effectively into the Muslim community. They have never been 

able to establish one voice to speak out against the 

perceived injustices of the present system and provide 

direction for a viable political solution of the problem. 

It is possible that due to some of 1;.he reasons 

already mentioned (such as entrusting the leadership mostly 

to the ulama and foreign interests) that Afghan intellectuals 

were excluded from the jihad. Their number has gradually 

decreased over the years to the extent that only a few of 
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them are presently active as field commanders with the 

resistance. Many of the educated people have sought refuge in 

Europe, the United states, Canada and Austr~lia. A very few 

of them have returned temporarily in order to assist the 

Islamic movement. 

The central theme of this work is to assess whether 

or not the Islamic movement has satisfactorily addressed the 

problem of traditional segmentation and established a 

reasonable base for socio-economic progress and lasting 

political stability. Unfortunately, the experiences of the 

last decades shows a different picture. The Islamic movement 

has succeeded in some areas, but overall it appears 

overwhelmed by the magnitude of the socio-economic and 

political complexities. 

The resistance movement attacks tribalism and 

ethnicity. It emphasizes that a good Muslim is a member of 

the Islamic YmmS (community). Tribal affiliation is a thing 

of the past and thus should be disregarded. The Muslim nmma 

transcends all kinship ties according to the ulama. However, 

before long many of those tribal members in the jihad began 

to shift their loyalties back to their tribes or linguistic 

groups. For example, the Jamiat-e-Islami of Professor 

Rabbani, although it has many ethnic groups in its ranks, 

recruits the bulk of its strength from the Persian speaking 

people of Afghanistan. These groups are found in the north, 

--------------------------- --------- - ----
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west, and in and around Kabul. Similarly, the parties of 

Engineer Hekmatyar and Professor Sayyaf and Mau1avi Y. Kha1is 

have attracted many of the Pushtuns of Afghanistan. Occasion

ally ideological and political differences among local rival 

commanders have resulted in violent armed confrontation. For 

example, one such armed conflict took place two years ago 

between the followers of Hekmatyar and Professor Rabbani in 

the Takhar province in northern Afghanistan. Mau1avi 

Muhammadi had followers predominantly from among the 

traditional Pashtun u1ama. Pir Gai1ani and Professor 

Mujaddidi, have, in addition to the traditional murids,68 

attracted people from different ethnic groups. 

In the beginning, most Afghans genuinely supported 

these political parties and joined them to acquire the 

resources to carry out the jihad. But in recent years many 

have left in the hope of finding better jihad funding with 

~arties designated by tribal affiliations. For example, in 

Kunar in the last two years many of the people from the 

moderate as well as some fundamentalist parties have joined 

the Sa1afivva movement established by the late Mau1avi Jami1-

ur~Rahman from Pech district of Kunar Province. He was able 

to attract a large amount of support from the Gulf Arabs and 

this enabled him to enlist his Safi tribesmen who had in the 

~urids are the disciples of a m from whom they receive 
personal guidance in religious as well as personal issues. 
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past been scattered among other parties. This trend more or 

less continues in all of the existing parties. Maulavi Khalis 

likely has only a very small number of non-Pashtuns in his 

party. Azad Beg, himself a central Asian refugee, is now a 

citizen of Pakistan and is active uniting the Uzbek people in 

the north. Following the soviet withdrawal from 

Afghanistan the concept of creating an Islamic government was 

discussed by many Afghans. A large number of the high ranking 

officials, including some members of the cabinet and 

ambassadors of the Communist regime, had deserted the 

Communist installed regime in Kabul. To the surprise of the 

freedom fighters, Khalqies responsible for the deaths of 

thousands of Afghans had joined various Islamic resistance 

movements in Peshawar. This raised new questions about the 

jihad in the mind of Afghans. Despi te repeated calls by 

Islamist intellectuals and ulama for the unity of the Muslims 

of Afghanistan the resistance leadership has begun to enlist 

their followers on tribal and ethnic basis. On the local as 

well as national level of Afghan politics, the Islamist model 

for the future government has faced serious challenges as a 

resul t of these shortcomings. More and more ulama and 

commanders in recent years have r~verted to the traditional 

system of khan and malik (client, patron) types of 

relationships. There is no doubt that the war and the 

dislocation of millions of Afghans has had a tremendous 

----------- ------------ ------
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impact on the social fabric of the country. It is not known 

if the current leadership of the Afghan resistance movement 

will be able to establish a unified stance. There is every 

indication that the majority of the ulama and mujahideen 

field commanders are beginning to behave and act like the 

traditional khans and maliks of the country. 

In Nuristan the ulama' s religious and political 

activities as well as the war have affected every aspect of 

people's lives. Social compartmentalization has been created 

and the situation is further aggravated by the split of the 

inhabitants of every village. Ideological and national issues 

have even divided members of individual families. No longer 

do the villages enj oy the socio-poli tical harmony of the 

past. Mistrust between residents of a village is on the 

increase. The easy availability of weapons and absence of a 

central government or authority has resulted in a high rate 

of homicide. Many of these murders are committed over women 

and family honor. Before the Communist takeover of the 

government of Kabul most of the disputes, including homicide, 

were settled through traditional arbitration. CUrrently 

eighty percent of homicides relating to women and honor are 

decided by the bullet and perhaps only twenty percent 

(especially those who do not have enough financial or 

physical support behind them) agree to the traditional means 

of arbitration. At present, it is too soon to measure the 
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exact extent of these new changes. How much of these socio

economic changes are the resul t of the war? How much is 

attributable to the ulama and to what degree are the changes 

are an endemic and organic response to the currents of change 

affecting the area? The answer to these questions is not yet 

fully evident. Clearly Nuristani social structure is 

. experiencing changes by adopting more and more non-Nuristani 

elements agan ~ar. 
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APPENDIX I 

FIGURES FOR THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE 
WHO RETURNED AS MULLAS AND HALIKS FROM KABUL 

TO THE VILLAGE OF NISHEIGRAM. 

Hostages Clan 

Abdul Muhammad Buradare 
. ~"\" --

Wali Muhammad Nalidare 

Amir Muhammad Damdeydare 

Malwai Nalidare 

Chitrok Nalidare 

Nali Khan Durunasdare 

Uncle of Omarkhan Nalidare 

Abdullah Khan Kosugdare 

Muhammd Sunaratdare 

Shukur Sunaratdare 

Samad Khan Durunasdare 

Alam Khan Nalidare 

Asil Din Kosugadare 

Din Muhammad Sunuratdare 
still alive 

Hazrat Gul Kosugdare 

Abdul Sattar Buradare 

Mulla Shamsuddin Buradare 

Dad Muhammad Sankidare 
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19. Mirza 

20. Father of Ashraf 

Damdeydare 

Kosugdare 
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Those who returned as mullas to the Nisheigram village and 

served the people as village imams. 

1. Shamsuddim 

2. Alam Khan 

3. Uncle of Omar Khan 

Those served as maliks, intermediaries between the central 

government and their village. 

1. Abdul Muhammad 

2. Chitrok 

3. Amir Muhammad 

4. Wali Muhammad 

5. Shakur 

6. Abdullah Khan 

7. Father of Ashraf 

8. Mirza Asil Din 

9. Abdul Sattar 

10. Hazrat Gul 



APPENDIX II 

LIST OF NURISTANI STUDENTS ATTENDING 
MADRASAS IN PAKISTAN 

AND AFGHANISTAN 

A. Sind Province 

1. Jamiat Rahmania (Rahmania Community, Karachi No. 3 

30 students Salafi 

2. Jamiat Abi Bakr, Gulshan-e-Iqbal No. 5 

15 students 

3. Jamiat Sataria Karachi No.6 

10 students 

4. Jamiat Ehsan Elahi Zahir Karachi 13 Salafi 

5. Jamiat Farooqia, Faisal Town, Karachi 

6. Jamiat Rahmania, Nazim Abad, Karachi 
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In Arabic jamia means "university" when it is used in an 

educational context. The places listed here under iamia are 

not university level. They are, probably, high school level 

or a two year junior college level of the given country. 

Jamia here is translated as 'community' or 'association'. For 

example, religious Jamiat Rahmania is probably named after a 

scholar by the name of Rahman who was either the founder of 

the jamia or recognized Alim of the area. 

----~~-~--~-~- ~-~~---~~---
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B. punjab Province 

1. Jamiat Muhammadia, Gojranwal~ 

63 Students Salafia school of thought. 

2. Jamiat Talim al-Islam, Mamoonkanja, Faisal Abad, Lahore 

51 students Salafia school of thought. 

3. Jamiat al-Ulum Asaria, Jehlum 

39 students Salafia school of thought. 

4. Jamiat al-Salafia, Faisal Abad 

19 students 

5. Jamiat Siddiqia, Mianwali 

13 students Hanafi school of thought. 

6. Jamiat al Tarfia, Lahore 

9 students Salafia school of thought. 

c. North West Frontier Province (NWFP) 

1. Jamiat al-Asaria, Peshawar 

89 students Hanafi school of thought. 

2. Minar al-Islam, Hayatabad, Peshawar 

73 students Hanafi school of thought. 

3. Jamiat Talim al-Quran, Mardan 

27 students Hanafi school of thought. 

4. Jamiat Tafheem al-Quran, Mardan 

38 students Hanafi school of thought. 

5. Jamiat Khair al-Madares, Mardan 

15 students Hanafi school of thought. 

------------------ ----



6. Jamiat Talim al-Quran Rustam 

25 students Hanafi school of thought. 

7. Jamiat Talim al-Quran Panjpir Dist. of Sawabi 

31 students Hanafi school of thought. 

8. Jamiat Hadigat al-Ulum, Peshawar 

17 students Salafia school of thought. 

9. Jamiat Ehyaye-Ulum, Charsada 

53 students Salafia school of thought. 

10. Jamiat Nomania Utmanzo Chars ada 

14 students Salafia school of thought. 

11. Jamiat Talim al-Quran Shabgader 

42 students 

12. Jamiat Abuzer Ghaffari in Chitral 

63 students Salafi school of thought. 

13. Jamiat Hayat al Muslemeen, Dir District 

16 students 

14. Jamiat Anwaria, Talash, Dir District 

36 students 

15. Jamiat Ehyaye-ulum, Bajaur Agency 

9 students 

16. Jamia-ye-Hagania, Akora, Khattak 

15 students 

In Afghanis'tan 

1. Jamiat Imam al Bukhari, Asadabad, Kunar 
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85 students69 

It is hard to obtain statistics about religious students 

inside the country or in remote villages in Pakistan because 

some of them are not attending madrasas regularly, thereby 

making it difficult to prepare accurate data. Moreover, even 

if power shifts to the technocrats and traditional leaders in 

. the future, it would be difficult for any community or 

national leader to ignore the ulama' s presence and demands in 

future of Afghanistan. 

~This madrasa was run and operated by the Afghan 
Mujahideen leadership, supported by private donations from the 
Arab World. 



Agan aar 

Ala 

Alnala piHing 

Apokoma 

Atrojan 

Baloot 

Bari 

Brojan 

C;agar ~aaeg 

Dal . 

qal pilang 

Qanakol oda 

Qanakol 

Dandako . . 
Dandako oda . . 
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Glossary 

Afghan custom (Non-Nuristani custom) 

Language 

Dancing on roof top with ~al 

Area where people keep their herds in the 
fall for a month, before moving down to the 
winter quarters 

Person from the upper class 

A variety of oak 

Craftsman from the lower class 

Name given by the people of Chitral to 
eastern Nuristan 

Person from the lower class 

Large scale feast where in addition to his 
own villagers the feast giver invites other 
villagers of Kalashum. This depends on the 
economic power of the feast givers. There 
are nine villagers in the valley. This is 
done mainly to acquire social prestige 

A decorated flag carried by a good dancer in 
the center in outdoor dances 

Dancing with ~al 

Owner of crown or crowned person in 
Nisheigram dialect. 

simply means crown in Nisheigram dialect 

Crown in Waigali dialect 

Owner of crown or crowned person in Waigali 
dialect 



Dawar 

Des 

Desi 

Desi dii~t:0 

Desibar 

Doul . 

!?ud 

Diisto 

Diivre 

Ghazi 

Ghulam bacha 

Hajj 

Hajji 

Jest . 
Jihad 

Kala~a 

Kala~a-ala 

Kala~iim 

Kamoz 

Kantoz 
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Short term military expedition by less than 
half a dozen people into the enemy land 

Village 

Village or compatriot 

Village elders 

Promotion of village solidarity and interest 

Large scale feast where every present member 
of the village is fed 

A medium size Nuristani drum 

Influential elders 

Arbitrators 

Muslim holy warrior 

Slave boys, children and young men brought 
to the court of Amir Abdur Rahman from 
influential families as hostages 

Pilgrimage to Mecca 

Title given to the person who has performed 
the pilgrimage to Mecca 

Influential elders in Kata dialect 

Holy War waged by Muslims against the non
Muslim infidels 

Name that the people of Waigal Valley 
(Central Nuristan) called themselves 

Language of the Kalasa people 

Name given by the natives to Waigal Valley 
(central Nuristan) 

The inhabitants of Kamdesh and other 
villages south of it in Basgal Valley are 
called Kamoz or Korn 

The inhabitants of the upper part of Basgal , 
Valley are called Kantoz or Kata 



Kata 

Katak 

Katir 

Kuna 

Leyma~ 

Maqi 

Ma~imal oda 

Ma~imal 

Madrasa 

Mahsul 

Malavre 

Malda 

Malik 
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Nuristanis from the upper part of Baz::gal 
Valley (eastern Nuristan) and all those who 
have occupied the Ramgal Valley (western 
Nuristan) called themselves collectively 
Kata 

Military expedition by a group of 10 to 20 
people for a longer term than the dawar 

Kata are also called Katir in European 
writings 

In Kalasa ala any wooden plank is called 
kuna. Here the term kuna is applied to the 
resting platforms built to honor an 
important deceased person 

Is a title given to people, Kom and Kata, 
who have succeeded in killing their enemy of 
faith and land. Equivalent to ma~imal oda 
in Waigal Valley 

Honey or sweets 

Holder of ma~imal 

Important title acquired following the 
killing of the enemy. A person who succeeds 
in killing the enemy of his faith is 
bestowed with the title 

Place of learning attached to a mosque where 
religious studies are emphasized. Here 
madrasa is used to include all religious 
schools sponsored by private as well as 
government contributions 

Special tax paid to the government upon the 
resolution of a dispute between two people 

Village counsel responsible for the 
protection of crops, fruits and pastures in 
Waigal Valley 

Wealthy herd owners 

Village headman 



Mara ga 

Mara qoul 

Markhor 

Matr 

Mirs 

Mujahid 

Mujahidden 

Mulla 

Nikah 

Nila danak6l 

Nilu 

Osunt 
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The compulsory offering of one cow upon the 
death of a relative (the least expenditure) 

Large scale feast in .honor of a dead person 

One kind of deer found in the mountains of 
Nuristan 

Agnatic relatives 

Literally the word ~ means king. A social 
rank, higher than jest among the Kom and 
Kata tribes of Basgal Valley, achieved after 
offering of many expensive feasts 

Holy Warrior (singular) 

Holy Warrior (Freedom Fighters) in 
Afghanistan (plural) 

A Muslim clergyman 

The legal ceremony of binding a man and a 
woman as husband and wife 

Blue crown 

This was an important festival celebrated in 
the middle of September. According to 
Robertson, the festival of Nilu was 
celebrated by the people of Kamdesh in 
Bashgal Valley on the 17th of September. He 
did not say much concerning the importance 
of this festival. Before the conversion and 
up to recent times, most of the large scale 
feasts were offered around the middle or end 
of September. This is the time when the 
villagers have returned from the summer 
grazing areas. The fattened herds are placed 
in their winter quarters. Harvesting has 
taken place so most of the villagers have 
completed their summer activities. Following 
the feasts, wedding ceremonies are 
undertaken. Now that the large scale feasts 
are no longer practiced, weddings are 
celebrated allover Nuristan during the 
month of September 

Summer season 



Osunt ten 

Pari 

Porkey dawar 

Pu~ qanakol 

Ramadan 

Ramgal 

Rupia 

Safid posh 

Sail 

Salaf 

Salafiyya 

Sana 

Sar saya 

Savat ama . . 
Seel 

Summer place or pasture 

Headdress usually made of cotton 

Going on military expedition alone 

Red crown 
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One of the pillars of Islam where Muslims 
are obligated to fast for one month 

Name given by the natives to western 
Nuristan, including Pushal and Kulum Valleys 

The Afghan unit of currency in the early 
1920s and 1930s was called rupia. Presently 
it is known as "Afghani" 

People from Waigal Valley before conversion 
to Islam were called Safid posh (white clad 
Kafirs) because of their use of white 
trousers and robes 

A worthy person 

pious ancestors and early Islamic community 

An Islamic reform movement calling for the 
return to the early years of Islam. The 
Salafiyya group are more widely known among 
the Afghans as Wahhabi 

Summer pasture land in higher elevation where 
large trees give way to short stemmed bushes 
and trees 

Literally the word mean "head shade" or 
"protection." It is one kind of charity 
every individual is obliged to pay annually 
to the needy and poor 

Maternity house 

f:ipear carried by ma~imal oda in outdoor 
dances 



Siah posh 

Sinarata doul . . 

Soli 

Solibar 

Sot des 

Suramac 

sutri 

suvala 

Ten 

Tent 

Timiki . 
Ulama 

tindir . 
Walama-dangura 

Waris-ul-anbia 

Waslig 

"fey tati car 

Zakat 
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People from Ramgal and Basgal Valleys before 
Islam were known to foreigners as Siah posh 
(black clad Kafirs) because of their use of 
black trousers and robes 

Feast given during happy occasions 

A relatively large four legged chair with 
elaborate carving, made exclusively for the 
macimal oda and malda. Ordinary people were 
not allowed to sit on it 

Fictitious relationship of brotherhood 

Brotherhood 

Seven villages 

Socio-political title given to people who 
have killed a large number of their arch 
enemy equivalent of ~al oda in Waigal Valley 

A special kind of belt with small bells wore 
by the macimal oda warrior of Waigal Valley 

Member of the lower class 

Place 

Another variety of oak 

A small drum similar to a Latin bongo drum 

Plural form of alim Muslim scholars 

Village council in Waigal village 

Persons born into socially insignificant 
families (un-important) 

Heirs of the prophets 

A special type of axe carried by the macimal 
oda 

Tradition of mother and father 

The fifth pillar of Islam. Muslims are 
obligated to pay a certain percentage of 
their wealth annually to the poor 

-------- -----



Zatr 

Zne ten 
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Affinal relatives. It is used for agnatic, 
relatives 

winter quarters for the herds 
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